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1 Introduction
Between August, 15th 2005 and August, 14th 2007, nine universities from Europe and Latin America developed
the foundations for a joined Master’s Programme in Sustainable Development and Management. This joint project was led and managed by the Leuphana Universität Lüneburg. The project was supported by the European
Union’s ALFA programme, after the project idea had successfully competed other project proposals in a competition-oriented announcement.
The results of this two-year work are documented in a two-volume publication. Volume 1 of this publication is a
handbook for the Master’s Programme in which the curricular structure of the Master’s Programme, the general
conditions and requirements of the Master’s Programme, as well as the descriptions of the modules, amongst
others, are presented.
The second volume, presented here, is a general introduction to the concept of sustainable development. It is an
important work foundation for students as well as teachers of the future Master’s Programme. This introductory
document addresses different problems of unsustainable development, presents theoretical concepts for sustainable development, deals with particular Latin-American perspectives of development and sustainability, and
addresses the role of education for sustainable development. This introduction forms a part of the first and second semesters of the Master’s Programme, which aim to develop a common basis in matters of the idea of sustainability for all students and teachers participating in the Master’s Programme, upon which to build up a more
in-depth engagement with various aspects of sustainable development.
Since the Earth Summit held in Rio de Janeiro in 1992 and the adoption of the Agenda 21, ‘sustainable development’ is a term which has been subjected to the most varied forms of use, misuse and abuse. Translation can
add a further level of complexity: in German, for example, the generally accepted translation is ‘nachhaltige
Entwicklung’; nevertheless, a number of other translations have been used in specialist literature. Some examples could be roughly re-translated back into English as ‘long-term development’, ‘long-term environmentallyfriendly development’, ‘environmentally appropriate development’, ‘future-oriented development’, ‘ecological
long-term development’, ‘future-appropriate development’ or even ‘sustainably future-oriented development’, to
name but a few. However, in other countries and linguistic regions such differentiation does not exist.
The concept of sustainable development reflects the interplay of a range of social understandings of the ideas of
justice, of low-consumption living, of freedom and self-determination, of the wellbeing of all human beings and
of responsibility for the future – though in each understanding the weighting of the various elements differs.
Governments, private businesses, NGOs and national and international conferences formulate sustainability as
one of their key objectives. Even if opinions and statements on sustainability diverge widely in political and
scientific discourse, and despite the fact that discussions are often highly controversial, the term has not yet fully
made its mark among the wider population. According to the results of a representative survey carried out in
2004 in Germany, only 22% of German citizens recognised the term ‘sustainable development’; the results had
actually fallen since 2002, when the figure was 28%. Only around 10% of the German population can actually
use the term practically and associate it with issues from the areas of environment and development (BMU,
2004: 69).
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This study document deals with the following aspects:
•

How does knowledge generation and application take place in a globalised world?

•

Why is there a debate on sustainable development?

•

How is the sustainability debate represented at the international level? How has it developed from its beginnings to the present day?

•

What do we understand by ‘sustainable development’?

•

What controversies are there between the various players in the sustainability debate?

•

What differences exist between sustainability discourses in Europe and in Latin America?

•

What strategies and instruments for sustainability are under discussion?

It is not surprising that in a work group of 18 participating scientists, a consensus or common view on all issues
could not be achieved. Besides cultural differences and backgrounds, disciplinary particularities and perspectives
also appeared in the course of the work programme. However, this situation also had big advantages, because
learning from each other during the various work meetings was again and again a big challenge which all involved persons mastered superbly.
Both volumes of this publication are written in three languages – English, Spanish and German, facilitating for
both students and teachers the work amongst and with each other. The material in three languages also offers
other interested persons the possibility to get a broad idea of the study programme. In this context, it should not
be concealed that occasionally, challenges appeared in translating to three languages, and in reconciling the different texts.
Nevertheless, all project participants hope that the publication will be useful and will facilitate international
cooperation in education for sustainable development. To date, there is still insufficient international cooperation
between universities of different continents, especially in the context of sustainable development.
Gerd Michelsen
Marco Rieckmann

Lüneburg (Germany), December 2007
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2 Generating and applying knowledge in a globalised world
2.1

Introduction

Our present society is often described as a knowledge society, but is that really a unique characteristic of our
present society? It could be argued that all societies have always been knowledge societies, and most probably
will always remain so. In primitive hunting and gathering societies people needed knowledge of their natural
environment, knowledge to find food, knowledge to make tools, knowledge about the behaviour of other people,
for example. Perhaps it could be said that in a globalizing society, the pace at which knowledge is generated and
becomes outdated again tends to be greater. This will have consequences for the methodology of knowledge
generation and application. In large parts of the world, people find themselves in a period of transition, moving
away from the system of knowledge generation and use that emerged in Europe in the 17th century and towards a
new system, in which multi-, inter- and transdisciplinary approaches and stakeholder participation play a role.
Perhaps we are moving from an analytically-oriented scientific methodology to a more integrative methodology.
Another interesting concept in reflecting on knowledge generation and use in society is the socio-biological
gender concept formulated by the English philosopher John Stuart Mill (Jarva, 1998). This gender concept describes the relation between biological sex and expectations as to male and female roles in society. Thus, every
society will be a gendered society. According to Jarva the male-dominated form of society emerged about 5,00010,000 years ago during the transition from a hunting and gathering society to a society based on agriculture.
This transition resulted in the introduction of technology to human activities, aimed at satisfying needs. Technology gained a foothold in the process of production and transport. It became a production factor and assumed a
role in the creation of value. As a result, trade developed and the value of human labour fell. Because women not
only contributed to production but also provided care in family and community, they were more place-bound
than men and could less easily travel to other places to learn to use technology and maintain trade. This resulted
in a situation in which men became the owners of technology and thereby attained a more powerful position. As
a result of the historical development sketched out above, local knowledge and skills held by women often differs from those held by men.
In the publication ‘Claiming and using indigenous knowledge’ (Appleton et al., undated) the authors describe
indigenous knowledge (also called local or traditional knowledge) as knowledge generated by communities over
time through a process of observation, experimentation and adaptation. Such local knowledge systems are very
well geared to dealing with diversity in both the natural and the social environment and they continuously evolve
over time. Like ‘modern’ science- and technology-based systems, local knowledge systems develop technology
and management practices to improve people’s quality of life, but they differ fundamentally from such modern
systems in that they are managed by the users of the knowledge and they are holistic. These different characteristics are very important points to consider in reflections on sustainable and equitable development. Although the
idea of scientists and technologists departing from the modern paradigm of science and technology and working
together globally on solutions for global problems can be inspiring, the reality often is that many different units
are racing independently towards goals that are defined in terms of profit. Because the modern concept of science and technology and the development paradigm it departs from have a very great influence at a global scale,
these actions undermine the capacity of local knowledge systems to innovate and lower the status of the local
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innovators themselves. The latter is especially true for women, whose contribution to technological development
tends to be historically underestimated. Recognition and reinforcement of local knowledge systems can be the
basis for alternative development models.

2.2

Historical development of knowledge generation in Western societies

Although, as was stated above, all societies have always been knowledge societies, with time societies in many
parts of the world have become far more knowledge-intensive and complex. This has been caused by developments in the field of science and technology, civil society and social institutions. From the perspective of a
Western society, the following periods in history can be singled out in terms of knowledge generation: the classical Greek culture, the Middle Ages, and the scientific revolution of the 17th century.
In classical Greek culture the work of natural philosophers was aimed at understanding their physical environment and the changes taking place in that environment. They also discussed what a good life is in a moral sense.
To develop knowledge they used their senses to observe, constructed mental models based on their observations
and debated them during discussions with others. In their philosophy two forms of rationality were distinguished: instrumental rationality and substantial rationality. Instrumental rationality is about the best ways to
realise objectives, whereas substantial rationality is about authentic principles, norms and values. Substantial
rationality was considered to be of a higher level than instrumental rationality (Kessels et al., 2002).
During the Middle Ages, too, theories were developed without experimentation. The religious influence on
knowledge generation was very strong during the period and theology was considered the ‘highest’ science,
followed by philosophy, law and medicine.
In the 17th century a ‘scientific revolution’ took place, with important consequences for scientific methodology
in the Western world. Observations using human senses were complemented with observations using instruments and systematically organised experiments. The discussion of mental models was institutionalised in academies of sciences, the peer review system for quality control of scientific knowledge was developed, and scientific journals were founded (Dijstelbloem/Schuyt 2002; Marres/de Vries 2002; Allee 2003). Also, in the same
period a system for attributing intellectual property rights emerged (Dolfsma/Soete 2002). Both developments
can be interpreted as signs of the need of knowledge for societal development.
This scientific revolution of the 17th century helped form the cradle for the Industrial Revolution, which had a
great influence on Western society. It resulted in new production technologies, mass production, the development of transport infrastructures and social institutions. On the one hand, it certainly has brought about a lot of
beneficial knowledge and wellbeing to Western societies; but on the other, these developments also lie at the
roots of the problems of unsustainability we are facing today (cf. the chapter about Global Change). Furthermore, as similar developments did not take place in other societies, it also contributed to the large differences in
wealth between societies. This also indicates that it is not knowledge as such that is important for development;
rather, it is the knowledge available in an enabling societal context that can stimulate (economic) development.
In other words, for development to take place, knowledge has to match with the regional cultural and socioeconomic context.
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As a result of the development of practices for knowledge generation in Western culture as described above,
there has been a rather strong emphasis on rationality over the past centuries (Dijstelbloem/Schuyt, 2002; Marres/de Vries, 2002; Allee, 2003). The attempt was made to understand the complex physical and social environment by using simplified models and schemes, which allowed for a simplified pattern of reasoning through
which the (unique) truth could be verified. This had the result, among others, that research came to be organised
into disciplinary domains. A disciplinary domain could be described as the working domain of a community of
peers that speak and understand a common ‘disciplinary language’. With the emergence of disciplines, a system
for quality assessment and quality control based on the judgement of peers co-emerged. The scientific methodology thus developed resulted in a pattern of reasoning with an inescapable order of conclusions and produced a
‘verified truth’. Subsequently, this ‘verified truth’ could be instrumental for exerting power.
The results of those developments are found in many aspects in Western society. A pattern of reasoning with an
inescapable order of conclusions represents an important aspect in laws and regulations. We can trace back a lot
of notions to this old-fashioned concept of knowledge generation in the educational system, especially in secondary, higher and vocational education, where the disciplinary approach is an important organising principle. The
knowledge model of the 19th century, describing knowledge as the result of a rational process with universal
validity, can also be seen as an upshot of this.
In current knowledge models this concept of universal validity is no longer present. Instead, the model is that
knowledge is continuously developed, transported, transferred and applied. In these processes, interactions between individuals play a role, alongside knowledge codified in a medium or a product, and context-dependent
models and perceptions. Therefore, knowledge cannot be separated from the contexts in which people pursue
their activities.

2.3

Economics as an independent discipline

One of the results of the ‘knowledge revolution’ of the 17th century was the emergence of economics as an independent discipline. Economics is about the optimal use of resources for the satisfaction of human needs and the
promotion of human wellbeing. Economics, like all social sciences, deals with value-oriented human activities
and therefore has a relation with morality. In mediaeval (pre-modern) Western society, in which reality and ideality had a close relationship (reality is pre-formed ideality, van der Wal, 2003) economic science was subsumed
by moral philosophy. The task of ethics in that society was to develop a normative concept of human nature
indicating how various aspects of human existence (economy, politics, education) ought to be ordered so as to
realise the ideal of what it is to be human. In the modern (post-mediaeval) period this connectedness of reality
and ideality was gradually lost. Reality became a sum of purely factual things and processes, not possessing a
normative dimension that can be described without any reference to normative perspectives. During the ‘knowledge revolution’ of the 17th century this notion of reality prevailed over nature, which in that concept became an
ensemble of dead, passive things without inner dimension, goals or meaning. This notion of reality gradually
entered the humanities, the social sciences and life sciences. The economic process became a purely factual
process with its own laws, and economic science became a discipline in itself. The so-called STE-complex (science, technology, economy) gradually became the ‘motor behind society’ (van der Wal, 2003).
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At the beginning of the 21st century, many have realised that nature is more than just a collection of dead things
and that links between the STE-complex and other societal domains, and between different societies, will have to
be created. We will have to re-establish a system of connectedness between different cultures and knowledge
systems, and we will have to find a proper balance between instrumental rationality (the best way to realise an
objective) and substantial rationality (principles, norms and authentic values that one chooses freely). In the
attempt to do so, ethical concerns and mutual respect will be very important factors. There are many signs that
such a process is underway.
The Earth Charter (www.earthcharter.org) hopes to function as a broadly accepted frame of reference underlying
sustainable development. It is the result of long-running and worldwide process of consultation that is intended
to offer a shared vision on essential values, based on science, international law, philosophy and religion; it is
intended to be used as a basis for an emerging global society. Ecological economics is concerned with extending
and integrating the study of how nature’s system (ecology) and humankind’s system (economics) can be managed (www.ecoeco.org). Companies are encouraged to work on Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) in order
to balance People, Profit and Planet (OECD, 2000; SER, 2000; Bergmans, 2003; Herst, 2005). In the UN system,
many actions are targeted at a more sustainable development. We thus can conclude that a lot is going on, but we
can only wonder if mankind will be a winner or a loser in the race against time. Sustainable development makes
the world more connected: will we be able to accomplish the transition to a more inclusive economy of connectedness? What could we learn from traditional knowledge systems in this respect?

2.4

The application of knowledge in society

The concept of ‘verified truth’, together with the organisation of scientific work into disciplinary fields and scientific methodology, resulted in the knowledge model of the 19th century. In this model, knowledge is developed
in a rational process and has universal validity. Although such a knowledge model may to a certain extent still be
useful within some disciplinary fields, for solving complex societal problems this is no longer the case. Knowledge cannot be separated from the context in which it is developed, and before it can be applied in another context it has to be translated and adapted to that other context.
As to the use of knowledge in society, a strictly disciplinary approach to knowledge generation implies that
problems are formulated and solved within the disciplinary field by an academic community. Academic ‘good
practice’ in the disciplinary field does of course guarantee the good scientific quality of the knowledge developed. However, much of the societal complexity will have been lost by simplifying problems down to a formulation that fits within the disciplinary model. Societal problems thus will always be far more complex than their
representation in the disciplinary model, and therefore the solutions developed in a scientific community organised along disciplinary lines will often be somewhat removed from the complex reality. The knowledge needed
to solve societal problems should not only be scientifically robust, it should also be societally robust. That calls
for inter- and transdisciplinary practices and a participatory development process. In a recent report for the Netherlands Advisory Council for Research on Spatial Planning, Nature and the Environment (www.rmno.nl) Regeer
and Bunders (2006) conclude that such practices are not easy to realize because of conflicts of interest between
the actors, and because of hurdles within the scientific system. In their search for the pitfalls of transdisciplinary
research the authors distinguish between Mode-0, Mode-1 and Mode-2 science.
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In Mode-0 science, scientific knowledge generation is an autonomous process and it is supposed that scientific
progress will also lead to social and economic progress. Scientists are responsible for the scientific quality of
knowledge, but the way in which that knowledge is used in society falls to the responsibility of societal actors.
Scientists are inspired by the physical environment, and scientific methodology is aimed at developing universal
knowledge and knowing the truth about the physical environment. Emphasis is placed on knowledge from the
natural sciences and on a mono-disciplinary approach. Different aspects of physical reality are studied from the
perspectives of different scientific disciplines.
In Mode-1 science there is both specialisation in specific domains as well as fine-tuning, co-operation and interaction between the actors involved in knowledge generation and problem-solving. Responsibility for knowledge
generation is largely in the hands of institutes, and responsibility for solving societal problems is largely entrusted to government and industry. The institutions do not interfere in each others’ ways of working. Therefore
the processes of knowledge generation and problem-solving remain institutionally and methodologically separate. The supposed role of scientific knowledge generation is instrumental: in order to solve societal problems
and to stimulate economic objectives, context-independent knowledge has to be transferred for application to
societal practice. For this process of transfer the social sciences are also needed. Mostly mono-disciplinary
knowledge will not be sufficient, and innovations and new societal applications will be the result of multi- and
inter-disciplinary knowledge generation.
In Mode-2 science, the distinction between knowledge generation and problem-solving has (almost) disappeared,
and the responsibility for solving societal problems has become a joint responsibility of scientists and societal
actors. For solving complex societal problems, scientific knowledge, societal knowledge and competences based
on experience are needed. The different perspectives from which the problem is approached come together in a
joint learning process during which implicit knowledge is articulated in an interactive way and new knowledge is
constructed, shared and challenged. Through such a process, societally robust knowledge can be generated.
Keywords in Mode-2 science are integration, participation, innovation and long-term objectives (see also Gibbons et al., 1994; Gibbons, 1998, 2003).

2.5

Knowledge and policy

Societal problems are always complex problems that call for a multidisciplinary approach and for the active
involvement of different stakeholders. This is true both for the analysis of the problems and for designing and
trying out solutions. In our present society, complexity is on the increase because almost all problems also have
an international or global dimension; very often not only multidisciplinary but also multicultural aspects are at
stake. This leads to different perceptions, ethical questions and normative judgments. Active participation in a
global society calls for competencies needed to work in a team in which different perspectives on complex problems are represented. Therefore, in addition to disciplinary knowledge, individuals also need competencies
which go beyond of the borders of one’s own field of specialization or one’s own culture and which enable individuals to work together with people of different beliefs, to communicate (orally, in writing and via new media),
or to reflect on one’s own personal dedication, involvement and performance. Furthermore, in order to build a
bridge between specific knowledge and its application in complex societal reality, flexibility, creativity and an
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entrepreneurial spirit are important qualities. This can be recognized in all contexts in which knowledge is applied, not least in policymaking.
For policymaking it is important to take forecast data into account. Politicians need both a feeling for future
developments and respect for the interactions in the present civil society. This is not fundamentally new, but has
always been so. In almost all cultures, rulers have felt a need to develop a ‘picture’ of the society’s future. The
institutions that are counted on to provide such a picture differ from culture to culture. It could be said that the
Oracle of Delphi lies at the origin of Western policy culture, consulted as it was by states and kings. The oracle
certainly influenced political and cultural developments in the Mediterranean area. Since that time it has become
good practice to turn to science for advice in formulating policy. In both the public and the private domains there
is a broad range of organisations offering scientific and expert advice for policymaking (Adriaansens, 1997).
The interaction between science and policy is not unproblematic, however. On the one hand, policymakers tend
to be disappointed about the usefulness of scientific findings in policymaking practice, while on the other hand
many scientists do not feel at ease with the way results of their research are used in practice. To understand the
tensions in the relation between policy and science it is important to realise that policymaking essentially has
normative and subjective elements, while good scientific practice asks for objective evidence. Funtowicz and
Ravetz (1991, 1993, 1994) have analysed the interaction between policymaking and scientific research in a systematic manner, and came to the conclusion that scientific arguments are often (mis)used to empower normative
conclusions. They developed a classification of the way scientific data are used in policy practice, based on the
uncertainty of those data and the interests at stake. In figure 1, a schematic representation of their classification is
given.

Figure 1: Classification of scientific research on the basis of uncertainty and the societal interest of the research
results (Funtowicz/Ravetz, 1993)
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Funtowitcz and Ravetz distinguish between normal science, expert science and post-normal science. In normal
science, puzzles are solved according to agreed scientific methodology, and scientific quality is assessed via a
peer review system. The results of normal science are valid within the context of the scientific model in which
they are verified. Outside this model environment they are not irrelevant, but they tend to remain rather remote
from the great societal interests. As research and development are at the basis of innovation and economic development, however, there will be many situations where scientific results will exert a more direct influence on
societal interests.
We then enter the domain of expert science. An expert is a person who has recognised quality (by peers) within a
certain scientific domain and who is, in addition, trusted to be able to make an important contribution to solving
a problem of major societal interest. An expert thus is a person trusted to be able to use scientific findings in a
societal context – a context that is of course much more complex than the scientific model context in which the
findings were derived. This implies that the expert will work with greater uncertainty. If there are major interests
at stake the opinion of one expert is not enough. A first step to be taken in such situations is to ask a second
expert, but in situations involving major interests and high complexity, for instance environmental problems and
sustainable development issues, expert science is no longer sufficient; we then enter the domain of ‘post-normal’
science.
The domain of post-normal science is characterised by major societal interests, great complexity and great uncertainty. These problems call for a multidisciplinary approach and for stakeholder participation, because the results
should not only be of good scientific quality but should also be societally robust. There is not an established
methodology for post-normal science, nor a system for quality assessment of post-normal science. According to
Funtowicz and Ravetz, in such situations quality could be assessed via an extended peer review in which, in
addition to scientific experts, other shareholders are also involved. We will have to develop that methodology
‘by doing’ and ‘while doing’. In the field of sustainable development, these are the types of complex problems
that one always has to deal with. Sustainable development, therefore, is a field in which much learning has to be
done on how to tackle and solve problems of great societal interest, at all scales from local to global.
Further reading
Funtowicz, S.O./Ravetz, J.R. (1993): The Emergence of Post-Normal Science. In: von Schomberg, R. (Ed.): Science, Politics
and Morality. Scientific Uncertainty and Decision Making. Dordrecht/Boston/London
Hirsch Hadorn, G. et al. (Eds.; 2008): Handbook of Transdisciplinary Research. Heidelberg
Weingart, P. (1999): Neue Formen der Wissensproduktion: Fakt, Fiktion und Mode. In: TA-Datenbank-Nachrichten, Nr. 3/4,
Vol. 8 – December 1999: 48-57. Online at: http://www.itas.fzk.de/deu/tadn/tadn993/wein99a.htm (December 2007)

Online resources
td-net – network for transdisciplinarity in sciences and humanities: http://www.transdisciplinarity.ch
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3 Sustainable Development and its challenges
3.1

Central problem areas

At the first UN Conference on Environment and Development, in Rio de Janeiro in 1992, almost 180 states
signed the Agenda 21. Thereby, they committed themselves to implementing this plan of action to initiate the
transition to sustainable development. The international community renewed this commitment to initiating sustainable development in its declaration at the Johannesburg Summit in 2002. The declaration states that:
We reaffirm our pledge to place particular focus on, and give priority attention to, the fight against the worldwide
conditions that pose severe threats to the sustainable development of our people, which include: chronic hunger;
malnutrition; foreign occupation; armed conflict, illicit drug problems; organized crime; corruption; natural disasters; illicit arms trafficking; trafficking in persons; terrorism; intolerance and incitement to racial, ethnic, religious
and other hatreds; xenophobia; and endemic, communicable and chronic diseases, in particular HIV/AIDS, malaria
and tuberculosis. (United Nations, 2002: 3)

The declaration makes it clear that the implementation of the concept of sustainable development still – ten years
after Rio – continued to face serious challenges, as the environmental, economic and social problems that had led
to the signing of the Agenda 21 and the adoption of the concept as the model for global, regional and local development had further intensified in the meantime:
The 1992 Earth Summit challenged humanity to reduce its impact on the Earth. Ten years later, we live in a riskier
world with more consumption, waste, people, and poverty – but with less biodiversity, forest area, available fresh water, soil, and stratospheric ozone. (Wackernagel et al., 2002: 1)

Against the backdrop of intensifying social, economic and environmental problems, Dennis Meadows, one of the
co-authors of the report ‘Limits to Growth’, came to the following conclusion: ‘It is too late for sustainable development. Now we must struggle for a form of development that will allow us to survive’ (Meadows, 2000:
125). This assertion is based on his calculations using the ‘world3’ simulation program developed by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. These simulations show that the world population will in all probability exceed
a level that the earth is able to sustain before stabilising at a much lower level. Although Meadows considers that
it would be desirable if sustainable development, assisted by a process of demographic transition of the type to
be seen in a number of northern countries, were to stabilise the world population at an environmentally sustainable level without any abrupt population collapse, he does not consider this to be realistic under the prevailing
political and economic conditions. He thus calls for policies aimed at development which will allow survival:
Our cities, countries and international organisations need forms of policy which satisfy the real and pressing needs
of today’s human beings and simultaneously provide the ethics, technology, capital and oversight rules to survive the
phase of population collapse. These policies should be oriented towards minimising the potentially catastrophic
breaks with the current situation during the transitional phase, leaving the widest possible range of options open to
us once balance has been re-established. (Meadows, 2000: 148)

This pessimistic view of humanity’s situation is far from being a widely shared attitude, given that Meadows is
often seen in scientific circles as a ‘prophet of doom’, foreseeing the end of the human race. Nevertheless, many
societal actors share his opinion that swift and redoubled efforts need to be made to initiate sustainable development.
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3.2

Global change

Calculations of the environmental footprints (see box) of entire nations show that the worldwide consumption of
natural resources since the 1980s has gone far beyond the productivity rate of the biosphere: in 2003, it has been
calculated that the Earth would need one year and three months to produce what the human race consumes in one
year. This value is calculated by contrasting the global environmental footprint (the sum of the environmental
footprints of individual nations, equivalent to 2.2 global hectares per capita) and the estimated capacity of the
biosphere to renew the natural resources consumed (1.8 global hectares per capita) – in 2003, the global footprint
exceeded the ecological capacity of the Earth by approximately 23% (http://www.footprintnetwork.org).
The Environmental Footprint
The (natural) surface area required to maintain the energy and material flows of an economic unit, such as a city, is its environmental footprint. It is a tool for assessing human consumption of natural resources and is measured in global hectares
(Wackernagel/Rees, 1997: 23-25). ‘The Environmental Footprint thus measures the ‘ecological sustainability’ of a given
population’ (Wackernagel/Rees, 1997: 25).

Studies into the state of the global ecosystems (WRI, 2000, 2005) demonstrate that the various ecosystem types,
such as arable, forest, freshwater, grassland, coastal and sea ecosystems are already seriously endangered in
terms of their survival and performance. For example, 75% of ocean fish stocks have been depleted by overfishing or fished to their ecological limits. Around 58% of coral reefs are threatened by destructive fishing methods.
More than 65% of pastureland is affected by soil erosion. Worldwide consumption of groundwater by agriculture
exceeds its rate of replacement. Forest cover has been reduced by half, and the remaining forests are split up by
roadbuilding and construction into ever-smaller islands.
The German Scientific Advisory Council on Global Environmental Change (WBGU) describes these worldwide
transformations as a ‘Global Change’. This reflects the manner in which global environmental change is closely
entwined with economic globalisation, cultural change and a growing North-South divide:
For the first time in history, human activities are having impacts of planetary scale. The resultant changes in the
global environment are reshaping the relationship between humankind and the natural basis on which its existence
depends. This transformation process, called global change, is occurring at unprecedented speed and involves many
risks. It can only be understood if Earth is conceived of holistically as a single system. (WBGU, 1996: 17)

16 different forms of environmental degradation, the so-called ‘syndromes’ (see box) have been held responsible
for this Global Change. These are considered ‘characteristic, globally relevant constellations of natural and human trends of Global Change, as well as the interactions between them’ (WBGU, 2000: 207). These ‘global
clinical diagnoses’ are attributed to one of three groups (WBGU, 1996): the ‘utilisation’ syndrome group covers
syndromes that appear as the consequence of overuse of natural resources. The ‘development’ syndrome group
covers problems in the relationship between man and the environment which result from development processes
with socially and environmentally negative effects. These would include uncontrolled urban sprawl, or centralistically-planned major infrastructure projects. The ‘sinks’ syndrome group covers negative developments associated with waste disposal that exceeds the levels ecosystems are able to absorb.
The syndromes, as patterns of cause-and-effect, primarily consist of individual symptoms which are coupled
together by a diverse range of interactions. The individual symptoms of a syndrome can be understood as umbrella terms for the causing and influencing factors in syndrome analysis (WBGU, 1996; Schellnhuber et al.,
2000). The symptoms are defined by direct or indirect processes of measurement or description (of a scientific or
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social-science nature). This gives them a qualitative character, meaning that even inexact measurements are
acceptable. Symptoms thus name complex problems, without breaking them down in detail. The syndrome approach thus facilitates the measurement of unsustainability, helps identify similar patterns occurring in different
regions, and can be examined over time (Grassl, 2000).
Overview of the syndromes of Global Change (WBGU, 1996)
“Utilization” Syndromes
1. Overcultivation of marginal land: Sahel Syndrome
2. Overexploitation of natural ecosystems: Overexploitation Syndrome
3. Environmental degradation through abandonment of traditional agricultural practices: Rural Exodus Syndrome
4. Non-sustainable agro-industrial use of soils and bodies of water: Dust Bowl Syndrome
5. Environmental degradation through depletion of non-renewable resources: Katanga
Syndrome
6. Development and destruction of nature for recreational ends: Mass Tourism Syndrome
7. Environmental destruction through war and military action: Scorched Earth Syndrome
“Development” Syndromes

8. Environmental damage of natural landscapes as a result of large-scale projects: Aral Sea Syndrome
9. Environmental degradation through the introduction of inappropriate farming methods: Green Revolution Syndrome
10. Disregard for environmental standards in the course of rapid economic growth: Asian Tigers Syndrome
11. Environmental degradation through uncontrolled urban growth: Favela Syndrome
12. Destruction of landscapes through planned expansion of urban infrastructures: Urban Sprawl Syndrome
13. Singular anthropogenic environmental disasters with long-term impacts: Major Accident Syndrome
“Sink” Syndromes

14. Environmental degradation through large-scale diffusion of long-lived substances: Smokestack Syndrome
15. Environmental degradation through controlled and uncontrolled disposal of waste: Waste Dumping Syndrome
16. Local contamination of environmental assets at industrial locations: Contaminated Land Syndrome

The syndromes describe complex patterns of cause and effect. The effect, for example the deforestation of entire
regions, can have varied causes, such as clearing by small farmers (Sahel Syndrome) or industrial-scale logging
by large companies (Overexploitation Syndrome). At the same time,
besides the dramatic and growing poverty in developing countries [...], excessive consumption patterns and inefficient use of resources in the highly-developed countries is surely the greatest danger to the stability of nature and the
environment and to the peaceful development of this world. (Töpfer, 2002: 2)

The main culprits for environmental problems are the people who live in the 30 economically ‘most highly developed’ countries and who make up 20% of the world population. They use up 85% of the world’s synthetic
chemical products, 80% of the unrenewable energy, 75% of the paper for books and newspapers and 40% of the
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world’s available groundwater (Le Monde diplomatique, 2006). People in the countries of the South1 contribute
to environmental problems as their poverty forces them to plunder often scarce resources, such as firewood; to
use poor soils for farming which are quickly eroded, such as cleared rainforests; or to migrate to fast-growing
cities, by which they make a further major contribution to environmental and social problems.
Example: The Aral Sea Syndrome
‘The Aral Sea Syndrome’ describes the failure of large-scale extensive reshaping of semi-natural areas’ (WGBU, 1996: 125).
In the planning of major infrastructure projects (e.g. dams, irrigation projects), impacts are not given due consideration and
environmental degradation and social exclusion ensue. This syndrome can be seen particularly clearly in the case of the Aral
Sea. As a result of the use of water from its tributaries to feed a massive irrigation project, over the last 40 years the sea has
lost more than half of its surface area, and the remaining water is extremely saline. The Aral Sea Syndrome has the following
major symptoms: loss of biodiversity, local or even global climate change, scarcity of freshwater, soil erosion, forced resettlement of local populations, danger of international conflicts over issues such as rights over river water (WGBU, 1996: 126).

Hitherto, the consequences of Global Change have been felt most keenly by people in the so-called emerging or
developing countries, as it is here that the effects of the environmental problems described above are particularly
keenly felt. The flood disasters in China and Bangladesh, for example, caused much greater damage and greater
numbers of victims than the flooding in eastern Germany in summer 2002. Nevertheless, material damage has
thus far been greater in the countries of the North, as expensive technical infrastructure and private assets are
destroyed – in the countries of the South, such infrastructure simply does not exist.
Below, some of the key problems of Global Change in the areas of environment and development are outlined.
According to the WBGU (1996), the key problems are: climate change; ozone depletion and persistent organic
pollutants; loss of biodiversity and deforestation; soil erosion; scarcity and pollution of freshwater; overfishing
and pollution of the oceans; threats to food security and world health; as well as widening gaps in development.

3.3

Main ecological problems

There is evidence that the effects of human activity have already been great enough to destabilise ecosystems, or
even the planet’s ecology as a whole. Climate change is an obvious example of the interaction between industrial
activities and the effects they give rise to, bringing changes to the ecological conditions of the planet through the
emission of greenhouse gases – principally through the combustion of fossil fuels to generate energy.

3.3.1

Climate change

According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, there are three gases – carbon dioxide, methane
and nitrous oxide – which contribute, respectively, 60%, 20% and 6% to the process of global warming (‘the
greenhouse effect’) as a result of human activities (McCarthy et al., 2001). Although these gases exist naturally
in the atmosphere, the rapid release of additional quantities is the result of human activities (such as combustion
of fossil fuels, deforestation and agriculture).

1
The labels ‘countries of the South’ or ‘of the North’ are used instead of the terms ‘developing countries’ (or ‘Third World’)
and ‘industrialised countries’, as these terms imply certain development-theory assumptions (concept of development as
‘catch-up’, etc), which cannot be used in an unreflected manner.
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Thus, by now it is seen to be proven that the global warming observed in the last 50 years to a big extent has
been caused by human activities, particularly by the emission of greenhouse gases. Studies based on drillings in
ice nucleus show that in 2005, the concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere had the highest value for
650,000 years (c.f. fig. 2). In the years 1970-2004 alone, CO2 emissions rose globally by 80% (IPCC, 2007). In
1992, around 84% of worldwide carbon dioxide emissions resulted from industrial processes and 16% from
changes in land use (WRI et al., 1998). In the mid-1990s, these preliminary estimates indicated that Latin America and the Caribbean were responsible for around 11% of world carbon dioxide emissions (4.3% of industrial
emissions and 48.3% of those caused by changes in land use). The region’s methane emissions from anthropogenic sources (primarily cattle raising and the production and consumption of fossil fuels) represented 9.3% of
the worldwide total (WRI et al., 1996).

Fig. 2: Long-term development of the concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere (Le Monde diplomatique, 2006)
By 2004, around half of all CO2 emissions originated in the OECD countries, with the USA being the single
largest source of carbon dioxide. The per-capita emissions stood at 20.1 tonnes in the US and 10.4 tonnes in
Germany (WRI, 2007). However, in Africa and Asia, at the same time, were emitted at an average only 1 to 2
tonnes of carbon dioxide per capita. Average per-capita carbon dioxide emissions in Latin America and the Caribbean stood at 2.7 tonnes. Nevertheless, as the countries of the South catch up in the area of energy supplies, a
significant increase in per-capita carbon dioxide emissions is expected.
Climate change and the accompanying process of global warming have diverse consequences for ecosystems
and, of course, also for human beings. Already nowadays it is possible to notice first effects of these changes. In
some regions, particularly in Africa, this means a loss of biodiversity and decreasing agricultural yields, caused
by shifting of vegetation zones already becoming apparent as well as changes in the distribution and the migration behaviour of many animal species (IPCC, 2007).
Since industrialisation began, the global average temperature has increased by 0.74 °C. The IPCC’s climate
experts assume that the natural, social and economic systems would be able to adapt themselves to a global
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warming of up to 2°C. An increase of more than 2 °C would exceed the adaptation capacity and would cause
dramatic effects. Thus, at least one third of all known animal and plant species is in danger of extinction. A melting of Greenland’s ice masses could not yet be impeded and it would cause an increase of the sea level of up to
seven meters. Many island states like Tuvalu, Vanuatu or Kiribati would stop existing (IPCC, 2007).

3.3.2

Soil degradation

Soil degradation describes the loss of fertile soil. The major soil deterioration processes include soil erosion by
wind and weather, salination, saturation, loss of organic matter (humus) and micro-organisms, loss of nutrients
and build-up of toxins.
Desertification is one of the key consequences of land deterioration in dry regions. Worldwide, around 15% of
usable surface area is affected by soil degradation. 65% of pastureland is considered to be degraded, 40% of
which is classified as seriously degraded. Soil degradation around the world is caused by erosion through water
(56%) and wind (28%), as well as, to a lesser extent, through chemical damage (12%) and physical deterioration
(4%). With 39% of their land area degraded, South Asia and South-East Asia are particularly affected, as a result
of high population growth and very intensive farming methods. On the African mainland 25% of soils are degraded, as compared to 12% in South America and 11% in Europe (WRI, 2000).
It is estimated that more than three million square kilometres of agricultural land in Latin America and the Caribbean have suffered significant reductions in productivity. In this region, erosion is the primary cause of soil
deterioration, and of the concomitant losses of nutrients and productivity. The phenomenon affects 14.3% of
land area in South America and 26% in Central America (Oldeman, 1994). Salination caused by irrigation methods has had a major impact in Cuba (1.0 million hectares), Argentina (0.6 million), Mexico (0.4 million) and
Peru (0.3 million). It also has a localised effect in arid regions of North-East Brazil, North and Central Chile, and
some parts of Central America (UNESCO et al., 1978; FAO, 2000). Soil degradation has contributed to increasing poverty in the Latin American and Caribbean region, which in turn has led to greater environmental damage,
in particular damage to soils; this is a cyclical process which has been most clearly observed in activities related
to silviculture and agriculture.

3.3.3

Loss of biodiversity

The concept of biodiversity generally refers to the varied nature of life, at three basic levels: ecosystems, species
and genes. The biodiversity of a given country, region or the planet as a whole is reflected in the different types
of ecosystem it contains, the number of species it plays host to, the differences in species between different areas, and the number of endemic species – as well as sub-species and varieties or breeds of the same species,
among other aspects (PNUMA, 2002).
One of the most far-reaching consequences of human intervention in existing ecosystems is loss of biodiversity.
Biodiversity is an integral part of ecosystems and is essential in maintaining their stability. The formative process of the Earth is a gradual evolutionary process, drawing on energy from the sun, in which everything has its
role and nothing is wasted. Every element contributes to the stability of these processes and to that of the planet
as a whole. It has now been established that living beings evolve in response to their environment, and the envi-
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ronment evolves through interaction with living beings. In their turn, both environment and organisms owe their
evolution their surroundings and in particular to the sun.
The whole is a stable system2, an interactive system. Therefore, any disturbance in any of the constituent parts of
the system affects the others, as all living processes are cyclical and interlinked, and this complexity is the principal factor ensuring stability in an evolutionary context. If the stimulus caused by the disturbance is relatively
small, the conditions of the process will change, but the system will recover and its fundamental conditions will
remain in place. In this case, we can say that the process is stable. The greater the disturbances that natural processes, or the ecology, can tolerate, the greater is the stability we can attribute to the process. This stability is
associated with resistance or the capacity to tolerate disturbances and recover original conditions. A sufficiently
large disturbance could cause an irreversible change in the process conditions, and, in such case, the conditions
of the natural world and its components and interactions. Today, it is accepted that biodiversity – the whole
range of living beings that constitute nature – is an important factor for stability.
Nevertheless, each year around 6000 species die out around the world: 12% of birds, 23% of mammals and 32%
of fishes are in serious danger of extinction (WRI, 2005). The loss of biodiversity does not only mean that priceless genetic resources, basic medicinal substances and recreational areas are lost, but it also threatens the survival
and productivity of the ecosystem as a whole, as its regulatory functions are endangered by the loss of species.

Number of extinct species

Birds
Mammals

Fig. 3: Extinctions of bird and mammal species over time (Primack, 1995)
Latin America and the Caribbean play host to an exceptionally rich biodiversity, not only in terms of the number
of species and genetic variety, but also in the variety of ecosystems. The loss of this biological wealth is undoubtedly one of the principal environmental problems facing the region. In this regard, the major challenges to

2

A stable system is one in which the conditions do not change significantly unless subjected to major disturbances, i.e. a
relative stability.
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biodiversity in the region are: the loss and irreversible transformation of habitats; the extinction of species and
strains; the loss of genetic diversity; the introduction of exotic species with damaging effects on indigenous species; the fragmentation of ecosystems; and trafficking in endangered species.
The main threats to biodiversity in the region include physical alterations to habitats and pollution, as well as
direct damage to the organisms themselves. Alterations to habitats arise from the over-exploitation of renewable
resources (such as water and forests), mining of minerals and drilling for oil, the building of infrastructure in
coastal areas, forest fires and the intensification of agriculture and cattle rearing. Pollution is caused by agrochemical products, refuse, and domestic and industrial effluents. In addition, the introduction of exotic species
and illegal trafficking in flora and fauna have a direct impact on organisms.
Alterations to habitats have been very damaging to the Central American forests, the Chaco, the savannah ecosystems of the Brazilian Cerrado, the Mediterranean shrublands on the Pacific coastline and the Atlantic forest in
Brazil (Dinersten et al., 1995; Mittermeier et al., 1999). Take the example of the Cerrado – the second largest
biome3 in Brazil after the Amazonian rainforest – which covers approximately 2 million square kilometres and
was mainly used for extensive cattle raising until 40 years ago. Nowadays, around 47% of its natural vegetation
has been transformed into cultivated pastureland, fields for crops, dam reservoirs, urban development and wasteland. The main commercial crops – besides cultivated pastureland – are soya, maize, rice, coffee and beans. Only
1% of the Cerrado has any form of preserved status (Klink et al., 1995).
Worldwide trade in woodland plants and animals (either live or in the form of derivatives) is worth 159 billion
US dollars annually (Cook et al., 2002). It has been calculated that a quarter of this trade is illegal, making it the
second largest illicit trade in the world, after drug trafficking (WWF, 2003a). The countries of Latin America
and the Caribbean are among the largest exporters of forest organisms to consumer countries, chiefly to the
United States and the European Union (Cook et al., 2002). Estimates indicate that South America is the source of
47% of seizures of illegal animal imports; 37% come from Brazil, the country with the greatest biodiversity on
the planet, and the rest originate in Peru, Argentina, Venezuela, Paraguay, Bolivia and Colombia (Ecoportal,
2002).
Further dramatic effects of human activities on ecosystems include alterations to the distribution of species. The
uncontrolled and intentional introduction of exotic organisms has intensified with the growth of worldwide sea
and air transport. Although some of these organisms have difficulty gaining a foothold initially, their populations
can explode from one moment to the next when changes to the ecosystem provide favourable conditions. The
behaviour of invasive exotic species endangers ecosystems, habitats and native species (UICN, SSC, 2000). In
Latin America and the Caribbean, examples include the introduction to freshwater ecosystems of exotic species
used in fish farming, such as tilapia or trout. In some wetland areas, invasive plants have been detected such, as
water hyacinths and bulrushes. The problem is most acute on islands or in isolated ecosystems, such as cloud
forests, certain coastal habitats, high mountains, lake and lagoons (UICN, SSC, 2000).
Genetic diversity is also important as it constitutes the basis for biotechnology, particularly in the case of genetic
engineering, which is driving major changes in agriculture, industry, medicine and even in legislation (Munich
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A biome is a large-scale-habitat of the biosphere, like e.g. tundra, desert or tropical rainforest.
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Re Group, 2002). Nevertheless, the results of exploiting natural diversity for biotechnology may sometimes
endanger this very diversity through ‘genetic contamination’.

3.3.4

Forests and deforestation

In the year 2000, the region of Latin America and the Caribbean accounted for 25% of the world’s forest cover
(some 964 million hectares), whilst only covering one-seventh of the world’s land mass (FAO, 2001a). The
proportion of forested areas in the region is significantly greater than the world average: 47% of the region’s
land is under forest cover, whilst across the world as a whole the proportion is 30% (FAO, 2001a).
92% of the region’s forest cover is to be found in South America, principally in Brazil and Peru, which are
among ten countries around the world that together account for two-thirds of the world’s forests (FAO, 2001a).
Little more than 1% of the area of forest cover in Latin America and the Caribbean is taken up by plantation
forests, of which almost half are situated in Brazil (FAO, 2001a, 2001e). The wood biomass in Latin America
and the Caribbean is the highest in the world, exceeding the world average of 109 tonnes per hectare by 17%
(FAO, 2001a). 43% of the world total is to be found in South America, mostly in Brazil, which alone accounts
for 27% of that total. This serves to underscore the importance of the region – and that of Brazil in particular – in
capturing or emitting carbon into the atmosphere through changes in land use, a key element in regulating the
global process of climate change.
Statistics for the period 1990-2000 demonstrate that half of the loss of forest cover around the world during this
decade was concentrated in Latin America and the Caribbean (FAO, 2001a). According to these estimates, the
region’s share of world forest cover fell from 25.5% to 24.9% over the same period. The loss of natural forest
cover worldwide has continued at approximately the same rate over the last 20 years (FAO, 2001a, 2001c). In
the case of the tropical forests, the reduction has continued at an ‘alarmingly high’ rate, approaching 1% per
year. In the specific case of the South American tropical forests, although data suggests that a reduction of the
deforestation rate took place between the 1980s and 1990s, a survey carried out using satellite images did not
establish any statistically relevant differences between the two decades (FAO, 2001c). The fate of the natural
forests is critical to the region due to their vital socio-economic role in most Latin American and Caribbean
countries. Indeed, these ecosystems provide inputs not only for domestic and industrial consumption of wood
and firewood, but also for export and for raising foreign currency. The forests form a habitat for a large number
of human communities, the populations of which have co-existed with forest ecosystems for many generations.
They provide traditional products such as foodstuffs, medicines and other non-wood forest products in many
rural communities (Bryant et al., 1997), as well as environmental commodities and services (carbon capture,
limitation of natural disasters, re-stocking of aquifers, barrier to soil erosion and loss).
Close on the heels of the African mainland, which lost 5.3 million hectares of forest cover per year over the
1990s, Latin America and the Caribbean was the region to suffer the greatest destruction. Between 1990 and
2000, the region lost 4.6% of its forest cover: a total of 46.7 million hectares, with an annual deforestation rate of
0.5% – more than double the world average (FAO, 2001a). According to the FAO, 88% of the forest cover of the
region is concentrated in seven countries (in descending order): Brazil, Peru, Mexico, Bolivia, Colombia, Venezuela and Argentina. Brazil accounts for 56% of regional forest cover: 544 million hectares (FAO, 2001a). Almost half of the total loss of forest cover between 1990 and 2000 took place in Brazil (23 million hectares,
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equivalent to 4.2% of the country’s forest), followed at some distance by Mexico (6.3 million hectares) and Argentina (2 million hectares). Nevertheless, the annual deforestation rates in these two countries were more than
double (1.1% and 0.8%, respectively, compared to 0.4% in Brazil).

Fig. 4: Countries with the largest percentage of forest cover around the world (FAO, 2001a)
The principal threat to the natural forest in the region is the conversion of forest land to other uses in order to
expand the land area available for agriculture, cattle-rearing or urban development, for the construction of roads
and other infrastructure (power lines, dams), or for mining use. Other major threats include logging, forest fires
and climate phenomena (Bryant et al., 1997). Other negative factors include biological phenomena such as the
spread of diseases, which gradually respond to ecological changes caused by human activities – particularly due
to the use of monocultures for exotic forest species (Monge-Nájera, 1997).
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Fig. 5: Forest cover in Latin America and the Caribbean (FAO, 2001e)
Unlike in other regions, the expansion of transport networks, extensive cattle-rearing and industrialised agriculture (especially soya) account for greater loss of forest cover than the logging industry, which is concentrated in
relatively few countries (Kaimowitz, 1996, 1997). Nevertheless, the opening of roads into the forest and the
logging activities associated with this play an important role in expanding the agricultural frontier, as well as in
damaging the forest through loss of biodiversity. Futhermore, deforestation takes place as a result of the consumption of firewood for fuel, and, to a lesser extent, for industry and sawmills.
Deforestation and damage to other biomes – for the timber trade or for the purpose of clearing land for agriculture, cattle-rearing, roads or urban development – reduces the number of photosynthesising organisms and reduces the vital role they play for the rest of the planet; these phenomena cause soil erosion, destroy the habitats
of living species and reduce biodiversity, both directly and indirectly; they reduce the humidity of the soil and
the transfer of water to underground aquifers; they damage the soil and thus lead to further deforestation and loss
of biodiversity – that is to say, we enter into a vicious circle of destruction. In general, each of these direct effects has synergetic effects on each of the others, due to the system character of nature and its ecological processes.
The activities carried out in these deforested or restructured spaces generate yet further synergetic effects, and
thereby we enter into a full-scale alteration of bio-geo-chemical cycles. There is practically no environment or
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species on the Earth which does not suffer from the effects of accumulated or transitory contamination by toxic
products. Certainly, deforestation or damage to any biome reduces biodiversity, but even the very activity of
industrial logging, for example, disturbs the forest; in addition, the absence or reduction of forest cover affects
rainfall patterns and the transmission of water to the subsoil, as well as affecting the soil itself, which in turn
affects the forest; and then the agriculture carried out in the deforested spaces causes soil erosion and deterioration, contamination by fertilisers and pesticides and the intensive and almost always inefficient use of water.
This also affects the quality of the water, the air and the soil, and causes a reduction in surface and underground
currents, which in turn affects the climate and puts an end to all of the other ecological services.
Cattle-rearing also causes soil erosion, and probably a significant increase in the emission of greenhouse gases
(methane), while also using food and water resources in a highly inefficient manner. Urban development, too,
seals the soil and prevents water from filtering into the subsoil, causing contaminating emissions not only
through urban wastewater and solid waste, but also chiefly through the use and disposal of industrial products.
This waste is dispersed and transported, deposited and sometimes re-concentrated through meteorological factors
such as rainfall, wind, heat, atmospheric particles etc, and though biological factors such as trophic cascades,
particle respiration, etc. The contaminants to be found in industrial waste are also present in drainage systems,
most solid urban waste (much of which is toxic), and in exhaust fumes from motor vehicles, to name but a few.
Clearly, it would be possible to continue ad infinitum listing the effects and synergetic relationships. People
around the world are experiencing the health consequences of discharges of toxic substances, which pass through
society as industrial products and end up in the environment. In qualitative and quantitative terms, the most significant are those produced and consumed by the most highly industrialised countries, and, increasingly, by ‘developing’ countries which have entered global competition though the markets and are trying to find their way
into the highly industrialised world4 (Kreisler, 2006).

3.3.5

Freshwater

As a proportion of the world’s total water, freshwater represents just 2.5%, equivalent to 35 million km3. Of this,
around 70% is in the form of ice at the polar ice caps, while much of the rest takes the form of soil moisture or is
stored in aquifers so deep underground that they are not accessible for human consumption (SAMTAC, 2000).
The replacement of freshwater depends upon evaporation and rainfall. 80% of evaporation worldwide originates
in the oceans, and only 20% of rain falls on land. Usable water is found in lakes, rivers, in the soil and in underground reserves situated close to ground level. These reserves are restocked by water flows or infiltration. In
total, such usable water resources represent less than 1% of the planet’s freshwater. Much of this theoretically
usable water is to be found far from populated areas, making it difficult to tap in practice. To put it bluntly: the

4

In a report published by the Institute of International Studies, UC Berkeley, Norman Myers comments: ‘The 800 million
consumers in affluent nations are being joined by 800 million new consumers in developing and transitional nations
(Galbraith, 1996; Redclift, 1996). Although these new consumers do not yet have the spending capacity of the established
consumers, they have enough discretionary income to consume in far more expansive manner than the bulk of their fellow
citizens...’ It is to be recalled that, roughly speaking, 80% of the pollution of the planet is caused by the use and disposal of
industrial products, and the other 20% comes from the effluents from the manufacturing processes of those very products. If
we subtract waste with this origin from the total solid domestic waste (SDM), the waste generated by domestic life would
most probably be less than 1%. This makes it very clear that the most highly industrialised countries contribute the greater
part of the pollution of the planet through their production and consumption.
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amount of water available for human consumption is not as abundant as one might imagine. Furthermore, it must
be remembered that although the hydrosphere is a very dynamic system, in some cases its processes may take
place extremely slowly, as can be seen in the table below.

Table 1: Natural replacement rate of bodies of water (Falkenmark, 1994)
Body of water
Oceans
Groundwater
Polar icecaps
Rivers
Soil moisture
Atmospheric vapour
Hydrosphere

Volume
1,370,000 km3
60,000 km3
24,000 km3
1.2 km3
80 km3
14 km3
1,454,000 km3

Replacement time
3,000 years
5,000 years
8,000 years
11 days
1 day
10 days
2,800 years

With regard to the supply of water, it may be stated that humankind’s demand for water has risen sharply
through growth in population, industry and agriculture. At present, human beings use approximately half of the
extracted freshwater. The other half is wasted through leaky pipelines and seepage. Agriculture makes a particularly large contribution to the shortage in water supplies, taking up a proportion of 70% of worldwide water
consumption (Le Monde diplomatique, 2006).
The availability of water depends on specific circumstances in different geographical areas: for example, unlike
regions such as North America which benefit from high rainfall, there are many others suffering a serious water
shortage, as is the case across vast areas of Africa, Asia and Latin America. Nevertheless, around 40% of the
world’s population lives in the regions where water is most scarce. Given this situation, it is only natural to assume that as population in these areas rises, problems arising from water shortages will become yet more acute.
One clear example of this is to be found in Latin America and the Caribbean. The region is richly endowed with
renewable water resources, representing 30% of the world total. Nevertheless, three hydrological basins in the
region, which cover 25% of its territory and host 40% of its population – the Gulf of Mexico, the South Atlantic
and the River Plate – hold only 10% of the region’s water resources (WWC, 2000).
It is to be noted that the annual rate of usage of water resources in relation to their availability is greater in countries with the least resources. Furthermore, the greater the increases in the size of a population and its standard of
living, the greater will be its use of water. Worldwide, per-capita demand for freshwater is increasing considerably as economic development progresses and populations grow. As urban populations expand – principally due
to high birth rates and migration from rural areas – it is becoming increasingly difficult to satisfy their growing
demand for water. In the countries of the South, rapid urban growth puts great pressure on water supply systems.
Over the last 50 years, for example, the population of many Latin American cites – such as Bogotá, Mexico City,
São Paulo and Managua – has quadrupled, generating serious conflicts. Despite the seriousness of the problems
covered above, these are not the only worrying in the area of water resources, bearing in mind the worldwide
rainfall trends resulting from climate change. Findings drawn from models suggest that the wettest regions today
in the future will experience yet greater rainfall, whereas the most arid regions at present will see even less rain.
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Fig. 6: Global availability of drinking water (Le Monde diplomatique, 2006)
These trends, if confirmed, would impose further limits on water supply in arid regions such as western South
America, and increase the flood risk in wetter regions. The effects of these phenomena on the people who live in
these areas and local economies would be devastating, as can easily be imagined. On the subject of water supply,
it may be of interest to note that although Latin America and the Caribbean have just 6% of the world population
and 26% of total water resources, many inhabitants still do not have access to mains water or basic sanitation,
particularly in rural areas.
In Latin America, average per-capita annual consumption is in the range 28,739 m3 to 472,813 m3 (Mata et al.,
2001). In Central America, estimates as to water availability suggest that 70% of the population will experience
water shortages in coming years (Ismailova/Moiseenko, 1998). These forecasts suggest that the health of the
population will be affected. According for the Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean
(CEPAL, 1999), 78 million people in Latin America still have no access to mains drinking water. The World
Health Organisation (WHO) and the United Nation’s Children’s Fund (UNICEF) (2000) have warned that societies which cannot depend upon water of sufficient quantity and quality suffer greater ill-health. This can be compounded through the transmission of infectious and contagious diseases, leading to an increase in epidemiological risk, and by cases of intoxication by pollutants. These phenomena particularly affect vulnerable populations,
bringing impacts on economies and services in their wake.
Some waterborne diseases, such as cholera, typhoid fever, polio, meningitis and hepatitis A and E – in which
humans and animals can acts as hosts to bacteria, viruses or protozoa – can spread rapidly in places where there
is a lack of appropriate sanitation (Rodríguez Contreras Pelayo, 2000). Estimates suggest that 400 million diarrhoea-type infections occur each year, claiming 3 to 4 million lives, particularly among infants.
As has already been mentioned, easily-accessible freshwater represents only a small proportion of the planet’s
total water resources. It is estimated that only 200,000 km3 are to be found in rivers and lakes, but the real quantity of renewable freshwater for human use is thought to be just 9,000 km3. Thus, it is clear that water availability
is a critical factor for socio-economic development. If we then consider the deterioration in water quality caused
by humankind through the many uses of water, water availability should not be considered only in terms of the
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quantity of water, but also in terms of quality, and whether this is appropriate for the required uses. Nowadays,
most people are aware of the complex phenomenon of water pollution, which has led to the loss of many sources
of water supply. If we wish to quantify the problem, it need only be mentioned that 6.5 billion kilograms of
sludge and rubbish are dumped into the oceans every year, as well as 79 trillion litres of effluents. If we also
consider water pollution of industrial origin, between 300 and 500 million tonnes of heavy metals, solvents, toxic
residues and other industrial effluents accumulate in ecosystems each year (WWDR-World Bank, 2001).
The pollution of surface water and groundwater gives rise to considerable problems. Although water pollution
caused by domestic and industrial waste has fallen over the last few decades, most markedly in the USA and
Western Europe, the problem of seepage from fertilisers and pesticides used in agriculture persists (World Bank,
2001). There is hardly any data available for other regions, but in general it is possible to state that water quality
is considerably lower in regions with intensive farming and high levels of industrialisation and urbanisation.
Additionally, the course of rivers is often altered by dams and channels. This affects natural habitats in running
water and its surroundings, and furthermore, increases the risk of flooding. It has already been mentioned that a
large proportion of freshwater is obtained from lakes, rivers and surface reservoirs, as well as from groundwater.
When these primary sources of water supply become polluted, investment in pollution control must increase
significantly in order to bring water quality up to the standard required for its various uses.

Table 2: Anthropogenic sources of pollutants which affect aquatic habitats (Chapman, 1996)
Source

Bacteria

Nutrients

Trace
elements

Atmosphere
X
XXXG
Fixed sources
Sewage
XXX
XXX
XXX
Industrial
X
XXXG
effluents
Disparate sources
Agriculture
XX
XXX
X
Dredging
X
XXX
Navigation
X
X
XX
and ports
Mixed sources
Urban efflu- XX
XX
XXX
ents and
waste disposal
Industrial
X
XXX
waste
disposal sites
Key
X
of local significance
XX
of moderate local/regional significance

Pesticides
and
herbicides

Organic industrial
microcontaminants

XXXG

XXXG

X

XXX
XXXG

XX

XXX
X

X
XXX

XX

XX

XX

X

XXX

X

XXXG
XX

XXX
G

Oils and
fats

of high local/regional significance
of worldwide significance

When speaking of the deterioration of water quality, it is important to mention the problem of the time it can take
for this to recover. This is shown in the diagram below.
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Scale
Local

National

Continental

Global

Reversibility

Recovery time
< 1 year

Rapid recovery
Rivers

1–10 years

Reversible
Lakes and

10–100 years

Groundwater

Acidification

Atmospheric transportation of

Limited
reversibility

varied pollutants

> 100 years

Large reservoirs

Irreversible

Fig. 7: Relation between spatial scale (in water quality issues) in different bodies of water and the time required
for recovery after measures are taken5 (Chapman, 1996)
Finally, it is important to stress at this point that, in most cases, issues involving water cross national boundaries,
even when there are marked differences between sub-regions and countries. The principal challenges to be overcome are: falling per-capita water availability due to population growth, urban sprawl, deforestation and climate
change; falling water quality, due to untreated wastewater, excessive use of fertilisers and pesticides and industrial pollution, particularly from the mining and energy sectors; and outdated institutional and legal frameworks.
Given the increasing costs and the lack of guarantees that it will be possible to treat and remove water pollution
in complete safety, there has been an understanding for a number of years now that supplying high quality water
safely and at a reasonable cost can only be achieved by protecting the sources from which water is taken, both at
the surface and underground. This requires management and regulation of the catchment basins (Fernández Cirelli, 2000).

3.4
3.4.1

Key social problems
Population development and distribution

In recent decades, the world population has grown rapidly, particularly in ‘developing’ and ‘emerging’ countries
(DESA, 2007). World population estimates stood at around 2.5 billion in 1950, at just under 4 billion in 1975
and already 6,1 billion in 2000 (fig. 8). By 2025, the population is expected to grow to around 8 billion, of which
more than 6.8 billion will live in countries currently classed as ‘developing’ or ‘emerging’. In Asia alone, there
are currently 4 billion people; the population of Africa has already reached one billion. The countries with the
largest populations are China and India, with populations of 1.3 billion and 1 billion respectively.

5

From a human perspective, a recovery period of 10 to 100 years may be considered the limit to reversibility; a time in excess of 100 years may be considered as irreversible damage.
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Fig. 8: Development of world population 1950-2050 (http://apps.fao.org)
The underlying reasons for this runaway population growth can be found in low levels of education and insufficient social security systems, while influencing factors also include cultural, religious, legal and political contexts, the level of urbanisation and discrimination against women and girls (Enquete-Kommission, 2002). Population growth, together with voluntary and forced migration processes within the countries of the South, and
between the South and the North, has led to the rapid growth of urban centres. The urban population has grown
over the last fifty years from 735 million to 3.2 billion – thus more than quadrupling (United Nations 2007). The
level of urbanisation now stands at 49%. As early as 2008, UN estimates suggest that the majority of people will
be living in towns, two-thirds of whom will be in the countries of the South. Forecasts for 2050 suggest an urban
population of more than six billion. It is particularly in the countries of the South that this process of urbanisation
leads to serious problems with the environment and poverty, as city infrastructure is often unable to accommodate this growth (WGBU 1996).
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Fig. 9: Urban and slum population (Le Monde diplomatique, 2006)

3.4.2

World alimentation

Primarily as a consequence of poverty, soil erosion, water scarcity and population growth, increasing numbers of
people are malnourished (fig. 10). In the years 2002-2004, estimates by the United Nations’ Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO, 2006) indicate that more than 860 million people were chronically malnourished, 834
million of whom in the countries of the South. Every year, more than six million children under the age of five
die of malnutrition.

Fig. 10: Food deficit of the malnourished (Le Monde diplomatique, 2006)
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3.4.3

World health

The health of people in the countries of the South is severely endangered by wars, malnutrition and pollution of
drinking water due to a lack of wastewater treatment infrastructure. Currently, more than a billion people have
no access to clean water and around 2.6 billion live without sanitation infrastructure (UNDP, 2006). The consequences are illnesses and the death of around six million people every year. Many of these are children: about
3,000 children die every day in the countries of the South as a result of malaria, 6,000 of tuberculosis. Aids kills
8,000 persons every day (Le Monde diplomatique, 2006). This can also be put down to a lack of medical care in
these countries: in Nepal, Nigeria and Chad, for example, less than half of the population has access to medicines.

Fig. 11: Global distribution of tuberculosis (Le Monde diplomatique, 2006)

3.4.4

Development gaps

The gap between rich countries and poor countries has grown significantly in recent years (UNDP, 2002): the
richest percentile of the world’s population – i.e. around 60 million people – earn as much as the 57 poorest
percentiles, i.e. more than 3.5 billion people. In 1999, more than 2.8 billion of the world’s poorest people had to
get by on less than two dollars per day. 1.2 billion people even had to live on less than one dollar.
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Fig. 12: The Poor and the Rich by comparison (Le Monde diplomatique, 2006)
But it is not only between rich and poor countries that the gaps have been widening: growing income disparities
have also been identified within countries (Enquete-Kommission, 2002). In most countries of the South, a numerically small class of rich people has developed. For example, the 5% with the best incomes earn more than
25 times more than the 5% with the lowest incomes. In the countries of the North, too, there is growing inequality in the distribution of incomes. In Germany, the gap remains relatively small – the top 5% earn around four
times as much as the lowest earners. In the USA, however, the gap is twice as wide.

3.5

Economic development: Globalisation

The increasing pace of globalisation since the 1990s has made many of the problems of global change described
above yet more acute. Closely-bound economic ties between states, regions and continents have been enabled
primarily by technical progress in communications and transport and the falling costs these bring with them. At
the same time, there has been political support for foreign trade, the elimination of customs barriers and the liberalisation of the markets (Enquete-Kommission, 2002). Global markets have taken shape for goods, services
and finance. Globalisation brings rapid structural change and increased competition in its wake. This leads ever
more frequently to competition on costs, as on the markets for many industrial products production capacity now
exceeds real demand by a wide margin. There are winners and losers in the globalisation process:
Countries, businesses, cultures and social classes which cannot keep up with accelerating structural change, and
have neither power, wealth nor high-value natural resources, run the risk of being left behind and ending up as definitive losers of the process. The winners, on the other hand, are those who are not just able to adapt quickly, but
who are in a position to steer or inflect the process of structural change to their advantage. (Enquete-Kommission
2002: 53)
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Fig. 13: The flows of international trade (Le Monde diplomatique, 2006)
At present, the majority of trade relationships on the markets for goods, services and finance are between the
countries of the North (Enquete-Kommission, 2002). As a result, direct investment and world trade are largely
restricted to these countries, with an increasing participation of Asian countries in world trade in the last years.
World trade relationships are heavily focused on regional economic areas; only around 15% of world trade takes
place between continents. Africa is involved in less than 3% of world trade (c.f. fig. 13 and fig. 14). Capital
owners and managers – whose position has been strengthened over states, trade unions and the media – are
among the winners. The losers are often small, local suppliers to larger companies operating at the international
level. Worldwide competition often has a pernicious effect on culture, the environment and social stability. In
this international division of labour, goods and services companies operating at the global level often seek out
locations where they face the least constraints in the form of social, cultural and environmental standards. Again,
it is the poorest and weakest who suffer most from this, in particular women in the countries of the South who
are often forced to work in inhumane conditions.
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Fig. 14: Direct foreign investment in 1980 and in 2004 (Le Monde diplomatique, 2006)
In Germany too, however, which to date has been among the winners of globalisation in economic terms – for
example, even at times of economic slowdown it has been able to maintain its trade surplus – there are no shortage of losers from globalisation. The structural changes which have been accelerated by globalisation raise major
challenges for small and medium-sized enterprises. However, it is primarily workers who are affected, as their
jobs become increasingly insecure. Factory closures and the relocation of large companies to countries with
lower wage costs – and usually with weaker environmental and social standards – has led to growing unemployment rates and increasing pressure on politics, trade unions and workers (Enquete-Kommission, 2002).
Globalisation can also have positive effects, such as harmonisation of environmental and social standards (at the
highest level), more efficient use of resources, greater product transparency and the elimination of environmentally damaging subsidies (UBA, 2002). Hitherto, however, the negative effects have been more strongly felt:
A further cause for concern and stimulus for political action is the threat that general values and principles will be
weakened or undermined in this process. These include the democratic principle in the economy and society; environmental sustainability; human rights; social justice and redistribution; cultural diversity and equality between
men and women. What appears certain is that the acceleration of structural change endangers human and social vir-
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tues that require a gradual and long-term approach, as well as the ecological regeneration of ecosystems. (EnqueteKommission, 2002: 53)

Against this backdrop, what is called for is a political steering of the globalisation process – which is increasingly escaping the control of nation states. This steering process is being discussed under the term ‘global governance’ (c.f. chapter 6.3 regarding the concept of governance). The objective is to shape the globalisation process in such manner that ‘its risks are minimised and opportunities for individuals and societies are maximised,
while allowing for the correction of existing problems’ (Enquete-Kommission, 2002). Messner (2000) calls for
„developing a system of institutions and regulation and new mechanisms of international cooperation, allowing
the permanent dealing with global challenges and transnational phenomena.“
The concept of global governance goes back to work carried out in the various commissions of the United Nations, such as the ‘Brandt Report’ of the Independent Commission for International Development Issues (NorthSouth Commission, 1980) and the ‘Brundtland Report’ of the World Commission for Environment and Development of 1987 (WCED 1987).
The report ‘Our Global Neighbourhood’ by the Commission on Global Governance, working under the aegis of
the UN, understands global governance along the following lines:
Governance is the sum of the numerous ways in which individuals and both public and private bodies regulate their
common business. This is a continuous process by which controversial or conflictual interests can be weighed up and
by which cooperative action can be initiated. The term covers not just formal institutions and systems of authority
with binding powers, but also informal arrangements agreed by individuals and institutions or which are seen as being in their own interests. (…) At the global level, regulatory policy has hitherto been seen primarily through the system of international relations between states, but today non-governmental organisations, citizen’s movements, multinational corporations and the global financial markets are all part of the equation. These groups and institutions interact with the global mass media, whose influence has grown dramatically. (…) There is neither a single model nor
single form of world regulatory policy, nor is there a single organising structure or group of such structures. It is a
broadly defined, dynamic and complex process of interactive decision-making which is constantly developing and
adapting to changing circumstances. (…) Effective global decision-making must thus build upon decisions made at
the local, national and regional levels, influencing these latter reciprocally, and must mobilise the resources and capabilities of the most diverse individuals and institutions at a range of different levels. (Stiftung Frieden und Entwicklung, 1995: 4ff.)

Nevertheless, the global governance approach has come up against criticism, particularly from anti-globalisation
movements in the South. These criticise the approach for the optimism that everything can be resolved with a
little tweaking, and for the way it plans to maintain the existing world economic system. The alternative concept
of de-globalisation stresses the idea that locally-initiated processes of change should be given particular importance, and that therefore local structures should be reinforced (Bello, 2002; Bello, 2003).
Bello (2003) associates the following aspects with de-globalisation:
•

Reorientation of national economies (away from excessive export production and towards production for
local markets);

•

Mobilisation of domestic financial resources for development (in place of dependence on foreign investment
and foreign financial markets);

•

Economic redistribution and land reform (as a precondition for creating thriving domestic markets);

•

Less importance attributed to growth, maximising stability (to reduce environmental imbalances)

•

Subjection of strategic economic decisions to democratic decision-making processes;

•

Constant supervision of the private sector and state by civil society;

•

Creation of a new system of production and trade (local cooperatives, private and state companies rather
than multinational corporations);
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•

Introduction of the principle of subsidiarity in economic life to defend communities (e.g. support for production of goods at the local and national level, where possible at reasonable costs).

De-globalisation would like to see a ‘reabsorption of the market into society’ (Bello, 2003: 33). Furthermore,
rather than reforming global institutions or creating new ones, institutional powers should be broken down and
decentralised, with the creation of a new, pluralist system of institutions and organisations ‘interacting in the
framework of broad and flexible agreements and on the basis of a common basic understanding’ (ibid.). Diversity should be tolerated and capitalised upon (ibid.).
Wolff and Brunnengräber (2003) state that both approaches – global governance and de-globalisation – fall
short. For if solutions are to be found for global problems, both local and global approaches are required, especially as global governance and de-globalisation are taking place simultaneously.
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4 Sustainable development from its beginnings to the present day
4.1

The beginnings of the sustainability debate

4.1.1

Forestry

The first appearance of the term ‘sustainability’ (in German) and its first definition go back to the early 18th
century. The book ‘Sylvicultura Oeconomica or: a treatise on husbandry and instructions on the natural growing
of wild trees’, written by the mining administrator Carl von Carlowitz in Saxony in 1713, is generally cited as
the source of the term (c.f. Peters, 1984; Schanz, 1996; Di Giulio, 2003). In this text, the term was used in the
context of forestry. Carlowitz advocated a ‘continuous, constant and sustainable use’ of the forest. Sustainable
forestry, he suggested, was based on the principle that in any given year, only so much timber should be felled as
allows a constant supply of mature trees to be ready for felling, thus ensuring that the forest survives and can be
managed well.
This principle brought together economic criteria (maximising the productivity of the forest in the form of timber
yields to secure individual livelihoods) and environmental criteria (ensuring the survival of the ecosystem). The
principle can also be seen from an economic perspective: to live off the ‘interest’ (the timber felled each year),
without touching the ‘capital’ (the forest). By the end of the 18th century, this principle of forestry had been set
down in law in Germany. However, over time, changes occurred in the understanding of sustainable forestry. In
the specialist discourse on natural and habitat-appropriate forestry, opinions are divided as to the extent to which
the sustainability principle was actually applied in German forests.
At the beginning of the 20th century the concept of sustainability found its way into fisheries science through the
term ‘maximum sustainable yield’. The objective here was similar. Conditions were to be established so that
maximum yields could be achieved on the basis of the size of the population. For more than 200 years, therefore,
the sustainability principle – whether or not it was actually applied in practice – was generally restricted to the
fields of forestry and fisheries. The concept barely made an impression on any other field. The nearest thing to it
was the management principle of depreciation, with the idea of living from earnings rather than depleting capital
reserves.

4.1.2

Social sciences

As early as the mid-18th century, the earliest economic treatises focused on nature (in the sense of resources or
land) as an economic factor. Around 50 years later, the idea of the limited capacity of nature was a central feature in the work of a number of renowned economists, in particular that of the Englishmen David Ricardo and
Thomas Malthus, and in the ideas of John Stuart Mill in the mid-19th century. Against the backdrop of rapid
population growth in England, Malthus identified a mismatch between the availability of resources in a given
milieu and the size of the population, forecasting famine, epidemics and wars as the consequence. Looking back,
these works are seen as the first systematic engagement with the limits to growth in a finite world and the maximum demands that can be made of the planet; they are also interpreted as an early source for the sustainability
debate. At the time, however, scant regard was paid to them, as environmental problems at the national or even
international level were absent from political or societal debate.
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In the wake of the industrialisation process that began at the end of the 18th century and its side effects, thought
on paths for societal development was largely focused on economic and social factors until the mid-20th century.
For most people, questions of survival – such as the regulation of working conditions – took clear precedence
over what would today be termed economic problems. As progressive measures in agriculture and food production brought about improvements to food supplies, and as population growth did not rise as steeply as predicted
despite increasing opportunities for consumption – and in fact remained constant over some periods – Malthus’
pessimistic theses found less and less echo and were considered refuted. This influenced the development and
practice of neoclassical economics for more than 150 years, largely ignoring nature in its analysis of the production process. Since the 1960s economists such as Kapp, Boulding, Day, Georgescu-Roegen and others have put
nature and the environment – and thus, at least indirectly, sustainability – firmly back on the economic agenda.
As the contours of environmental problems became ever clearer and a number of environmental disasters took
place, it was at around this time that protecting the environment became part of the public agenda. Winter smog
in London and New York, cases of mass mercury poisoning in Japan, a tanker spill that caused a huge slick –
these are but a few examples. The book Silent Spring by Rachel Carson, published in the United States in the
early 1960s, was a major influence on the debate on the dangers of mass use of chemicals. In 1972, the report
‘The Limits to Growth’, commissioned by the Club of Rome (Meadows et al., 1972), placed the issue of resources in the centre of debate, particularly in the countries of the North. Scientists from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology used a computer-based simulation program to calculate a range of scenarios for the future of
the Earth. The most alarming forecast – and thus the most resonant with public – was that the Earth could not
withstand continued resource-intensive growth policies for much longer. The report launched a predominantly
scientific and political debate on the links between societal modes of production and lifestyles, economic growth
and the availability of finite-nature or resources. Following on from the debate surrounding ‘Limits to Growth’,
the Scandinavian countries and the USA started an initiative to address the issue of environmental protection
under the aegis of the United Nations.

4.2
4.2.1

Initiatives taken by the United Nations and other organisations
The First United Nations Environment Conference

In 1972 the first international United Nations Conference on the Human Environment was held in Stockholm.
The main political interest of the countries of the North was to agree measures to limit industrial pollution and
protect ecosystems so that impeding environmental catastrophe might be averted. The priorities of the countries
of the South, however, included combating poverty, building school and vocational training systems, the supply
of clean drinking water and the provision of medical services – in short, social and economic development. This
was the site of the first conflict of interests between the two goals of ‘environment’ and ‘development’ (Di
Giulio, 2003). The countries of the South wanted to overcome their ‘backwardness’ through rapid industrialisation. The environmental problems – when they were considered at all – were temporarily put to one side and
were to be overcome at a later date.
Nevertheless, the Stockholm Conference succeeded in making some initial progress. The countries of the North
were able to convince the countries of the South that droughts, floods and insufficient sanitation were also environmental problems, and that there was thus no contradiction between environmental protection and develop-
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ment. This discussion gave rise to the slogan ‘poverty is the biggest polluter’. This allowed the countries of the
South to address environmental protection, without having to abandon any of their development policy goals. It
was also established that the environmental problems identified in 1972 (such as the deforestation of the tropical
rainforests, pollution of the seas) could not be resolved without paying attention to social and economic issues.
The ‘Action Plan for the Human Environment’, which was approved by the UN General Assembly in 1972,
contained
•

Measures for the gathering of environmental data, for environmental research, for monitoring and exchange
of information;

•

A convention on environmental protection and on a sparing approach to resources;

•

The establishment of environmental authorities;

•

Education, training and information for the public.

In order to implement the Action Plan, the United Nations decided to set up its own environmental programme
(UNEP – United Nations Environmental Programme), with its headquarters in Nairobi, the capital of Kenya.

4.2.2

Environment and Development

To follow up the Stockholm Conference, the UNEP drafted concepts for an alternative path to development,
built up around environmental and social concerns. The term ‘ecodevelopment’ was coined to describe a development strategy that questioned the validity of the patterns of economic management and consumption practiced
in the countries of the North as a worldwide model. The concept was initially conceived as a development approach for the predominantly rural regions of the countries of the South, but was endowed with a theoretical
framework that allowed it to be applied beyond the Third World and opened the way to a new definition of
growth and prosperity. The key elements of this approach were:
•

Satisfying basic needs using domestic resources, without copying from the countries of the North;

•

Development of a so-called ‘satisfactory social ecosystem’, including employment, social security and respect for diverse cultures;

•

Forward-looking solidarity with future generations;

•

Measures to save resources and protect the environment;

•

Participation of those affected; and

•

Accompanying and supporting child-care and education programmes.

Two further declarations and concepts continued the debate on environment and development:
The ‘Cocoyoc Declaration’ (1974), the closing document of a conference held jointly by UNCTAD (United
Nations Conference on Trade and Development) and UNEP in Cocoyoc, Mexico, and the report by the Dag
Hammarskjöld Foundation ‘What Now?’ (1975) not only addressed the issue of ‘underdevelopment’ but brought
the concept of ‘overdevelopment’ to the debate. The idea of satisfying basic needs as a response to the population explosion and environmental destruction, both conditioned by poverty, was accompanied by a call for a
corresponding reduction in environmental impact on the part of the rich countries: a stable environmental and
social balance is only possible when both sides are taken into account. Issues of power and distribution of wealth
at the national and international level were addressed in this context.
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The ‘Bariloche Report’ entitled ‘Catastrophe or New Society?’ (Herrera et al., 1976) by the eponymous foundation took a much more radical stance, clearly refusing the thesis of the ‘Limits to Growth’. The report suggests
that it is not economic growth, but rather the consumption of the countries of the North that leads to the limits.
These latter should thus limit their consumption and make the resources thus released available to the countries
of the South. Economic growth, the report suggested, would not necessarily lead to increasing environmental
pollution, as it would become possible to control this problem by technical means. Thus, the decisive element
would be a comprehensive technology transfer from North to South to solve the problems of both development
policy and the environment. As the global environmental situation continued to worsen, the environmental dimension took on greater importance in the continuing international debate.
The concept of ‘sustained livelihood’ (Wichterich, 2002: 75) was brought into the debate on environment and
development, chiefly by women’s initiatives from the South. This approach brings ‘the local living conditions,
livelihoods and everyday experiences of women’ (ibid.) to the fore. Livelihood is understood as ‘all such development opportunities, resources (both material and social) and activities which are necessary for life in the widest sense’ (Scoones, 1998 in Göhler, 2003). In the livelihood approach, the human being, with her/his potential
and strengths, takes centre stage, and the importance of the local level is stressed. The livelihood approach also
attributes an important role to the subsistence economy.

4.2.3

Sustainable Development

In 1980, the International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) drafted the World Conservation Strategy
in conjunction with UNEP and UNESCO. This was the first time that the term ‘sustainable development’ was
used in its current sense. The key idea is: unless the functioning of ecosystems is maintained (and particularly the
agricultural, forest, coastal and freshwater systems), it will be impossible to maintain economic development.
Sustainable development was understood as a concept that protects and conserves nature so that natural resources are not destroyed. Environmental aspects (resource conservation, conservation of biodiversity, conservation of ecosystem functions) were foregrounded. Political and socio-economic conditions, which were also major
factors in endangering ecosystems, were barely touched upon.
In the 1980s, a new perspective was taken on environmental problems. The focus of debate moved from the
issue of resources to that of (natural) sinks, i.e. the issue of constraints upon the capacity of ecosystems to absorb
and process waste. Further, it became more widely recognised that the modes of production and lifestyles
adopted by the countries of the North could not simply be transferred to the rest of the world – i.e. to the remaining 80% of the world population – on a long term basis. Building upon this recognition, as the countries of the
North were responsible for so many environmental and socio-economic problems, it was these countries which
should assume the main burden of responsibility for resolving them. The ‘Brandt Report’ (1980) and the followup ‘Palme Report’ (1983) – both of which presented the findings of the United Nations’ North-South Commission – are among the first international documents which address these issues in greater depth. In 1982 a conference was held in Nairobi to follow up the work of the Stockholm Environment Conference. Here, a new, longterm strategy for the environment and development was called for.
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4.3

The Brundtland Commission

4.3.1

Tasks of the Commission

In 1983, the United Nations set up a special commission – the World Commission on Environment and Development – under the leadership of the Norwegian Prime Minister Gro Harlem Brundtland. The Commission also
became known as the ‘Brundtland Commission’.
The Commission was given the following tasks:
•

Analysis of problems involving environment and development policy;

•

Formulation of realistic proposals to solve such problems;

•

Drafting of proposals for new forms of international cooperation;

•

Promoting understanding and readiness to act among individuals, organisations, businesses and governments.

The Commission, which was made up of politicians and scientists, attempted to draft recommendations for action that would receive consensual support.

4.3.2

Analysis

The publication of the Commission’s final report, ‘Our Common Future’ (WCED, 1987) made the term ‘sustainable development’ known to a much wider audience than ever before. The report was build around an analysis of
global problems and the presentation of possibilities for solving such problems. Three global problem areas were
identified by the report:
•

the overexploitation of essential natural resources;

•

growing inequality and poverty;

•

threats to peace and security.

The report’s starting point for analysing these problems was the recognition achieved at the first Environment
Conference in Stockholm that environmental, economic and social aspects have a reciprocal conditioning and
influencing effect on one another. This was demonstrated through a number of examples:
•

Poverty is one of the main causes and simultaneously one of the main consequences of environmental problems.

•

Environmental problems are a consequence of economic development, for instance through overexploitation
of resources, the release of toxic emissions or the production of industrial waste.

•

The conservation of natural sources of raw materials is necessary for economic development.

•

Famine is an economic problem and a problem caused by the unequal global distribution of foodstuffs.

Three basic principles were decisive for the Brundtland Commission in analysing the problem and making recommendations for action: the global perspective, the link between environmental and development issues, and
fairness or justice. The idea of justice was seen from two perspectives:
•

from an intergenerational perspective – understood as responsibility for future generations; and

•

from an intragenerational perspective, in the sense of responsibility for people alive today, for poor countries, and for greater equality within countries.
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Achieving sustainable development, as the Commission saw it, therefore, involved three ethically motivated
requirements: preservation of the environment, establishment of social justice and the guarantee of political
participation.

4.3.3

Terms and definitions

The Brundtland Commission provided the best-known definition of sustainable development, whereby development may be considered sustainable if it ‘meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their own needs’ (WCED, 1987: 8). Sustainable development is to be understood as a
process with the objective of working towards a state of sustainability. This would be achieved
when the entire world population is able to satisfy their needs and their desire for a better life, whilst also ensuring
that this will also be possible for future generations. Sustainable development, in turn, is development that works towards this state, and, once achieved, secures it in the long term’. (Di Giulio, 2003: 47)

This means that development and the processes and measures that support this development can be considered
sustainable provided they are oriented towards the goal of sustainability.
The stated aims of environment and development policy for achieving the state of ‘sustainability’ were listed in
the Brundtland Report (WCED, 1987): stimulating growth; improving the quality of growth; satisfying basic
needs for employment, food, energy, water and hygiene; maintaining sustainable population sizes; conserving
and strengthening the resource base; reorienting technology and addressing risks; as well as drawing connections
between the environment and the economy in decision-making processes.
The Brundtland Report has not been consensual and has sustained some serious criticisms. Although the call for
higher growth rates is bound up with the call for environmentally appropriate growth, it is this aspect which has
come in for the most intense criticism. In addition, the way in which population growth is seen as a key factor in
non-sustainable development has been contested. This – its critics maintain – is a way of shifting responsibility
from the countries of the North to the countries of the South. The broadly consensual – but thus somewhat superficial – definition of the term ‘sustainable development’ has also been criticised. The problem here, it has been
suggested, is that it opens up a wide range of interpretations and practical applications, which could be steered
by interest groups towards very different positions and approaches. Nevertheless, despite all of the criticisms, the
report is widely praised for having brought the idea of sustainability into the public eye for the first time as an
overarching principle for global development.

4.4
4.4.1

The Rio Conference on Environment and Development
Declarations and Conventions

The Brundtland Commission’s report had raised the need for pressing action to be taken by the international
community. The report’s challenges and proposals now had to be transposed into international agreements and
conventions if they were to be made effective. The route chosen by the United Nations was to hold a conference
which would take place exactly 20 years after the first worldwide Environment Conference. In 1989, the United
Nations’ General Assembly decided to hold the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development
(UNCED) in 1992 in Rio de Janeiro. Years of forward planning went into the UNCED, including the establishment of a special secretariat in London, reports from more than 120 countries and the setting up of specialist
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working groups from various UN bodies. In total, around 10,000 delegates from 178 countries took part in the
UNCED, including more than 100 heads or state or government. This was the largest multilateral conference
held to date, and was thus often referred to as the ‘Earth Summit’.
The path to the Rio Conference and to the adoption of major documents was a long one, often involving closelyfought negotiations between the participating governments. By the end of the conference, results had to be
achieved which would transform the recommendations of an independent commission into politically and legally
binding practical measures. Not only environmental problems were discussed at the conference; rather, pressing
global development problems were to be addressed in their environmental context. The objective was to set the
course for worldwide sustainable development. Particular attention was to be paid to human beings’ dependence
on their environment, and the impacts of worldwide environmental change on their behaviour and options. Eventually, five ‘documents’ were adopted at the Rio Conference:
•

The ‘Forest Principles’, which addresses environmentally friendly management and protection of the rainforests;

•

The Framework Convention on Climate Change, by which states committed themselves to reducing worldwide greenhouse gas emissions back to 1990 levels;

•

The Convention on Biological Diversity, which set down steps to combat loss of biodiversity and was binding under international law;

•

The Rio Declaration on Environment and Development; and

•

Agenda 21.

The Rio Declaration on Environment and Development makes clear that long-term economic progress is only
possible if it is linked to environmental protection. This – the declaration stated – can only be achieved if countries around the world enter into a new and fairer partnership with the involvement of governments, populations
and important social groupings. In order to do so, states must establish conventions on the protection of the environment and development systems. In the process, environmental policy should not be abused to impose unjustified limitations on world trade. The principles of the Rio Declaration enshrined the idea of sustainable development for the first time. In addition, the precautionary principle and the polluter-pays principle were recognised.
Principle 15 of the Declaration states, for example, that:
In order to protect the environment, the precautionary approach shall be widely applied by States according to their
capabilities. Where there are threats of serious or irreversible damage, lack of full scientific certainty shall not be
used as a reason for postponing cost-effective measures to prevent environmental degradation. (Rio Declaration,
1992)

The sovereign right of states to manage their own resources is recognised. Simultaneously, however, they assume the duty of acting in an environmentally responsible manner. Among the indispensable preconditions for
sustainable development, the document lists: combating poverty, appropriate demographic policies, the reduction
of unsustainable forms of consumption and production and comprehensive involvement of citizens in political
decision-making processes. The rights of those alive today are seen as being of equal importance to the rights of
future generations.

4.4.2 Agenda 21
A worldwide programme of action, the ‘Agenda 21’, was adopted at the Rio Conference. This described detailed
alternatives for action which could counteract further deterioration in the situation of human beings and the environment, and would ensure the sustainable use of natural resources (UNCED, 1992). In the area of international
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relations, Agenda 21 called for a reorientation towards global partnership. This was to be based on common
interests, interdependencies, and common but differentiated responsibilities. Countries of both South and North
needed to provide the will and funding – within the limits of their means and responsibilities – to preserve the
natural basic conditions for life and to satisfy the basic needs of human beings.
The Agenda 21 was made up of a total of 40 chapters, addressing all relevant areas of politics and all measures
for action. It is divided into four sections:
•

Section I: Social and Economic Dimensions;

•

Section II: Conservation and Management of Resources for Development;

•

Section III: Strengthening the Role of Major Groups;

•

Section IV: Means of Implementation.

Section I deals primarily with the linkages between environment, development and trade; the specific problems
of countries of the South, e.g. issues of the struggle against poverty and foreign debt; the significance of unsustainable consumption patterns, especially in the countries of the North; as well as demographic change, health
and changes in settlement patterns. Section II covers the environmental issues (such as protecting the atmosphere, combating deforestation, conserving biodiversity) and the question of how natural resources can be conserved and sustainably managed. Section III contains the participatory elements in the Agenda. Therein, certain
social groups are attributed a special role in the process of sustainable development, and a strengthening of these
groups is called for. The following major groups merit express mention: women, children and young people,
indigenous peoples, non-governmental organisations, local authorities, workers and unions, private sector, science and technology and farmers. Section IV tackles implementation issues, such as funding and the roles of
science and education systems.
In accordance with Agenda 21, it is primarily the governments of individual states who plan the implementation
of sustainable development at the national level, adopting strategies, national environmental plans and national
action plans. Non-governmental organisations and other institutions are to be involved in the process. Sustainable development should be implemented at all levels, thus bringing about changes in lifestyles and patterns of
consumption. This is why broad participation of the public sphere and the general public is called for. Local
authorities are given an important role and responsibilities in this regard, as they are called upon to implement
the Local Agenda 21 in close cooperation with local citizens. The principles and measures decided upon in Rio
in June 1992 were intended – and this was the target – to be implemented in practice at the national and international levels over the subsequent ten years.

4.4.3

Appraisal of results

The results of the UN Conference fell short of the expectations of some socially important groups. The environmental movement in particular and development NGOs criticised the Agenda 21 for merely propping up existing
situations, for being fixated on power and too market-oriented, and for attributing too great a role to economics
(Bergstedt, 2002). In addition, the lack of a binding character in the formulation of objectives and guidelines was
seen by many as a shortcoming. Due to the often sharply diverging interests of the participating countries or
groupings, many compromise solutions were found – as at previous conferences – so as to present documents
which all parties could approve. Particularly in the cases of the legally-binding conventions on Climate Change
and Biological Diversity, the USA and other countries prevented the definition of fixed timetables and deadlines.
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The Agenda 21 and Rio Declaration are not binding under international law, but as they were signed by 178
states, they have a relatively strong effect as political commitments.
The success in unanimously adopting documents and in getting an international process underway in spite of the
very different interests of the countries involved has led to the Rio Conference being seen as the first and most
important conference on sustainable development. One important innovation of this conference was also the
aggressive and high-profile presence of NGOs. At subsequent international conferences this development was
continued, to the extent that NGOs appear to have found a place for themselves alongside the international and
national players.

4.5

From Rio to Johannesburg

4.5.1

Follow-up activities by the United Nations

In institutional terms, an important consequence of the Rio Conference was the establishment of the Commission
on Sustainable Development (CSD) at United Nations level. This commission is made up of representatives of
53 countries, drawn from the ranks of the UN Member States according to a geographical distribution key for a
three-year term. The CSD has the following tasks:
•

Monitoring progress in the implementation of the Rio Declaration, the Agenda 21 and the Forest Principles;

•

Monitoring the follow-up process to the UNCED (Rio Follow-Up Process) for sustainable development;

•

Intensifying dialogue and partnership between the governments of the various countries and the international community;

•

Support for the groups identified as key players in the Agenda 21 in their efforts to achieve sustainable development.

In general, the role of the CSD is to monitor, promote and assess the process of sustainable development in the
individual states. To carry out its monitoring tasks, a programme of work was adopted that addressed the development and testing of indicators on the various topics of Agenda 21.
In the mid-1990s a number of UN conferences were held as part of the Rio follow-up process. These made reference to the UNCED and in particular to the Agenda 21, and attempted to enact the recommendations they contained. Noteworthy examples include the following:
•

World Population Conference in Cairo, 1994,

•

World Social Summit in Copenhagen, 1994,

•

World Climate Summit in Berlin, 1995,

•

World Women’s Conference in Beijing, 1995,

•

Conference on Human Settlement – Habitat II in Istanbul, 1996.

Five years after the UNCED, in June 1997, a special session of the General Assembly – ‘Earth Summit +5’ –
was held in New York. This was to effect a preliminary review and appraisal of the implementation of Agenda
21. It became clear that the continuation of present patterns of development would not lead to sustainable development. In order to reverse negative trends, three key demands were made: investment in people, in their education and health; promotion of efficient technologies through government regulation mechanisms and economic
incentives; and pricing reform, in order to avoid environmentally destructive patterns of production and consumption.
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The conference delegates adopted a closing document (Programme for the Implementation of Agenda 21), which
re-endorsed the decisions taken at Rio and renewed the ‘global partnership’ founded in 1992 by the Rio Summit.
There were no new goals or any detailed programmes of work, and this was largely because the countries of the
North and South could not agree on how worldwide sustainable development was to be financed. In particular,
no agreement could be reached on reversing the downward trend in development aid spending by the year 2000,
as the representatives of the countries of the South were demanding.

4.5.2

World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD) in Johannesburg

Ten years after the UNCED in Rio, the World Summit on Sustainable Development was held in Johannesburg in
late summer 2002. The World Summit was prepared by the CSD with the involvement of representatives of
NGOs. In total, more than 20,000 people attended the conference, making it the largest UN conference since
Rio. At the top of the agenda at the Johannesburg summit were decisions on the issues of globalisation and sustainable development, poverty reduction and the environment, energy policy and water management, resource
conservation and efficiency, and patterns of consumption and production. At the end of the conference a political
declaration of the heads of state and government and an action plan on improvements to the implementation of
sustainable development were adopted.
The Johannesburg Declaration on Sustainable Development outlines the main political thrusts. It calls upon the
‘spirit’ of the UN conferences of Stockholm and Rio, and pledges to pursue the objective of sustainable development. For example (United Nations, 2002):
We commit ourselves to act together, united by a common determination to save our planet, promote human development and achieve universal prosperity and peace. (Art. 35: Resolution 1)
We commit ourselves to the Plan of Implementation of the World Summit on Sustainable Development and to expediting the achievement of the time-bound, socio-economic and environmental targets contained therein. (Art. 36: Resolution 1)
From the African continent, the cradle of humankind, we solemnly pledge to the peoples of the world and the generations that will surely inherit this Earth that we are determined to ensure that our collective hope for sustainable development is realized. (Art. 37: Resolution 1)

The second document is the Plan of Implementation, an action programme made up of ten chapters. The plan
endorses important key targets and in many areas renews calls to formulate implementation programmes (United
Nations, 2002).
•

Water: by the year 2015, the proportion of human beings with no access to clean water and basic sanitation
is to be halved.

•

Renewable energies: the proportion should ‘urgently be substantially increased’, although no fixed timeframe is established.

•

Climate change: the states which have not yet ratified the Kyoto Protocol are called upon to do so.

•

Environment and world trade: environmentally harmful subsidies should be phased out (no fixed timeframe
being set).

•

Extinctions: by the year 2010, the rate of species extinctions should have slowed significantly.

•

Fisheries: fish stocks must not be overfished; depleted stocks should be allowed to recover by 2015.

•

Genetic resources: the benefits of using genetic resources should be more fairly distributed in future. To this
end, negotiations should be initiated for an international framework, under the aegis of the Convention on
Biodiversity.

•

Natural resources: the loss of natural resources such as lakes and forests should be halted ‘as soon as possible’.
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•

Chemicals: in the production and use of chemicals, adverse effects on human beings and nature are to be
minimised by 2020.

•

Development aid: the international community renews its goal of providing the promised 0.7% of gross
domestic product.

Alongside the political declarations and the plan of implementation – which were negotiated at the multilateral
level and are termed ‘type I outcomes’ in the specialist jargon – the World Summit also produced so-called ‘voluntary partnerships and initiatives for sustainable development’, otherwise known as ‘type II outcomes’. These
are initiatives which serve to implement individual resolutions in practice. All such initiatives must fulfil a set of
pre-defined guidelines (‘Bali Guidelines’) from planning through to implementation. The parties involved in
such partnerships may include countries, country groupings, international organisations and/or civil society
groups or the private sector. These partnerships and initiatives complement the multilateral agreements. The UN
Commission for Sustainable Development (CSD) is to develop procedures and outcome assessment for the ‘type
II initiatives’.
The Johannesburg Conference, unlike its predecessor in Rio, took place under much less auspicious conditions.
In Rio, the end of the Cold War and the collapse of the bloc system had nourished the hope that there would be a
‘peace dividend’ and a breakthrough in international politics. Ten years on, it was clear that the global problems
of environmental destruction and poverty were not on the retreat and that across many areas the situation was
actually worsening (Teichert/Wilhelmy, 2002). Furthermore, countries like the USA had withdrawn from international political processes to a greater extent than had been the case at Rio, and were putting a brake on discussions and resolutions, if not blocking them completely.
Against this backdrop, many observers from both NGOs and state bodies held very low expectations. Nevertheless, the individual stakeholders’ assessments of what had been achieved by the close of the conference diverged
widely. For many, the goals in the plan of implementation were compromised by the lack of fixed timeframes
and quantified targets, and contained vague formulations that were open to interpretation. There was no bolstering of the institutional framework for the international sustainability process: the aim of upgrading UNEP to an
independent United Nations Environment Organisation fell through. Similarly, the World Commission on Sustainability and Globalisation, which had been called for by the EU, was not established. Overall, it was not possible to ‘enshrine environmental and social principles in international law at the UN level’, and thus to ‘create a
necessary counterweight to such a strong international institution as the World Trade Organisation (WTO) with
its doctrine of liberalisation (Unmüßig, 2003: 15). Indeed, a formulation that would have enshrined the precedence of the WTO over the UN’s social and environmental conventions was only narrowly rejected (ibid.).
Positive appraisals focused on the following points: despite strong opposition from a number of countries (including the USA and Japan) and country groupings (such as OPEC), it proved possible to avoid a split in the
international community (particularly in the middle ground). The responsibility of individual states was stressed
in the Plan of Implementation. National sustainability strategies and corresponding institutional frameworks
(such as sustainability councils) were to be set up. The approach to corporate responsibility took up an issue that
had not been addressed at Rio or in the documents approved there. The states were to create frameworks for
voluntary agreements and encourage businesses to use them. The aim was to expand initiatives for dialogue and
better management. The ongoing appraisal of the Johannesburg Conference will depend on its implementation
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process and continuing national efforts. The decisive factor will be whether the objectives agreed at Johannesburg and ‘at the preceding world conferences are worked through consistently’ (Teichert/Wilhelmy, 2002: 50).

Excursus about development theory: history and critique
One important element of discourse on sustainable development is the debate on development issues and the
notion of ‘development’ itself. Often, reflecting on sustainable development and on the history of the concept
pays closer attention to the environmental debate and the major environmental conferences than it does to the
debate on the concept of development. Therefore, the following section is intended to give a general overview of
the development discourse and the various theories of development.

Theoretical approaches
The theoretical debate on the notion of progress – which was a forerunner of the concept of development – began
with the classical theorists of economic liberalism. For Adam Smith, the key to progress lay in the accumulation
of surpluses on the basis of the division of labour.
The greatest improvement in the productive powers of labour, and the greater part of the skill, dexterity, and judgment with which it is anywhere directed, or applied, seem to have been the effects of the division of labour. (Smith,
1776)

To prove his thesis, Smith gives the example of the manufacture of pins. One worker alone could not make more
than 20 pins in one day. But when divided into its constituent tasks, just ten workers could produce up to 48,000
pins per day when each worker focused on a single task. The division of labour, as Smith understands it, was in
turn related to the size of the market – the manager of resources par excellence – which also assumed the task of
spreading the benefits from the most enterprising sectors of society to the more passive. This is Smith’s take on
the ‘trickle-down effect’:
It is the great multiplication of the productions of all the different arts, in consequence of the division of labour,
which occasions, in a well-governed society, that universal opulence which extends itself to the lowest ranks of the
people. (Smith, 1776)

Nations, too, discovered their comparative advantages and specialised in them, thus increasing production and
optimising resources. Smith’s optimistic vision of progress fitted in with his belief in natural laws governing an
economic order, self-regulated as if by an invisible hand. To accumulate wealth, capitalists had to abstain from
consuming and direct their savings into productive labour. It was also necessary to expand markets through better communications and free trade. This would create larger markets, generate more division of labour and more
development.
This optimistic view was rejected by David Ricardo, who stressed the problem of diminishing returns, and by
Thomas R. Malthus through his well-known theories on demographic growth. For Ricardo, the accumulation of
wealth could not continue indefinitely. Increases in profits on capital lead to an increase in salaries, and thus to
economic growth. This growth, in turn, would require more production of foodstuffs, which would then increase
in price as a result of diminishing yields from the land. Thus, there would be limits on the yield and the possibility of accumulating wealth, while salaries would lose purchasing power (Ricardo 1985). Malthus’ theory outlined his well-known principle: whereas population grows at a ‘geometric’ rate, the production of foodstuff
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grows at an ‘arithmetic’ rate. Thus, any growth in yield would be absorbed by population growth (Malthus,
1996). These two authors thus indicated clear limits to progress.
Karl Marx’s critique centred on the functioning of the capitalist market economy and on its exploitative character. A fall in profit margins would lead to imbalances between sectors and therefore to inevitable crises. The
conflict between capital and labour would unavoidably lead to revolution and socialism. Marx did not concede
any permanent and stable nature to industrial capitalism, as had the classical liberals, but merely characterised it
as a mode of production. Marx also held a different view of profits to the classical economists. He explained
profits not as the consequence of trade, but as the consequence of the relations of production between workers
and capitalists, giving rise to a ‘surplus-value’ – the part of the salary not paid to the worker.
If we now compare the two processes of producing value and of creating surplus-value, we see that the latter is nothing but the continuation of the former beyond a definite point. If on the one hand the process be not carried beyond
the point, where the value paid by the capitalist for the labour-power is replaced by an exact equivalent, it is simply a
process of producing value; if, on the other hand, it be continued beyond that point, it becomes a process of creating
surplus-value. (Marx, 1867)

The product of this surplus-value, in the hands of the capitalists, allowed for the accumulation and concentration
of capital. But pressure on profit margins would lead to a fall in investment, generating economic cycles of upturns and downturns. Marx’s view of progress was ambivalent: he appreciated the potential of capitalist accumulation of wealth, but chiefly in its role of intensifying social conflicts and thus leading to the triumph of socialist
revolution.
The school of the neoclassical economics claimed continuity with the tradition established by Smith and Ricardo. Nevertheless, production was no longer the focus of their concerns. Their focus shifted to the rational
behaviour of the consumer, which they considered to be capable of altering the supposedly natural laws of economics. Alfred Marshall was one of the leading neoclassicists. He sought to reinterpret the model of perfect
competition he had inherited, seeking out space for freedom. Thus, he rejected the eternal nature of the ‘immutable’ laws of the market. Human will could alter their functioning. The concept of marginal consumer utility
henceforth became a key category for analysis. Focus moved from supply and production costs towards demand
and the determination of prices as a function of the utility of objects and the rational choices of the consumer
seeking to maximise his benefit. The key factor for this current of thought is price, as the best indicator for the
distribution of resources. Nevertheless, the neoclassicists lacked a vision of development. They aimed at nothing
more than an analysis based on market balances, and were averse to state intervention. For this school of
thought, the growth process was the result of increases in capital, labour and technological change, always within
a competitive context (Arasa/Aubén, 1996: 73). The complacency of the neoclassicists was ended with a bang by
the Great Depression of 1929.
The Keynesian school drew upon ‘The General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money’ by John Maynard
Keynes, which was published in 1936. The author sought to respond to the problems arising from the 1929 depression in the United States. Keynes took a favourable position to the capitalist economic system. For him, the
failure did not lie with the system, but with insufficient demand. However, he did criticise individualism and the
idea that individuals pursuing their own interest tend, simultaneously, to promote the general good. Keynes took
an ironic view of this position:
The principle of laissez-faire had arrived to harmonise individualism and socialism, and to make at one Hume's egoism with the greatest good of the greatest number. The political philosopher could retire in favour of the business
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man – for the latter could attain the philosopher's summum bonum by just pursuing his own private profit. (Keynes,
1926)

Keynes advocated that the state play a more active role, after highlighting unemployment and the loss of efficiency and production resulting from a system entrusted exclusively to private initiative:
Yet the cure lies outside the operations of individuals; it may even be to the interest of individuals to aggravate the
disease. I believe that the cure for these things is partly to be sought in the deliberate control of the currency and of
credit by a central institution […]. (Keynes, 1926)

Keynes believed that this deliberate control should be in the hands of the state in order to stimulate demand, thus
encouraging the use of unexploited surplus capacity and increasing productivity and employment rates. The
essence of Keynes’ thinking lies in the idea of stimulating demand and in his critique of the idea of the selfregulating effect of the market. It was during the period that Keynesian thinking was dominant that the debate on
development emerged, although no clear dividing line separates the former from the latter.
Development economics is a relatively recent discipline. It emerged from the heat of decolonisation in Asia, Africa
and the Carribean in the years immediately after the Second World War. Previously, economists had shown little interest in the problems of development in what is now known as the Third World. (Berzosa et al., 1996: 243)

Indeed, the classical economists had looked only at the notion of progress, without considering the situation of
more backward countries. Keynes, too, failed to provide any proposals for development. His discourse remained
largely restricted to the situation of the United States as it struggled to face up to recession and unemployment.
The term ‘economic development’ emerged towards the end of the 1940s. The reasons for its appearance have
been attributed to a range of factors: the Keynesian revolution; the influence of Marxist analysis; the emergence
of homegrown economists in underdeveloped regions, with an interest in development; the creation of international bodies concerned with development; decolonisation, firstly in Asia and then in Africa; the strategy for the
containment of Communism; and the increase in the availability of statistical information, which exposed the
scale of inequalities in access to prosperity (Berzosa et al., 1996: 244).
The earliest steps in the debate on development followed a structuralist perspective, in which the leading thinkers
distanced themselves from the neoclassicists – who had worked on the assumption that the market would effectively distribute resources – by highlighting the existence of imbalances in the labour market and in foreign
trade, while rejecting the possibility of these imbalances being spontaneously resolved by the market. Therefore,
they advocated redistributing resources effectively – eliminating ‘bottlenecks’ – to free the way for high potential growth.
The development theorists were disappointed by the potential of the market to spontaneously stimulate progress
in poor countries. Nurkse, for example, spoke of a vicious circle of poverty, in which low incomes led to a small
market, which in turn led to little scope for savings and investment, and thus to low productivity and back again
to extremely low incomes. To break out of this cycle of poverty it was essential to invest in physical capital. Two
currents of thought emerged: one characterised by development optimism; the other characterised by a focus on
dependence as a limiting factor on development.
Walt Whitman Rostow (1916-2003) described five stages of growth: the first is that of a traditional society based
on agriculture; the second, which establishes the prior conditions for take-off, is when communications infrastructure is created, productivity increases and a class of innovative entrepreneurs emerges; the third is consid-
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ered to be the take-off stage, with diversification of productive activities and increases in investment rates; the
fourth, which is the drive to maturity, is ushered in with the emergence of centres of development, which in turn
further stimulate investment; and, finally, the fifth stage, the age of high mass consumption, when production
activity is concentrated on durable goods (Rostow, 1967, 1973).
Bustelo put forward a critique of Rostow’s theory, singling out the superficial nature of the indication of dates
for the commencement of the different development processes, and the simplistic boundaries drawn between the
stages. In addition, the self-proclaimed universality of the theory comes in for criticism:
… it is not the same thing to industrialise if you are the most advanced nation on the planet and a colonial power,
like England during the industrial revolution, as it is to do so as one of the poorest countries in the world and as a
colony exploited by its metropole, as in the case of India during the first half of the 20th century. (Berzosa et al., 1996:
249)

Besides Rostow, this optimistic view of development was shared by economists like Sir W. Arthur Lewis (19151990), Hans Walter Singer (1910-2006) and Albert O. Hirschman (1915-).
The 1974 Nobel prizewinner for economics, Gunnar Myrdal (1898-1987), could be classified among the development optimists, but was among the more cautious, as can be seen in the following paragraph:
The principal thesis I have defended is that development may be defined as an upwards movement of a whole system
of interdependent factors, of which ‘economic growth’ is just one of the many causally related categories. A halt on
the road to improvement of the so-called ‘social conditions’ will unleash a movement towards the disintegration of
the newly-formed nations. If current trends prevail, the entire development process will sooner or later lead to a dead
end and, ultimately, to an overall step backwards. (Myrdal, 1973: 479)

Myrdal considered that the deterioration of social conditions could have an adverse influence on growth. He was
suspicious of technological advances, as he believed that the labour savings these would bring with them would
further increase economic and social inequality. He showed support for birth control programmes in the conviction that these would have a positive effect on quality of life in the poorest countries. He also confronted positions suggesting that inequality was a condition for development, on the basis that the propensity to consume is
greatest among the poor, whereas it is lower among the better-off classes, thus favouring the accumulation of
capital. Therefore, he advocated the use of education as an agent of change, counterbalancing economic and
social inequality. He highlighted the under-use of human labour as the true problem of economics, which in his
view was the cause of poverty given that the poor produce little or nothing (Myrdal, 1973: 472).
From the 1940s onwards, the ECLAC (United Nations Ecocomic Comission for Latin America and the Caribbean) developed its own line of thought on the basis of the work of the Argentinean economist Raúl Prebisch and
of Hans Singer. Both defended the thesis that international trade obeyed a dynamic which made it inevitable for
the terms of trade to deteriorate. Prebisch, though optimistic about the potential for development, was nevertheless the first to describe a system of economic relations he described as ‘centre-periphery’. In this model, the
value of manufactured products from the centre would tend to increase, whereas the price of raw materials produced by the periphery would tend to fall. From his perspective, export-oriented development was unfeasible due
to the deterioration of the terms of trade. He then proposed a new model of development with the objective of
promoting industrialisation and, thereby, increasing productivity and the accumulation of capital. Policies of this
nature require the intervention of the state, given the inability of the market to generate sufficient investment
levels. Prebisch therefore became a convert to the cause of industrial protectionism for peripheral countries, so
that they would have a competitive advantage with which to take on industrial production from the centre. Im-
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port substitution seemed to be an appropriate policy to the extent that it would avoid external limits on development and declining terms of trade, whilst simultaneously promoting positive changes to the productive base. This
substitution policy, however, had to be selective, so as to avoid excessive pressure on the balance of payments
(Albuquerque, 1989).
Among the various currents of development economics, the ideas of Father Louis Joseph Lebret (1897-1966) are
worthy of mention. He studied the concept of development closely, questioning some of its most basic premises.
Development, in the traditional understanding of the term, consisted exclusively of progress and growth; it also
implied a reversal of the typical aspects of underdevelopment: low per-capita incomes, malnourishment, primitive agriculture, lack of infrastructure, illiteracy, shortage of scientific experts, predominance of the agricultural
sector, weak financial capacity and high birth rates.
Nevertheless, such quantitative indicators were not sufficient to measure the quality of life of individuals.
Income was at that time considered a summary indicator, capable of expressing all other development indicators.
However, it was necessary to break down its distribution between regions and social classes. Other indicators,
such as calorie intake, for example, were relative, as this figure would only give a vague idea of whether the
needs imposed by climate, types of work and even the metabolism of different individuals were being satisfied.
The level of agricultural production was of little use, either, in determining the level of soil erosion.
Industrialisation indexes made no distinction between mining, basic industries and processing industries.
Illiteracy rates, for their part, do not take account of the quality of education, nor of dropout rates at the different
levels. Definitively, material development indicators did not genuinely express the quality of life of human
beings, whose fulfilment involves a series of factors which cannot necessarily be measured. Following this line
of thought, Lebret proposed a civilisation that went back to the essential. He suggested that the better-off, with
their thirst for possessions, would never be satisfied, and announced the triumph of the austere poor, capable of
escaping from infrasubsistence levels and devoting their leisure time to contemplation (Lebret, 1966). Lebret
described development in the following terms:
Development, like science and art, is the active and intellectual discipline of complexity in movement, which can be
reduced to the ‘unit of progress’. It is a discipline of living synthesis, which cannot be reduced to a single discipline
and places all disciplines at its service. It is a new category in the catalogue of disciplines, but it is placed, like the
keystone in a vault, at the meeting point of each of the ribs; and the arches, as they curve toward the point of convergence, support each other in continuous interaction. (Lebret, 1966: 88)

The theory of dependence drawn from the writings of Raúl Prebisch and other social scientists was termed by
Gunder Frank as ‘the old dependence’. These economists, suggested Frank, had centred their attentions on
economic analysis, focusing on the idea of ‘declining terms of trade’. Thus, a second wave of dependency
theorists emerged in the 1960s. These economists, according to Frank, would be the theorists of a ‘new
dependence’, and would take a more sociological approach. The most famous names of this group are: Fernando
Henrique Cardoso, Enzo Faletto, Theotonio dos Santos, Celso Furtado – all taking up a Marxist critique of
conventional theories of development (Castro Silva, 1991).
This school went beyond the development economics approach based on internal causes, stressing the
connections with the world system, the characteristic form of which had been a centre-periphery relationship,
comprising a homogeneously structured centre with a diversified productive base and a periphery which
provided raw materials. The central idea for these theorists was the notion of centre and periphery, which
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implied a close dependence of the latter on the former. The origin of this dependence was traced to the
specialisation of production that took place with the onset of industrialisation, relegating the periphery to a mere
supplier of raw materials. Therefore, declining terms of trade would make industrial imports more expensive for
the peripheral countries, at the same time as the market value of its raw material exports would fall. Thus,
underdevelopment was a historical consequence of colonialism and imperialism. And furthermore, this made
development and underdevelopment manifestations of the same system of capitalist domination and
accumulation.
The US economist Paul Baran was one of the founders of dependency theory. His starting point was the realisation
that what characterises all underdeveloped countries is the low level of per-capita productivity. He explains the roots
of this backwardness in the following terms:
The fact that […] Western Europe left the rest of the world so far behind is not due to any lucky coincidence or any
racial peculiarities of the various peoples. Rather, it was determined by the nature of Western European development
itself. The effects of Western European capitalist penetration of the outside world were extremely complex. They were
derived from the predatory nature of this penetration. They were also derived from the state of development achieved
by the societies which were exposed to outside contact. (Baran, 1967: 164)

Baran distinguishes between the regions where the Europeans encountered a social vacuum, and those where
they came across organised societies. In the first case, they settled, and here the only obstacle was nature. In the
second, conditions on the ground prevented them from engaging in mass colonisation, so the colonists simply
decided to extract the greatest possible profit. These profits opened the way to European capitalism, which, together with an equally predatory trade policy, were at the root of the original break between rich and poor countries.
Samir Amin is also among the more high-profile leaders of the Marxist school of dependency theory. He criticised Ricardo’s theory of comparative advantages and rejected the idea that trade in itself provides benefits.
Thus, if exports from the periphery are in the order of 35 billion, their value if salaries had been equivalent to those
of the centre, with the same level of productivity, would be in the order of 57 billion. The disguised transfers of value
from the periphery to the centre through the mechanism of unequal trade is in the order of 22 billion dollars, twice
the total ‘aid’ and private capital received by the periphery. It would thus be justified to speak of a pillaging of the
Third World. (Amin, 1975: 137)

This mechanism – in Amin’s view – implied a huge transfer of resources towards the countries of the centre
which would go to explain the blockage in the growth of the peripheral countries and the widening gap between
the two groups. At the same time, Amin rejected the idea that the difference between poor and rich countries was
the result of differing productivity levels. He argued that most exports from the peripheral countries come from
the most modern sectors of the economy, with high levels of productivity – but without receiving any higher
wages in return.
Frank focused on what he termed the relationship between metropolises and satellites. His main thesis is that
metropolises tend to develop while the satellites tend to underdevelop. The greatest industrial development of the
latter, Frank argued, took place when their links to the metropolis were at their weakest. Frank described a ‘simultaneous generation of underdevelopment in some places and economic development in others’, the one taking place as a consequence of the other. For Frank, economic development seen from this perspective could only
take place with greater independence from the developed countries. The contrary would mean perpetuating the
conditions for underdevelopment (Frank, 1971: 101). The Brazilian economist Theotônio dos Santos followed
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the same line of thought, suggesting that within the capitalist system, the underdevelopment of the dependent
countries would tend to worsen. He therefore advocated the Socialist path as the way to development:
The unequal and combined character of modern capitalist development is not giving rise to the emergence of new
capitalist centres, as it did in the previous century; rather it is creating yet greater contradictions between existing
centres, which in turn accentuate their profound contradictions with the dependent countries. The solution requires a
dialectic leap towards a new social economic system which leads to Socialism and not to a more developed capitalism. (Dos Santos, 1980: 63)

Besides the more Marxist stances, there was a further major current within dependency theory which was termed
‘structuralist’. Its most high profile representatives were the economists Fernando Henrique Cardoso and Enzo
Faletto. These thinkers suggested that there were structural limits in the development process, particularly in
terms of industrialisation. They described the difficulties of industrialisation on the basis of the kinds of social
alliances it required. The pattern followed in Latin America had focused on industry to the detriment of the agroexporting sectors – and without the foreign currency brought in by this sector, it would have been impossible to
import capital goods. Nevertheless, increasing pressure on these sectors and the phenomenon of urbanisation that
accompanied the agricultural crisis, bringing with it new social problems, had brought this model to its knees.
The lack of capital to maintain growth had led to an opening up of domestic markets to foreign investors, generating technological sectors and other more economically important areas, but with an adverse impact on some
industrial sectors and definitively ending the alliance that lay behind development. The tensions within this
model put an end to the state’s attempt to directly conduct the development process. An emerging technocrat
bureaucracy tended to take control of the major centres of production, making the state into an enterprise. This
last alternative, however, led to the suspension of democracy and the establishment of military dictatorships in
the region (Cardos/Faletto, 1973).
Today, dependency theory is considered obsolete by most economists and thinkers. Luciano Tomassini has described the different criticisms it has been subjected to: there are critiques of a political and of an academic nature. In political terms, ‘new dependency’ has been widely discredited by the failure of ‘really-existing Socialism’ and by its proponents’ attitude to criticism of the latter. In academic terms, the dependency theorists have
been criticised for failing to carry out a more exhaustive analysis of practical situations, and for their distinction
between enclave economies, primary exporters, dependent capitalism and associated development, which led to
unhelpful generalisations (Tomassini, 1989).
The 1980s saw the end of a period of frustrated attempts at import substitution and the reappearance of economic
neoliberalism. The reform proposals put forward by this current were consolidated by the so-called ‘Washington
Consensus’, established at the beginning of the 1990s between the International Monetary Fund, the World
Bank, the US government, the finance ministers of the G7 group of the most industrialised countries and representatives from twenty or so of the worlds largest banks. Their proposals were aimed at stabilisation, liberalisation and privatisation of developing economies. These plans continued on from the ‘structural adjustment programmes’ which were applied with greater or lesser degrees of intensity until the early 1990s. Although the
macroeconomic results of such ‘adjustment policies’ were relatively successful, they did not successfully tackle
the thorny problems of poverty.
The way it worked was as follows: once the major imbalances of the late 1980s had been largely overcome, the
World Bank would assess the appropriateness of embarking upon structural adjustment (World Bank, 1991). The
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key element of such structural adjustment was reform of the state, aiming to reduce its size and remove it from
economic activity in order to open up space for free competition and market forces. The essence of this plan was
non-intervention by the state in the use of resources, or in the production or distribution of goods other than
public services. As a consequence, the state was to be limited to maintaining a stable macroeconomic
environment, enforcing an appropriate legal and fiscal framework, stimulating the construction of infrastructure
for development and promoting the markets and incentives for competition. Thus, the state was left with a series
of occasional tasks with the objective of promoting investment and increasing competitiveness.
The international lending institutions, however, found themselves forced to rein in the more extreme elements of
their original proposals. Absolute faith in the market had to be replaced with limited public intervention in specific areas but always with the aim of giving a helping hand to the optimal functioning of the market. This position became known as a ‘market-friendly view’, which reached its heights in the 1990s. This was a consequence
of the limited success enjoyed by the orthodox measures applied during the famous ‘structural adjustments’. The
new view was influenced by a re-examination of the South-East Asian experience, and conceded the possibility
of state intervention, but only to the extent that it contributed to satisfying needs which were not satisfied by the
market. State intervention must thus complement the market and not encroach upon it.
The World Bank was the instigator of this ‘market-friendly view’. It claimed that development is not a mirage,
and that in achieving it the nature of economic policies and institutions is of paramount importance. One fundamental issue in this regard was the relationship between the state and the market. Here, governments should tend
to do less where the market works, and more in areas where it is not possible to depend on the market alone – in
areas such as health, education, nutrition, infrastructure, family planning, the macroeconomic environment and
the legal framework. Thus, the proposals put forward by the World Bank in particular contain a programme of
action requiring industrialised countries to remove their trade barriers; to reform macroeconomic policy towards
the public deficit, interest rates and monetary stability; to increase financial support; to support political reforms;
and to promote stable long-term growth. The developing countries were required to invest in human resources; to
provide a more business-friendly environment; to open up the economy to international trade and investment;
and to skilfully correct their macroeconomic policies, particularly in the areas of the public deficit and inflation.
The defining characteristics of the World Bank view are: macroeconomic balances of a fiscal, monetary and
trade nature; a competitive environment, built upon a stable and predictable legal framework and an effective
legal system; state investment in the construction of infrastructure, protecting the environment and increasing
workforce qualifications; and efficiency in public administration.
Nevertheless, the position taken by the World Bank has met with resistance from a number of sectors. For example, there has been criticism of the attempt to impose a general and one-size-fits-all approach on the heterogeneous circumstances of the developing world. There has also been criticism of a tendency to undervalue external
factors in the World Bank’s proposals. The assumption that investment in human capital leads to growth has also
been questioned. This view, unquestionable at the microeconomic level, has yet to be proven at the macro level.
The World Bank has also been criticised for wresting power from the state, and the idea that liberalisation alone
would bring productivity gains and an increase in exports has been rejected. Nor would such an increase be a
sufficient guarantee of growth. Furthermore, the Bank has been criticised for ignoring or undervaluing factors
which are decisive in developing countries. These include the public spending absorbed by servicing foreign
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debt, the perverse trend that led to a net transfer of resources from South to North in the 1980s, and the absence
of institutions to determine levels of public savings and financial deregulation. All of these factors bring with
them speculation and instability. Similarly, the World Bank report ignores the cooperation required between the
state, the private sector and the workers, which had been one of the features of development in the Scandinavian
economies in the 1930s and in South East Asia in the 1950s and 60s. The report also ignores the role of the state
in the formation of capital and in the area of public investment, and the recession-inducing tendencies concealed
by adjustment policies aimed at reducing demand. Finally, the privatisation policies have been controversial. If
they are to have an effect on growth, they require that profits be invested, rather than ploughed into counteracting the fiscal deficit (Fanelli et al., 1992).
It has also been suggested that this form of ‘social liberalism’, and the poverty reduction policies that are derived
from it, do not represent a path to effective and long-term development; nor do they face up to the challenges
raised by development at the present moment in terms of growth, social redistribution and environmental sustainability. In a market which is supposedly spontaneous, the lifestyles and consumption patterns that the model
aims at would only be accessible to a privileged minority and would check any possibility of social integration
(Vuskovic, 1993).

Opposing views
Faced with the blatant limitations of the market and its negative effects, a number of other perspectives on development have emerged which will be presented briefly in the following.
The Basic Needs approach began to gain currency at the end of the 1960s and was influential until the end of the
1980s. Two of its leading figures were Streeten and Chenery. The observation that growing social and economic
inequality and the constant spread of poverty were capable of coexisting with high growth rates led to a conviction that growth was not enough to eradicate poverty. The International Labour Organisation promoted a focus
on satisfying the basic needs of the human being. This was not simply a question of accumulating physical capital, but also of increasing human capital as a condition for economic growth.
The starting point in this approach is the characterisation of underdevelopment as a state in which basic needs go
unfulfilled: needs for food, health and education. The food problem, however, should have been easy to solve:
the planet produces enough food to eradicate hunger. The problem is not a shortage of resources, but their unequal distribution. Health was yet another unfulfilled need. This was due to a lack of prevention, a lack of basic
services such as sanitation, and a lack of care for expectant mothers. In the area of education, there were high
rates of illiteracy and low school attendance rates. An integrated approach capable of taking all of these elements
into account could contribute to all-round human development. Although there was consensus among the theorists of the basic needs approach that growth was necessary, they argued that this was to be complemented with
active policies aimed at transferring the benefits of growth to the most vulnerable sectors of society. This position additionally called for institutional changes which would expand access for these groups to the decisionmaking process when their interests were at stake.
Streeten’s studies established that better levels of education, nutrition and health brought benefits in reducing the
birth rate and increasing productivity. He also established that basic needs could be fulfilled even at low incomes, as shown by the case of Sri Lanka, which had low per-capita income but high life expectancy at birth. In
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addition, he identified possibilities for improving the satisfaction of basic needs by redistributing existing resources and managing them better. Finally, he established that satisfying basic needs required appropriate distribution of physical goods (Streeten, 1986: 35). The basic needs approach has also come in for some criticism. It
has been suggested that this is attractive to developed countries as a preventative solution – a form of social
prudence – with the objective of preventing the surge in demands brought on by unsatisfied needs. But at the
same time there has been criticism that it brings with it a disincentive to industrial development, which could
even be blocked by such an approach.
The removal of institutional trade barriers, technological development in transport and communications, and the
geographical dispersal of production processes have fed into a constant expansion of international trade. These
factors have been complemented by a reduction in state intervention in international trade. In this context of
economic globalisation, integration in the world economy has been put forward as an essential component of
development policies, given the growth potential it offers to national economies. A world trade system began to
consolidate from the foundation of the World Trade Organisation in 1995. The weight of exports in the creation
of national GDP has multiplied, and millions of jobs depend upon them. There are observers who take an optimistic view of the possibilities offered by the global market, both in developing countries and in those which
have already achieved development. It was claimed that whereas in the 1960s only one job in three depended on
exports, this proportion would be turned on its head by the early years of the 21st century (Franco, 1998).
Nonetheless, reality does not appear to be so encouraging. Most developing countries remain excluded from the
major trade flows and their benefits. Indeed, the participation of the poorest countries in world trade is decreasing in terms of investment, production and revenue. The market for basic products is becoming ever tighter,
while traditional products are seeing their prices fall in the face of increasing use of substitutes. Simply opening
up the international market is not enough to allow the poorest to compete within it. With low investment rates, a
lack of physical infrastructure and political and economic instability, they have very limited chances of competing (United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, 1996). Globalisation has also been criticised by
those who announce a new international division of labour. The fall in profit margins in the developed countries
would be giving rise to a movement of industrial businesses to poorer countries. This is the explanation for the
recovery of the newly industrialised countries. Samir Amin has concluded in this regard that development policies have been made obsolete, constituting, he suggests, merely crisis management strategies. Peripheral societies would be rendered defenceless to ward off attacks from the centre. Seeing globalisation from this perspective, the Egyptian thinker proposes the creation of an anti-consumption front in the peripheral societies and the
constitution of a wide regional grouping with the political, military and cultural power to address such challenges. A movement of this nature should negotiate new terms for the renewal of planetary institutions in the
areas of finance, monetary policy, technology, trade and the environment (Amin, 1999).
The demand made by the ECLAC during the 1990s was for Changing production patterns with social equity.
This concept arose as an alternative to the Washington Consensus. As the ECLAC diagnosed it, the model of
development in Latin America had been based on the revenue from natural resources, on foreign debt and on
budget deficits. However, to guarantee stability – characterised as a full match between aggregate supply and
demand within the production limits of each country – it would be necessary to use consistent and appropriate
monetary, borrowing, fiscal, trade and salary instruments, as well as productive development policies, all with
different emphases and degrees of intensity depending on the situation in which they were to be applied (Eco-
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nomic Commission for Latin America and the Carribean, 1996). The structural problems of the region’s economies could be addressed by improving competitiveness, seeing industrialisation as an engine for changing production patterns, integrating the environmental dimension and incorporating equity as a growth factor. Thereby,
ECLAC’s proposals sought to create a virtuous circle between growth, competitiveness, technical progress and
equity.
The concept of human development emerged from the work of the economist Amartya Sen for the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP). Its advocates work from the premise that the notion of growth is insufficient, given the living conditions faced by large sections of society in countries with relatively high growth
rates. The UNDP concepts have questioned the measurements of standards of living used by the World Bank.
The Bank has published a World Development Report annually since 1970, using gross domestic product as its
unit of measurement – usually converted into dollars at the exchange rate of the country concerned and divided
by the number of inhabitants. This concept, however, conceals the huge disparities in quality of life between
different segments of the population within one country, and, furthermore, overestimates the income of countries
whose currency is overvalued. From 1990 onwards the UNDP established a competing measure: the Human
Development Index (HDI), which aims to go beyond a strictly economic measurement and include the quality of
life of human beings.
The concept of human development has thus been given concrete form in the well-known HDI, which the UNDP
uses annually to measure the progress of countries using three weighted indicators: GDP per capita with purchasing power parity; life expectancy at birth and rates of literacy and school attendance.
The approach taken by the UNDP has the enormous merit of quantifying non-economic aspects which are essential in measuring quality of life; nevertheless, it has received a number of criticisms. One is the low weighting
given to income spent on luxury goods. Thus, from a certain point upwards, any increase has virtually no effect
on standards of living. For example, the income of a developed country, which might be around 20,000 dollars
per capita, could be converted into PPP (purchasing power parity, which is considered in the HDI) of less than
6,000 dollars. This means it is impossible to establish the genuine difference in purchasing power between a
high-income country and another with a middling income. A further criticism is the absence of other factors
which affect quality of life, such as public freedoms, democracy, violence and use of leisure time, among others.
The health and education indicators used by the UNDP have been criticised as not providing a sufficient reflection of reality. All of these elements could give the impression of a world that is less divided than it actually is
(Sutcliffe, 1993).
Another concept is that of sustainable development. It is presented in detail in the following chapter.
Further reading
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5 Theoretical considerations on the concept of sustainability
5.1

A European perspective

Making the principle of sustainability a reality and formulating implementation strategies is a immense challenge. In the debate on the objectives, strategies and instruments for sustainable development it is possible to
identify a number of very different approaches. The German Advisory Council on the Environment (SRU) has
remarked critically that the debate has been marked by an ‘inflationary’ and at times self-interested use of the
term ‘sustainable development’ and by a lack of precision in content and the use of terms (SRU 2002).

5.1.1

Normative implications
The principle of sustainable development is not a descriptive, but a normative concept; the very term describes a vision of the world as it should be, specifically a world with more intergenerational and intragenerational (redistributive) justice. Human intervention in the natural environment is thus always to be seen from the perspective of responsibility for our One World and its survival into the future. (UBA, 2002: 16)

The concept of sustainable development is not the outcome of scientific research; rather, it is ethically founded.
The underlying normative principles – the most frequently cited of which is the justice principle cited above,
present in almost all definitions – generally go unquestioned and unjustified in most work on sustainability. The
Advisory Council provides an ethical foundation in its 1994 annual report (SRU, 1994).
On the basis of an ethics of responsibility, seeing responsibility ‘as a union of shrewdness and duty’ (SRU, 1994:
51), the Advisory Council distinguishes between three ethical conditions of sustainable development:
•

the responsibility of human beings towards their natural environment,

•

the responsibility of human beings towards their social surroundings and

•

the responsibility of human beings towards themselves.

Against a backdrop of environmental crisis, for the Advisory Council the issue of environmental ethics is of
especial urgency. In addressing this issue, the Council takes an anthropocentric approach, seeing the personality
principle – ‘the status of moral inviolability of the human being, her dignity as a person’ – as fundamental. From
this personal existence and the definition of the human being as a creature of reason, the Advisory Council derives the capacity of the human being to assume responsibility for the environment. The keystone to a comprehensive environmental ethics, in the view of the Council, is the overall interlinking of all social systems with
nature, termed ‘retinity’:
If the human being wishes to preserve her personal dignity as a creature of reason in her dealings with herself and
others, she can only satisfy her implicit responsibility towards nature if she makes the ‘total interlinking’ between all
her civilisational activities and products and the nature that supports them into the principle behind all her actions.
(SRU, 1994: 54)

The responsibility of human beings towards nature, as postulated by the SRU, refers on the one hand to ensuring
one’s own existence and the significance of nature for oneself, and on the other to ensuring the natural conditions
for survival of humanity as a whole.
Besides the environmental sustainability of human actions, the Advisory Council sees the social sustainability or
social appropriacy of human actions as a further criterion for action oriented towards the principle of sustainability. Responsibility towards one’s social surroundings extends not only to one’s own social group or to one’s own
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society, but also to humanity as a whole, today and into the future. According to the Council, the ethical basic
principle is ‘the call for a universal solidarity as the precondition for establishing social justice’ (SRU, 1994: 56).
Thirdly, the Advisory Council refers to the responsibility of the human being for herself and for success in her
own individual life, the site of her condition as a free being. On this basis, the Council draws the conclusion that
the state has the duty to ensure the right of the individual to self-determination and to free experience of personality, as well as ensuring that humans can live together in a spirit of justice and ensuring the conservation of the
natural basis for life. Where the advisory council sees a challenge, however, is in instilling a basic ethical attitude
which sees individual freedom as freedom with responsibility for the natural and social environment. In this
regard, the Council stresses the importance of a well-differentiated awareness of value, ethical sensitivity and
judgement as significant factors in instilling such a basic attitude. These must be developed by means of a societal awareness-raising process.
In the view of the SRU, actions which can be ethically justified and based on the principle of sustainability are
built upon the principles of personality and retinity, as well as on the criteria of environmental, social and individual acceptability. Sustainability, thus, does not convey any scientifically observable content. Rather, as a
normative concept, the concept of sustainable development conveys an idea of ‘how the world should be’ (UBA,
2002: 16; Renn et al., 1999). It is a question of how human beings should live today and in the future, and of
what kind of future we would like (Coenen/Grunwald, 2003). The discourse is thus bound up with considerations
from the perspective of environmental ethics as to the relationship between human beings and their natural and
artificial environment. This environment is substantially determined by the interests, value judgements and ethical values of stakeholders in society.
The normative aspect becomes particularly evident when issues of the domestic or global distribution of rights to
use or make demands upon natural or socio-economic resources are at stake. It is no surprise that there are often
very different ideas in this regard in the various countries around the globe, as a result of their differing problems, cultures, political systems and interests. Even within countries, academia, politics and social interest
groups hold different viewpoints as to the manner in which the principle of sustainability should be transposed
into practical terms and implemented.
Sustainability is also understood as a ‘regulative’ idea, a term that goes back to the works of the German
philosopher Immanuel Kant. Ideas are not terms that define an object from the world of experience, but rather
practical, regulating principles. Like the terms ‘freedom’ and ‘justice’, sustainability should be understood as an
open and positive term, with only preliminary interim definitions. This openness is due to the fact that societal
understandings of sustainability are dependent on time, situation, culture and knowledge (Enquete-Kommission,
1998).
At this point it is worth noting that normative questions evade scientific decidability. Questions with a normative
core can only be decided in the societal process of opinion-forming (Kopfmüller et al., 2001). Sustainability
research must thus always be conscious that it is bound up in societal processes of perception and evaluation.
Scientific engagement with the concept of sustainable development can thus only provide the basis for societal
decision-making in the form of orientation knowledge and reflect upon it, but not arrive at normative definitions
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and conclusions. ‘Scientific statements, seen from the perspective of knowledge-theory, always have the structure of “if/then” statements’ (ibid.: 348).

5.1.2

Dimensions of sustainability

In the debate on the concept of sustainability, there is widespread consensus that sustainability can only be
achieved through the integration of the whole range of dimensions of societal development. Nevertheless, opinions are divided as to the relative weighting of these dimensions. The philosopher Konrad Ott, from Greifswald,
notes that equality of the dimensions is often advocated, without justifying this claim of equal status in greater
detail (Ott, 2001). Other approaches give priority to one dimension, such as the environmental dimension. There
are also differing opinions as to the number of dimensions to be considered. Besides the social, economic and
environmental dimensions described in the Brundtland Report, other areas have been put forward in debate,
especially the cultural, institutional and political dimensions, the last of which has been stressed by the countries
of the South.
According to Meyers, culture is ‘what people produce through their actions at a specific time in delineated regions to address their environment’ (Meyers 1990: 257), such as language, religion, ethics, institutions, law,
technology, science, art and music – but also the ‘process of producing cultural contents and models (norm systems and objectives) and the corresponding forms of individual and societal living and behaving’ (ibid.). Culture,
on the one hand, comprises cultural values, worldviews, norms and traditions, and thus the factors that influence
the manner in which nature is exploited, the form of social interaction and the way the economy is run. ‘A process of reflection on sustainable, ethical values is primarily a task of culture. Sustainable development […] requires a transition to a lifestyle which demonstrates responsibility towards sustainability’ (Teller/Ax, 2003: 89f).
Calls for the establishment of a culture of sustainability work on this level (Stoltenberg/Michelsen, 1999; Reisch,
2002). Culture plays an important role on the road to a sustainable society and should be seen as a separate dimension (c.f. fig. 15), ‘as the principle of ‘sustainability’ must enable us to critically reflect upon, and if necessary change, our lifestyles, our value judgements, our education and science systems, or our path of technological development, as a cultural background’ to the other dimensions (Stoltenberg, 2000: 12).
The institutional dimension which has been put forward by a number of authors is understood as an independent
dimension with cross-cutting relevance: ‘In the form of democracy, participation, integration, gender justice etc.
it is both a value in itself and the condition and prerequisite for the other dimensions’ (Spangenberg, 1999: 12).
This gives it a qualitatively different function:
Whereas in the other dimensions the central question is what sustainable development means from environmental,
economic, social and cultural perspectives in content terms, in the institutional dimension the question is how sustainable development can be implemented, or which qualities institutions must possess to rise to this task.
(Kopfmüller et al., 2001: 49)

The institutional dimension of sustainability is based upon a broad understanding of institutions: they are understood on the one hand as outwardly recognisable and organisationally describable institutions (organisations),
such as administrative bodies; and, on the other, employing the sociological reading of the term, as conventions,
customs, ethical standards, rules and procedures of private individuals and entities, as well as legal regulations.
The first major question is thus how organisations must be constituted so that they can support the implementation of sustainable development, and secondly, which norms, rules and standards are appropriate to ensure the
participation of all stakeholders in the societal debate on sustainability (Kopfmüller et al., 2001). An institutional
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dimension understood in such terms has a more instrumental character than the other dimensions. There are a
number of overlaps with the social dimension, particularly if participation, integration and gender justice are
seen as objectives and not as rules. For these reasons, the institutional dimension will not be considered as an
independent dimension in the following.

economic dimension
preventative management; cyclical
economics; material-flow management;
environmental management system;
environmentally-friendly, innovative
technologies; eco-design (long
working-life, disposibility, aesthetics);
reflection of environmental and social
costs in pricing; polluter-pays
principle; regional and local marketing
networks; fair trade

environmental dimension
sparing use of resources; natural
timeframes (recovery times; natural
cylces); biodiversity; ecological cyclesystems; renewable energy;
precautionary principle; avoidance of
overloading ecosystems (reduction of
toxic deposits, emissions, waste)

Sustainable
Development
social dimension
promotion of human health; equal
rights to use of natural resources and
equal rights to development; infrasocietal justice; respect for the interests
of future generations; democratisation,
participation of all sectors of society in
all areas of life, networks; livelihoods
through work

cultural dimension
ethical certainties; environmentallyfriendly lifestyles; holistic
appreciation of nature; local and
cultural diversity of paths to
sustainable development; traditional
knowledge; approach to time;
approach to material objects;
consumer consciousness; local public
spheres; international dialogue

Fig.15: The dimensions of sustainable development
There are a number of different approaches to the number and weighting of the various dimensions of sustainability. These can generally be classified into ‘one-pillar’ and ‘multi-pillar’ models (Tremmel, 2003). In the
‘one-pillar’ model, one dimension is given priority. If this is the environmental dimension, it means that in the
event of a conflict the environmental concerns will prevail. Economic and social aspects are described as the
causes and effects of environmental damage, but not as dimensions of equal status (Kopfmüller et al., 2001). An
example of giving precedence to the environmental dimension can be found in the sustainability studies produced by the German Federal Environment Office (UBA, 1997; UBA, 2002), in which the environment constitutes the framework within which the development of society and the economy takes place: ‘the load-bearing
capacity of nature must thus be accepted as the final, insurmountable limit to all human activities’ (UBA 2002:
2). The Advisory Council also advocates prioritising the environmental approach in its 2002 report, in particular
the integration of environmental concerns in other areas of politics:
This idea [of sustainability] has a clear environmental focus and thus takes account of the fact that there is more
ground to be made up in environmental conservation than there is in the implementation of economic and social objectives. (SRU, 2002: 68)
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In the ‘multi-pillar’ model, on the other hand, stress is placed upon the equal status of all dimensions. The spectrum ranges from two to eight dimensions, but the most frequent is the ‘three-pillar’ model comprising environment, society and economy. This model was introduced to the German sustainability debate by the parliamentary
Commission of Inquiry in 1998. The objective is a sustainability policy understood as social policy, in which the
three dimensions of environment, society and economy stand side by side (Deutscher Bundestag, 1998):
The central goal of the idea of sustainability is to conserve and improve environmental, economic and social performance. These dimensions influence one another and cannot be optimised in isolation without endangering wider
development processes. (Deutscher Bundestag, 1998: 33)

Thus, on the one hand, ‘economic development and social welfare are only possible as long as the natural basis
for life is not endangered’ (ibid.). On the other, it is very difficult to achieve environmental objectives if social or
economic problems take hold at societal or individual level:
A sustainability policy dominated by the environment will always be eclipsed in societal considerations whenever
other problems prove more immediate, tangible and virulent and thus more urgent and attractive for the political
agenda. Even when environmental concerns can make themselves heard in such conditions, they will remain ineffectual, as only a policy which integrates all three dimensions is in a position to overcome the conceptional weaknesses
of an environmental debate isolated from economic and social concerns. (Deutscher Bundestag, 1998: 31f.)

Two levels of argument have been raised in favour of the ‘three-pillar’ approach:
Firstly: alongside the natural basic conditions for life, economic, social and cultural values are also seen as resources which are necessary, in conjunction, as the basis for satisfying human needs.
Secondly: society can be endangered not only by environmental risks but also by economic and social risks. In
this regard, the load-bearing capacity of both natural and social systems represents the context for sustainable
development. Environment, society and economy are thus to be seen as independent but interlinked sub-systems,
‘whose ability to function and resistance to disruption must be conserved in the interests of future generations’
(Kopfmüller et al., 2001: 49). The objective of sustainable development, in this sense, is to avoid irreversible
damage to all three dimensions.
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Environment

Conflicts

Society
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Fig. 16: Conflicts in the ‘three-pillar’ model of sustainability (adapted from Tremmel, 2003)
Controversies exist in this discussion on two levels: firstly, between advocates of the ‘one-pillar’ model and the
‘multi-pillar’ model, with the arguments described above. A further controversy exists between different answers
to the question of which dimension should be accorded priority.
In all strands of the argument and in all models, it is important to note that conflicts can occur between the various dimensions at the level of objectives and implementation. Of course, there are also ‘win-win’ situations
bringing positive effects across more than one dimension. However, if measures are to be restricted to the latter,
thus the space for action is somewhat tight (Tremmel, 2003).

5.1.3

Weak and strong sustainability

In the academic debate on different concepts of sustainability a distinction is made between ‘weak’ and ‘strong’
sustainability (c.f. e.g. Ott, 2001; Meyer-Abich, 2001; Scherhorn/Wilts, 2001; SRU, 2002; Ott/Döring, 2004).
The key to the distinction is the question of what should be conserved; this is closely linked to the question of the
replaceability of existing capital. Capital is defined as such resources ‘as are available to human beings as economic actors and bring benefits to them’ (SRU, 2002: 65).
Different forms of capital can be distinguished (Ott, 2001; SRU, 2002):
•

Natural capital (i.e. natural resources such as water or air),

•

Physical capital (i.e. machines, buildings, devices, infrastructure),

•

‘Cultivated natural capital’ (i.e. forests, crops, herds of cattle),

•

Social capital (i.e. moral orientation knowledge, institutions),

•

Human capital (i.e. individual knowledge such as education and skills),

•

Knowledge capital (i.e. non-individual stored and accessible knowledge).
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The concept of natural capital
A problematic short-cut in the history of economics was the reduction of natural production factors to ‘land’ and ‘resources’.
Nowadays, land and non-renewable resources are seen as mere components of the complex category of ‘natural capital’. This
is increasingly recognised in recent economic thought (Held/Nutzinger, 2001). Defining the concept of natural capital raises a
number of difficulties. Natural capital is complex and its components are intermeshed. Any attempt at an inventory naturally
leads to overlaps. Thus, it is not possible to make a differentiated list of clearly distinct elements of natural capital. Rather,
natural capital is described by terms which are in themselves comprehensive, general terms such as ‘resource base’, ‘natural
basis for life’, ‘stability of ecological systems’, ‘biodiversity’ etc. (SRU, 2002: 64).

The concept of weak sustainability ‘works on the premise of far-reaching and at least theoretically unlimited […]
replaceability of all types of capital’ (Ott, 2001: 41). This means that natural capital can be replaced by other
types of capital, i.e. replacing forests with parks or natural lakes with swimming pools. This approach assumes
that it ultimately makes little difference in what form the inherited capital is passed down to the next generation.
The decisive factor is that the total capital and the total utility and therefore the total level of prosperity is conserved. Weak sustainability builds upon the neoclassical theory of utility, in which it is irrelevant how utility is
created. Steurer sees weak sustainability as a ‘quantitative growth paradigm’ (Steurer, 2001). The concept has
been criticised for assuming the complete replaceability of natural capital and for its belief in technical progress
and economic growth (SRU, 2002).
Proponents of strong sustainability, on the other hand, argue that capital produced by human beings and natural
capital are fundamentally complementary and only replaceable to a limited extent (Daly, 1999; Ott, 2001;
Ott/Döring, 2004). This position requires that natural capital be maintained at as constant a level as is possible
while maintaining the composition of its constituent elements (such as climate factors, landscapes, biodiversity).
Species extinctions, the disfigurement of landscapes, etc., are unacceptable under strong sustainability. It is assumed that human beings are dependent on the ecological functions of nature and that these functions are therefore not replaceable (SRU, 2002). Within the different types of capital, however, limited replacement is possible.
For example, the loss of a forest can be replaced by reforestation in another place, or the consumption of oil
could be replaced by equivalent investment in renewable resources. A ‘paradigm of limits to growth’ is recognisable in strong sustainability (Steurer, 2001). One attempt at implementing strong sustainability can be seen in
the ‘environmental space concept’, in which environmental space encompasses ‘the resource base and sink functions that human beings can make use of without irreversibly damaging them’ (SRU, 2002: 65).
Case study: the Aral Sea
The Aral Sea is a particularly clear example of the social, economic and environmental consequences of giving insufficient
regard to natural capital.
The water catchment area of the Aral Sea stretches across the territory of six countries. In order to increase cotton production,
huge quantities of water were taken from the two most important tributaries of the sea for the artificial irrigation of former
desert areas. This led to an 85% reduction in the water volume in the Aral Sea, leading to a drop in the sea level of 18 metres.
The planners at the time had taken the water loss into account, as the increase in agricultural production seemed to make up
for the loss. However, they did not realise that the salt content of the remaining water would increase so sharply that fish
stocks and the fishing industry in the Aral Sea would be brought to their knees.
The new agricultural land rapidly became saline through overwatering and bad management, so overall agricultural yields did
not match up to expectations. Salt from the exposed seabed was blown onto surrounding land, combining with pesticides to
contaminate soil and drinking water in the region.
The population has suffered serious health consequences from these developments: mortality during childbirth has doubled
and infant mortality is three times the national average. Cancer diagnoses have increased many times over the last 10-15
years.
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To alleviate these negative consequences a little, water usage in the catchment area must be drastically cut down, so that the
sea can recover some of its lost water volume. However, as a result of expected protests in the catchment area countries, this
alternative is unrealistic.
(World Development Report, 2003)

To a certain extent, both weak and strong development represent extreme positions. In the general debate, however, there is a widespread consensus that both extreme positions are untenable. The idea of a near-complete
replaceability of natural capital fails to take into account the fact that every economic activity, even the maintenance of artificial capital, is dependent on prior or subsequent services from nature. On the other hand, complete
abstinence from using nature beyond pre-defined renewal rates (in line with the frequently heard call to live off
the interest from natural capital) would mean that the existing potential of non-renewable resources would not be
accessible either to this generation or to future generations (Knaus/Renn, 1998). Therefore, intermediate positions have emerged in the discourse at a point on the scale between the two extremes. It is possible to divide
approaches to sustainability into four categories (table 3).

Table 3: Concepts of sustainability (Eblinghaus/Stickler, 1998; Dobson, 2000; Rieckmann, 2004; Steurer, 2001)

What is to be conserved?
Why?

Management strategy?

Very weak
sustainability
Overall capital
(artificial and natural)
Human wellbeing

Maximising
economic growth

Replaceability between Theoretically
man-made and natural unlimited
capital?
Ethics?

Instrumental value
of nature

Weak
sustainability
Essential natural
capital
Human wellbeing

Strong
Very strong
sustainability
sustainability
Irreplaceable nature Intrinsic value of
nature

Human wellbeing
and duty towards
nature
Sustainable
Zero economic
economic growth
growth;
Sustainable growth,
provided the quality
of the environment
is not endangered
by it
Not always possible Not always possible
between man-made between man-made
and essential natural and irreplaceable
capital
nature
Instumental value of Priority: value of
nature
ecosystems

Duty towards nature

Zero growth, perhaps reduction in
economic values

Rejects the
replaceability
debate
Intrinsic value of
nature

Besides weak and strong sustainability, two intermediate forms are under discussion. What characterises these
approaches is that they do not work on the assumption of full replaceability between nature and man-made capital. However, it is considered possible within certain limits – set by either ‘essential’ or ‘irreplaceable’ nature.
The question of whether economic growth is possible or desirable is answered by the two intermediate positions
with a call for sustainable economic growth. It must be noted that the growth issue is closely bound up with the
debate on efficiency and sufficiency. Proponents of weak sustainability see economic growth as being linked to
sharp increases in efficiency. Advocates of strong sustainability, on the other hand, suggest that efficiency improvements are not sufficient to compensate for the adverse effects of economic growth on the environment.
Therefore, they advocate a zero-growth approach combined with a sufficiency strategy (c.f., e.g.,
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BUND/Misereor, 1996; Bode, 1999; Maier-Rigaud, 1999). In the intermediate forms, efficiency and sufficiency
have equal importance. The four concepts of sustainability draw on very different ethical perspectives: they
range from an anthropocentric position (very weak sustainability) through to a clearly ecocentric viewpoint (very
strong sustainability).
A further concept, the ‘sensible sustainability’ concept, is propounded by Seregaldin and Steer. In this understanding, sustainability requires above all that a society’s productive potential not be reduced to the sum of all
elements of natural and human origin, while nevertheless giving a degree of importance to the quality of the
legacy to future generations. Proponents of this position consider limited replacement of natural capital to be
acceptable, provided the essential functions of nature (including intangible functions) are conserved. The question of the replaceability of individual elements of natural, physical and human capital cannot, they feel, be decided a priori, but rather depends on the circumstances of each specific case. It is presupposed that partially
complementary and partially substitutional relationships exist between the elements of manmade and natural
capital (Knaus/Renn, 1998). Complementarity is attributed to environmental assets for which there is no replacement, as human beings would not be able to survive without them (such as breathable air or drinkable water). Such ‘essential resources’ are to be conserved. For other resources, it must be asked to what extent their use
or consumption will lead to restrictions on usage by future generations. This is probably always the case when
elements of natural capital are irreversibly destroyed. Interventions in nature which cannot be reversed are
equivalent to losses which cannot be made good, unacceptably reducing the options open to future generations.
Thus, proponents of this position advocate that ‘critical thresholds’ should be defined for each single form of
capital and should not be exceeded under conditions of sustainable development – no matter how high the accumulated quantities of other capital forms are. For as long as it remains impossible to precisely define such critical
thresholds, a cautious approach is to be taken in exploiting the resources concerned (Serageldin/Steer, 1994).

5.1.4

The integrative concept of sustainable development

A number of academic institutions working within the Hermann von Helmholz Society of German Research
Centres (HGF) carried out a research project into transposing the principle of sustainable development into practical terms and implementing it, running from 1998 to 2002. In the process, they formulated an integrative concept of sustainable development and applied it to the situation of Germany. This concept is defined by its constituent elements, its objectives and its rules (Kopfmüller et al., 2001; Coenen/Grunwald, 2003).
Constitutive elements
‘Constitutive’ implies that these elements are indispensable and determinant for the principle of sustainable development. They were drawn from the debate on sustainable development to date.
A central constitutive element of sustainable development is intragenerational and intergenerational justice.
Building upon the Brundtland Commission’s definition of sustainable development – requiring that it meet ‘the
needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs’ (WCED,
1987: 8) – intragenerational justice describes the needs of the present. Its objective is to make a fulfilling life – or
at least one that satisfies basic needs – a possibility for all human beings around the world. Intergenerational
justice, on the other hand, aims to ensure that future generations will also be able to satisfy their needs. The intention here is to pass down or transfer to the next generation the necessary framework conditions to allow them
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to choose their own lifestyle. As justice principles of this nature involve such aspects as the just distribution of
natural resources, economic assets and basic social values, the term ‘distributive justice’ is also used. There are a
number of different academic stances on the relationship between intragenerational and intergenerational justice.
The HGF approach is based on the definition given above and sees both principles as equal in status.
The global orientation is another constitutive element. The global validity of the principle of sustainability is
justified on three levels. Firstly, there is an ethical justification: in a global ethics, all individuals have a moral
right to satisfy their basic needs, to fulfil their wishes for a better life; the right to the conservation of the essential life-preserving functions of ecosystems and to fair access to global resources. Secondly, there is a problemoriented justification: many of the well-known sustainability problems – such as the anthropogenic greenhouse
effect, ozone depletion, loss of biodiversity, poverty, population growth and unemployment – are global phenomena. They appear different only in their manifestations at the regional level. And there is a strategic justification for this: global problems require not only the identification and analysis of the problems, but also the development of corresponding strategies for solutions and implementation mechanisms at the global level. A keyword
for political approaches at the global level is the term ‘global governance’ (Coenen/Grunwald, 2003).
A further constitutive element is the anthropocentric approach. The concept of sustainable development is primarily a concept that pushes human needs into centre-stage. Human beings are accorded the right to make use of
nature. Individuals can exercise this right within a framework set by the fulfilment of certain duties. Thus, the
individual is obliged to adopt a caring approach to nature, and indeed to do in the interests of self-preservation. It
is a question of conserving in the long term the functions that nature is capable of fulfilling for humankind. The
term ‘use’ encompasses not only the extraction of raw materials or the disposal of waste, but also cultural forms
of use, such as the ‘aesthetic use’ of landscapes. This approach has been termed ‘enlightened anthropocentrism’.
However, discourses on the intrinsic rights of nature or other living beings – such as animal rights – are excluded
in this model.
Objectives and rules
As part of the HGF research project, the next stage was the formulation of corresponding ‘general objectives of
sustainable development’ (Coenen/Grunwald, 2003). These objectives are seen as necessary conditions for sustainable development if full justice is to be done to the constitutive elements described above. The general objectives are as follows:
Preserving human existence:
The highest commandment is that the present generations must not destroy the basic conditions of life for future
generations. Most directly, this means that the functions of nature which are indispensable for human existence
must be conserved. Taking the idea further, it also means that the individual existence of all members of world
society must be ensured in the long term and in conditions of human dignity.
Preserving the productive potential of society:
The needs of the present generation should be fulfilled in such manner that the fulfilment of the needs of future
generations is not endangered. That means that future generations must find similar preconditions in place to
fulfil their needs, which may not be the same as today’s needs. This allows a further general objective for sus-
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tainable development to be arrived at, namely the requirement that that the productive capacity of (world) society, in the widest sense, must be conserved over time. The productive potential of a society encompasses not
only (renewable and non-renewable) natural resources, but also human knowledge.
Preserving opportunities for development and action:
The commandment not to endanger the ability of future generation to meet their needs must encompass both
tangible and intangible needs. Thus, the present generations must not limit the opportunities for development and
action of future generations. Applied to the individual, this means that opportunities for self-fulfilment must be
preserved, today and in the future.
To implement these objectives, so-called ‘sustainability rules’ were formulated. These draw a distinction between:
Substantial sustainability rules:
These rules set the minimum conditions for achieving the objectives stated above and have also been termed the
‘what? rules’ of sustainability.
Instrumental sustainability rules:
These rules contain the institutional, economic and political framework conditions for sustainable development.
These are thus the path to fulfilling the minimum conditions, hence their description as ‘how? rules’ (Kopfmüller
et al., 2001).
The substantial sustainability rules have the following objectives (c.f. table 4):
Preserving human existence:
Hazards and unjustifiable risks for human health arising from anthropogenic environmental burdens are to be
avoided. A minimum of basic provision (housing, food, clothes, healthcare) must be guaranteed for all members
of society, as should insurance against major lifetime risks (illness, disablement). All members of society should
be guaranteed the opportunity to earn their livelihood (as well as childcare and care for the elderly) through
freely chosen activity. This rule goes beyond the satisfaction of basic needs and aims at a self-directed life. The
use of the environment must be distributed in accordance with principles of justice, with the due participation of
all concerned parties. Extreme gaps in the distribution of incomes and wealth are to be closed. Poverty – which
makes it impossible to take up an active role in the life of society –must correspondingly be eliminated.
Preserving the productive potential of society:
The rate of consumption of renewable resources must not exceed their capacity to recover, nor may it endanger
the performance or functionality of the ecosystem in question. The extent of identified non-renewable resources
is to be maintained constant over time. This requires a reduction in consumption (sufficiency), improvements in
resource productivity (efficiency) or the use of renewable resources (consistency). The disposal of materials
must not exceed the absorption capacity of environmental substances and ecosystems. Technical risks which
may have catastrophic consequences for human beings or the environment are to be avoided. Physical, human
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and knowledge capital is to be developed in such manner that economic performance is preserved, if not improved

Table 4: Sustainability objectives and substantial sustainability rules (Kopfmüller et al., 2001)
Preserving human existence Preserving the productive
potential of society

Preserving opportunities
for development and
action
Protecting human health
Sustainable use of renewable
Equality of opportunities
resources
in education, career, access to information
Guaranteeing basic provision Sustainable use of nonParticipation in societal
renewable resources
decision-making processes
Independent livelihood
Sustainable use of the enviPreservation of the culronment as a sink
tural heritage and cultural
diversity
Fair distribution of opportuni- Avoidance of unjustified tech- Preservation of the culties to use the environment
nical risks
tural functions of nature
Overcoming severe income
Sustainable development of
Preservation of social
and wealth gaps
physical, human and knowlresources
edge capital

Preserving opportunities for development and action:
All members of society must have equal opportunities with regard to access to education, information, professional life, public office and social, political and economic positions. All members of society must be allowed to
participate in societally relevant decision-making processes. This would include, for example, the preservation or
improvement of democratic decision-making processes or dispute resolution processes. The cultural heritage of
humanity and cultural diversity are to be preserved. Manmade and natural landscapes or landscape elements of
particular uniqueness and beauty are to be preserved. In order to guarantee the social cohesion of society, the
sense of law and justice, tolerance, solidarity and the common good are to be reinforced, as is potential for
peaceful conflict resolution.
The instrumental sustainability rules are the so-called ‘how? rules’ for sustainable development. These comprise
firstly economic aspects, and secondly demands on institutions (Coenen/Grunwald, 2003):
Accounting for social and environmental costs:
Prices must reflect the external environmental costs (such as resource scarcity, damaged ecosystems) and social
costs (such as child labour, health risks, unemployment) occasioned within the economic process.
Appropriate discounting:
Neither present nor future generations should be discriminated against by discounting.
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Responsible borrowing:
So as not to limit the scope of action of the state, current expenditure must in principle be financed by current
income. This should mean that borrowing should be limited to investments which are aimed at satisfying future
needs.
Fair worldwide economic framework conditions:
The framework conditions are to be shaped in such manner that the stakeholders of all states can participate
fairly in the economic process. This particularly applies to market access conditions for the countries of the
South.
Promotion of international cooperation:
In a spirit of global partnership, all stakeholders (states, NGOs, businesses) must work together to create the
conditions for sustainable development at the world level.
Raising society’s awareness of the relevant problems:
The objective is to raise awareness of the problem, heighten consciousness and expand opportunities for action
for all members of society through institutional investments.
Improving the institutional response:
The development of institutional conditions to allow analysis and impact assessment of societal activities.
Raising management capacity:
In the global, national and regional frameworks, new forms of societal management for sustainable development
are called for.
Promoting the self-organisation potential of societal stakeholders:
Forms of cooperative and participative decision-making are to be developed, contributing to the strengthening of
civil society and working in parallel with the established institutions.
Improving the balance of power between stakeholders:
Processes for opinion-forming, negotiating and decision-making are to be constructed in such manner that opportunities for expression are fairly distributed and that the processes are transparent. For example, those involved
should have equal opportunities to see their positions taken on board.
These rules provide a normative basis and serve as a means of achieving the objectives of sustainable development. If these rules are to become relevant in practice, they still need further ‘feeding’ with benchmarks and
indicators – a further step on the road to implementing the integrative concept.
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5.2
5.2.1

Latin American perspectives on development and sustainability
Historical contexts

While the Ice Age still gripped the earth, in the years between the final stage of the last glacial period and the
transition into the Holocene era, about 40,000 years ago, early settlers started to populate the vast continent that
came to be known by Europeans of the Sixteenth Century as “America”. In a series of waves of different peoples
on the march, around the year 25,000 BC hunter-gatherers coming from Asia arrived across the Bering Strait in
South America and, pushing ever southward, arrived in Patagonia in around 9,000 BC. This colonization probably involved a transpacific connection, since tribes were forced to enter into intense migration processes during
prehistory in their search for new habitats and lands in which to hunt and collect food. Those who arrived in the
continent first established themselves on the high plateaus of North and South America and in the foothills of the
Andes. By late in the eighth millennium BC they settled also in the lowlands. Mankind’s first major impact on
the continent’s environment occurred during these great migrations, at a time when the warming of the planet
brought an end to the glacier cover. The early hunters caused the eradication of several large species of mammals, such as mylodons, mastodons, and dwarf horses, among others (Crosby, 2003).
Around the years 7,000 through 5,000 BC man shifted from hunting food to growing useful plants (in South
Central Mexico; the area of Ayacucho, Peru; the Amazon Region; and South Central Chile), and also sourcing
food from yet another important development: the domestication of the Llama – the only animal able to transport
heavy loads, in the area of the Andes Mountains of modern Peru. From that point forward, as was happening in
the other continents that were suitable for human settlement, landscapes came to be shaped by man, and great
advances in agriculture took place: ranging from simpler forms of supporting plant life that were adopted by
tribes of hunter-gatherers, through to the more complex system of chinampas, strings of artificial islands used by
the Aztecs, or the terraces and use of geographical features to dig irrigation systems by the peoples known as the
Incas – besides the several different Indian cultures in North America that extended from the North-East of what
is now the USA to the continent’s tropical forests. Thus, the landscape gradually was “indianized” – (Denevan,
2001; Mann, 2005; Fuentes, 1992): that is to say, humanized by pre-European inhabitants and therefore subject
to processes of construction and deterioration.
The expansive dynamism of the early European capitalist societies, coupled with the revolution in the organization of their states – and technologies that were readily available to both of these forces – led to the expansion of
Europe’s dominion over the Americas from the end of the fifteenth century to the beginnings of the sixteenth –
before driving the expansion of its political, economic and military power across the rest of the globe. The contact between Europeans and the recently discovered continent had a profound demographic, economic and environmental impact, generating what the North American historian Alfred Crosby (2003) coined as the “Columbian Exchange”. On the one hand, this exchange brought with it a series of diseases, an economic structure and
new species of plants and animals, all of which permanently transformed the conquered continent and provided
the foundations for its present social, economic and cultural make-up. In return, Latin America played an important role in supplying the world with a vast wealth of precious metals and other minerals, as well as a large number of plants and fruits, which allowed Europe and Asia to expand their economies and populations.
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However, the single largest impact was the permanent establishment of a society structured to exploit the natural
mineral resources in the continent and an agriculture centred mainly on the demands of the European markets
(Sunkel/Gligo, 1980; Wolf, 1982). To all that we must add the stratification of a society built on wealth, imperialism and symbolic power – and, more importantly, stratified by ethnic differences, creating what has been described as a “Pigmentocracy” (Rouquie, 1990).
With the onset of independence processes, the previous colonial structures were essentially maintained, the states
centring their economies on what their rulers knew they could do best: producing minerals and farm products for
the foreign markets. One leading of example of this is the view of the continent and of its role in the concert of
nations held by the Venezuelan leader Simón Bolívar (1783-1830). In his famous speech of Angostura (February
15, 1819), he asserts that the wealth of Hispanic America hinges on serving as “…an emporium to the human
family; I can see it (America) shipping to all the corners of the World the treasures that blanket its mountains of
Silver and Gold; I can see it distributing health to the sick of the old universe through its divine plants; I can see
it communicating its precious secrets to wise men who ignore how greatly superior is the sum of enlightenments
to the sum of riches, which nature has provided him with.”
During the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, this has been the prevailing concept of development and growth in
Latin America: export wealth, receive capital and implement public infrastructure policies which facilitate the
rapid arrival of its shipments to even the most distant consumer markets. What has remained unaltered in Latin
America are the structures of social exclusion and the ever deepening impact of such policies on the natural,
social and cultural realms.
This concept of development reached its height with the development theories and policies of the 1950s and 60s,
who pursued as their ultimate goal “the greatness of the nation through industry and technical means” (Rouquie,
1990: 244). During this period, the environment was not taken into consideration and simply became the marginal casualty of a greater good: the progress of national history.

5.2.2

The construction of contemporary Latin American concepts on development

Nowadays, globalization has fuelled a concentration of control over the World’s resources; inequality is on the
rise as the state becomes leaner and the coverage of the education and social services systems shrinks. The functioning of this process is widely known and accepted among scientists – belonging to different currents – as a
normal step in a phase of integration for international trade and economics. The differences in views and opinions between the scientists and those persons advised by them lie in their particular perspectives on the Latin
American countries’ history, both social and economic, and that of the region as a whole, as well as on the
inevitableness of this globalization process – in line with the famous dictate of Magret Thatcher to the effect that
“there is no alternative”.6
The purpose of this section is to introduce the history of Latin American thinking on the subject of development,
and to structure the discussion within a framework which is more sensitive to the complexity of the debate and to

6

“There is no alternative” was a famous expression delivered by the Prime Minister of Great Britain, Margaret Thatcher, who
stressed the distinctive character of neo liberalism, embodied in America by the “Washington Consensus.” Stiglitz (2002)
offers a discussion and critique of this concept and of its history.
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the diversity of points of view, both as regards the historical interpretation of the continent’s evolution and as to
the forces currently in play for the emergence of possible alternatives.
Critical notes to the historical interpretation
It may be worth pointing out the importance of interpretation in dealing with the history of the hemisphere. A
large part of the literature suggests that the dynamism of the region began with the arrival of the conquistadores
in this part of the planet, since the indigenous peoples had built up static cultural and organizational features
which bore no relation to what was happening in other parts of the world (especially Europe). The “prevailing”
archaeological interpretation emphasizes the conflicts and wars between neighbouring groups and their struggles
for power, giving the impression that the majority of the peoples existed only in a primitive, rudimentary state,
scraping a livelihood at the most basic of levels. In the same vein, a great deal of “official” literature considers
that the original great migrations of the continent’s earliest settlers came exclusively from nomad groups who
crossed the Bering Strait, which was, at the time, a land bridge. In spite of innovative research (often dismissed
as mere fantasizing) such as that of Kon-Tiki7 (Heyerdhal, 1996), little regard has been given to the hypothesis
that significant contact was sustained between the Americas and other parts of the world through alternative
routes, namely from Asia.
Recent discoveries on age-old questions would appear to contradict such univocal interpretations of history. The
presence within the hemisphere of plants indigenous to Asia, including the widespread profusion of a large variety of chilli peppers from distant sources, offers initial evidence of “Pre-Columbian exchanges”. Similarly, the
“discovery” in the South of the hemisphere of artefacts originating from Andean cultures in Mexico and of
Mexican fabrics and pottery, as well as technological exchanges on the handling of water, on construction and
the husbanding of the vast Amazonian forests, also constitute elements which suggest it may be necessary to
search for a new understanding of the region’s history. The need has also arisen to review the history of Amazonia, given the scale of the processes of natural and demographic readjustment which occurred in the centuries
before the Iberian invasion, contradicting the prevailing version of the region’s history (Mann, 2005; Fuentes,
1992).8 The discovery of chicken bones from Polynesia dating back 1000 to 1500 years in modern-day Chile
(Storey et al., 2007) and other studies demonstrating that Chinese morus australis trees had spread throughout
Mesoamerica from the first millennium BC, further support the call for a re-examination of the historical legacy.
Current Latin American thinking on the subject of development is varied and diverse. It is not possible to shoehorn it into a single sweeping generalisation, let alone into an exclusive ideology. It is only natural that this is so.
Latin America comprises over twenty countries, with different languages of European origin spoken in addition
to the hundreds of indigenous languages, where ethnicities coexist with differences in culture and tradition
among its peoples, further enriched by the successive waves of post-Columbian immigration, which have always
made their own contribution to this diversity. The overall view of Latin American thinking about development
and its immediate predecessor, the idea of progress, is thus overwhelmingly complex, with numerous internal
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“Kon-Tiki” is the name of a float made from balsa wood which the Norwegian Thor Heyerdahl used in 1947 for crossing
the Pacific. He wanted to show that the colonisation of Polynesia from South America was possible.
8
“Before it became the New World, the Western hemisphere was vastly more populous and sophisticated than has been
thought – an altogether more salubrious place to live at the time than, say, Europe. New evidence of both the extent of the
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contradictions. Nonetheless, it is possible to single out some points of reference and contributions from Latin
America, as well as some ideas that are widely shared and accepted.
The first signs of self-assertion within Latin America may be traced to the struggles of indigenous groups and
civilizations against the European colonial regime, and, later on, to the consolidation of the mixed-race mestizo
element in their cultures. Emancipation and independence were the earliest expressions of demands that reflected
a nationalist and regionalist mode of thinking. The revolutionary uprising led by the cacique of Tungasuca, Tupac Amaru II, in 1780, may be viewed as among the first landmarks of this opposition. The libertarian thought of
Simón Bolívar coupled with the actions of Hidalgo, Morelos, San Martín and O’ Higgins, among many others,
reflected the views of enlightened Latin-American elites. This was the inaugural phase for Latin-American
thought on progress, admittedly influenced by the forces of English liberalism, the Enlightenment, the French
revolution and the independence of the United States.
The nineteenth century for Latin America is characterised by the search for modernity, of libertarian ideals and
of the construction of nation-states. Juan Bautista Alberdi’s statement that “government means settlement”, and
the idea of civilization proposed by Domingo Faustino Sarmiento towards the end of the nineteenth century,
illustrate the dominant thinking of the time which trusted European immigration and science as engines of progress. This view contrasts with the writings of José Enrique Rodó who in his Ariel expressed nostalgia for tradition and resentment towards the new times. The first decades of the twentieth century brought with them a bubbling-over of political thinking. The Mexican revolution and the Constitution of Querétaro, Mexico, of 1917; the
foundation of the People’s American Revolutionary Alliance (also known as the APRA) in Mexico, in 1924; the
first steps of the indigenista movements; the anti-oligarchic rule of Ibañez in Chile in the 1920s: among other
events, these are all expressions of broad social movements, resistant to the forces of nineteenth-century liberalism and to the resulting concentration of wealth and social inequality.
Haya de la Torre’s idea of development
One ideological expression of this is aprismo (after APRA), the movement founded by Víctor Raúl Haya de la
Torre, whose paradigmatic work is “Anti Imperialism and the APRA” (1936). In it, he lays out what he called
his “maximum programme”: anti-imperialist struggle, political unity across Latin America, nationalization of
land and industries, internationalization of the Panama Canal and solidarity with oppressed peoples and classes.
Even though he knew Marxist thinking all too well, Haya de la Torre was essentially a follower of the writings
of Hegel, and used its dialectic essence to refute Marxist and Leninist theories. For example, he rejected the idea
that imperialism is the highest stage of capitalism (this idea only being valid in those parts of the world where
the latter had reached its full expression) and considered it to be the very first or lowest stage of capitalism for
non-industrial nations. In this manner he stressed that the laws of the economic and social sciences lack universal
validity. His concept of imperialism thus differed from that of European Marxism, describing it as an economic
regime that is “still young in our nations,” and stating that it just meant one step up from the feudal modes of
production which prevailed in the continent. The differences were not only semantic, but underlined the total
dissimilarity between the socio-economic processes of Europe and what Haya called Indoamérica.

population and its agricultural advancement leads to a remarkable conjecture: the Amazon rain forest may be largely a human
artefact” (Mann, 2002).
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On the basis of this analysis, Haya deduced that European Marxist anti-imperialism and Indoamerican antiimperialism were moving in different directions. While the first sought the radical abolition of capitalism, the
second was willing to negotiate with it, while cherishing progress and civilization and a more advanced mode of
production for Indoamérica, as an advance on the semi-feudal ways that then predominated in the region.
I have said that we should regard foreign capital as necessary for a country with an elementary economic development such as ours… those of you who argue that to control foreign capital is to scare it away, ignore one law of economics: the law of expansion of capital which drives it towards us with such a relentless force as the one which
pushes us to receive it. If we discover the possibility of balancing these two forces, to compensate these two laws,
then we may live in a good relationship with foreign capital, without falling into a dependence upon it: thus defending the balance of our own economy and making the foreign capital a cooperating element for the nation’s economic
development. (Haya de la Torre, 1977: 73-74)

Haya de la Torre’s idea of development is thus associated with the political unity of Latin America and with the
nationalization (not necessarily for the State) of land and industries, but at the same time with a beneficial relationship with foreign capital, which would provide the peoples of the American continent with more advanced
means of production. While aprismo originated as a continental movement, only in Peru did it take root as a
social and political movement, current even to this day. Appointed as an observer to international social democracy, it reflects one of the third-way theories within the continent, between extreme communism and economic
liberalism.
The ECLAC’s development concept
The thinking of the ECLAC (Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean)9 underwent a number of phases. In its pinnacle years, the argentine economist, Raúl Prebisch focused on the unjust terms of trade
that resulted from production structures oriented to exporting raw materials and basic manufactured goods. The
strategic response to this unbalance was the implementation of an industrialization policy based around the replacement of imports with locally manufactured goods, driving forwards a process of growth unparalleled in the
region. Building on this analysis, a number of Latin American and foreign social scientists (Henrique Cardozo,
Enzo Falsetto, Aníbal Aliaga, André Gunder Frank, Theotonio Dos Santos, among others) used the ECLAC to
propound a Marxist theory of dependence, which denied all possibility of development in the capitalist system,
but without providing any concrete proposals with respect to the onward path to development (Rodríguez, 1985).
Once the ECLAC’s model of import substitution had been discarded due to the shortage of foreign currency
reserves and foreign credit needed to sustain it, as well as the lack of intern markets and the failure of the economic integration, compounded by the inefficiency and corruption with which it was implemented, new models
were put forward by the ECLAC. These represented an alternative position in the face of the attacks from the
economic liberalism of the Washington Consensus10, which sharpened the economic and social crises across
large parts of the region. A key reference document is “Changing production patterns with social equity”
(CEPAL, 1990). One of the driving forces behind this perspective was Fernando Fajnzylber. The document
made an alternative diagnosis to that of the neoliberals about underdevelopment in the region, whilst also making
recommendations for an economic policy based on a neostructuralist vision:

9

http://www.eclac.org.
The notion Washington Consensus describes a set of (neo-liberal) economic policies governments should implement in
order to foster economic stability and growth. This concept is propagated and brought forward by the International Monetary
Found and the World Bank.
10
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•

Improvements in competitiveness through technical progress to raise productivity and avoid the recourse to
wage cuts.

•

A transformation of the socioeconomic system, providing education, technological infrastructure, energy
and transportation infrastructure, public administration and the financial system.

•

Industrialization as means to incorporate and spread technical progress, linking it with agriculture and with
services.

•

Inclusion of the environmental factor, to undo the harm done to the environment and ensure appropriate use
of natural resources.

•

Improvements in equity, through efficient redistribution policies both on taxation and on public spending
and administration.

This proposal by the ECLAC, which became influential in the nineties, offered a win-win situation between
growth, competitiveness, progress and equity. This last would ultimately strengthen competitiveness, by favouring universal access to markets. Some policies that were to contribute to equity took account of the need to generate productive employment and investment in human resources – education and knowledge would become one
of the axes of transformation – as well as direct transfers to the most disadvantaged sectors.
Another characteristic of the ECLAC proposals was the inclusion of environmental issues. Although the environment had been present in ECLAC’s publications for many years, it was at this time that growth was first
connected with equity and environmental balance. This position was dramatically different to that of dominant
economics, which advocated policies to increase productivity, based on the deregulation of internal markets and
the establishment of a global free trade regime. The concept of sustainable development was emphasized and the
need was identified to establish national policies on education and communication, in order to raise society’s
awareness of the subject of sustainability and its implications for development. Calls were made for more attention to be paid to standards on polluting the oceans, on the exploitation of river basins and on disposal of waste,
among other matters. It was also planned that goods and services should be priced to incorporate environmental
costs, and environmental impact assessments were included as part of the approval process for investment projects.
A great deal of the arguments propounded by the ECLAC in the nineties served as the basis for the economic
and social policies of the successive governments of the so-called Concertación in Chile, which brought together
Socialists and Social Christians. The reformist impetus of President Patricio Aylwin, when Chile returned to
democracy, bore a motto similar to that of the ECLAC: growth with equity.
Alternative proposals for development
In more recent times, it has become necessary to reconsider the history of development in Latin America. Critical analyses of the existing literature on what happened in Asia at the time of the Dutch and British invasions
call for a radical reinterpretation of the process of “development” during colonial times and an analysis of the
concept of social and ecological debt inherited by today’s “advanced” world11 (Bagci, 2005; Davis, 2001). Work
by Mann (2002; 2005) and other research done into these periods clearly show the extent to which, the European

11

Refer to literature on the ecologic debt through the following website: http://deudaecologica.org/ where content is available
in English, French and Spanish.
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invasion and, later on, US policies, exacted a heavy cost from the populations and their ecosystems, blocking
many strategies for local and regional development.
This model of disdain for autochthonous processes remains evident to the present day. With the creation of the
Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC) in 1949, along with the other regional
commissions of the United Nations, a wave of creativity on developmental thinking was given an institutional
basis and immediately challenged the traditional views which prevailed in ‘Anglo Saxon’ schools of thought in
the social sciences. The Latin American proposals on development offer inward-looking strategies, albeit not as
radically as their counterparts in Africa – particularly at the Institute coordinated by Samir Amin – who advocated a complete break with the “treacherous world system of capitalist markets” (Amin, 2000). Raúl Prebisch
represented a very institutional point of view and succeeded in implementing variations of a self-centred strategy
across most of the Latin American countries. This became diluted – in every case – through its appropriation by
national and international actors, who managed to edify trade barriers which proved highly beneficial to local
elites and for the concentration of profits in the hands of the few.12
In this context, it would be irresponsible to forget the multiple attempts made to implement alternatives to the
hegemonial system of social control and property. Some of these attempts seriously shook several countries in
Latin America, as evidenced by the histories of Brazil and Argentina – but the search for new models was widespread. Others were halted along the way by the USA, such as Jacobo Arbenz in Guatemala or the counterinsurgence movement in Bolivia, as well as the government of Salvador Allende in Chile. The Cuban Revolution
of 1959 remains a controversial example of radical means of generating mechanisms to overcome the worst
burdens of underdevelopment, without offering a clear model of how to ensure all the corollaries of “sustainable
development” or of “sustainability”; nevertheless, its evolution toward a model of production and social organization that is rooted in strengthening of the quality of “human resources” is giving much to think about.
Nowadays, the same pattern of geopolitical control is operated through much more refined and integrated
mechanisms. The appearance of the new financial and political institutionalism initially known as the “Washington Consensus”, which has now become a kind of “catechism of neo-liberalism” (Stiglitz, 2002), is transforming
all societies in the world, with the reduction of State influence and the privatization of some of the key social
institutions – in the process, wiping out the extraordinary cultural diversity that miraculously survived repeated
attempts at “national integration” and “social unity”. Even now, when the power of the – globalized – world
system appears more overwhelming than ever, new proposals, experiments and models of social intervention are
firmly on the agenda, and even in the western European nations the existing model of globalisation is seriously
questioned (Jalife-Rahme, 2007). Latin America continues to surprise observers with its infinite capacity to generate new alternatives at all levels, from the supranational to the local. The democratically elected governments
in Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, Ecuador and Venezuela, seek with innovative projects, with greater or lesser success, to generate regional institutions able to increase their freedom to negotiate financial issues on the international level. A number of social movements are also providing food for thought, through their originality at gen-
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In spite of all this, some countries experienced dynamic processes of economic advancement, where the resources generated were such that they allowed for the distribution of benefits among large segments of the population. Mexico offers a
particularly notable step during this period of time which is known as the “Mexican Miracle” for its elevated growth rate and
the social inclusion in the new demographic classes of the middle class and of the industrial blue-collar workers, and the
recovery of food sovereignty (Barkin, 1991; Barkin et al., 1991).
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erating models for organization, intervention and construction of their own alternatives; take the cases of the
MST in Brazil, the indigenous movements in Colombia and Ecuador, the Piqueteros in Argentina and the Zapatistas in Mexico.

5.2.3

Sustainable Development from a Latin American perspective

About the discourse on sustainability
While the notion of sustainable development is relatively new, these are ideas which have been in gestation since
the late sixties, a time when the foundations of economic developmentalism came to be questioned. However,
the concept dates from even further back. Sustainable forestry in Central European countries and the sustainability of the natural resources in North America have, in part, formed the practical and historical basis for the concept of the originating peoples in many parts of the world. Without idealizing, it should be noted that, in some
ways, the worldview of some of the pre-Columbian indigenous cultures of America shows a respectful and coexisting relationship with nature, by feeling part of it and in balance with all of creation. This worldview contrasts
starkly with the vision of domain, control and exploitation of nature that is represented by the European colonizers, who viewed nature only as a resource; this ancient worldview, that which is based on respect and consideration for nature, may be understood, in part, as the carrier of the essence of the emerging concept of sustainable
development in Latin America.
In Latin America, the ideas for a new style of development have been shaped slowly, drawing on the traditions
described above. At the beginning, it fed from the influence from alternative European thinking, but, without a
doubt, these ideas have taken on their own theoretical independence and there has been a deepening of own theoretical-conceptual developments. The “developmentalism” of the fifties led to a concept of an economic pathway
following an exclusively growth-oriented model, and to some extent it helped to increase infrastructure (highways, technological services, access to drinking water, medicines and education) and to bring some of the cultures closer to a better quality of life. Independently of this movement, there have long been various alternative
ideas and critical perspectives toward developmentalism, expressed from the eighties onwards, and coming from
ecological economics (cf. Costanza et al., 1997; Daly/Farley, 2003), solidarity economics (cf.
http://www.socioeco.org/en; Razeto, 1999) and human-scale economics, among others. From these areas came
criticisms against developmentalism which are starting to become more conclusive, adding new perspectives on
the environmental and social problems brought by growth in the industrialized nations, and how this also occurs
in the so-called developing or third world countries. It becomes increasingly clear that “no longer are there
model societies, […] for us to imitate and follow. The very target is new; we must think about it, define it, hone
it – and the very concept of Sustainable Human Development, which for the time being expresses a desire more
than a true concept that is articulate and organic, needs to be elaborated upon” (Razeto, 2006).
After the United Nations Conference on the Environment, held in Stockholm, 1972, in Latin America we begin
to see environmental problems take their place in political and economic debate about the North/South divide
(c.f. Sunkel/Gligo, 1980). From critical and questioning perspectives on environmental, social and economic
realities, these realities came to be seen as structural problems which are inherent to the capitalist system. Later
on, in the developed nations, the arguments of what we now know as clean technologies and renewable energies
were incorporated. At the same time, we start to see a transfer of financial and technological resources to the
third world, an undertaking that has not yet managed to initiate a genuine process for bettering the quality of life
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of the masses, but in fact has generated growing debt liabilities. Similarly, during these years, the Stockholm
discussions helped generate policies for population control and sanitation programmes which have unfortunately
failed to effectively counter the medical and social epidemics. The demography programmes were strictly enforced in Latin America, but with a keen awareness of the internal contradictions of the wealthy nations who
seeked to control production and the demographic explosion, wanting to decide the needs of the nations which
they labelled “developing countries”.
The discussion opened the door to the inclusion of these subjects into regional and sectoral bodies, which started
to notice environmental and ecological topics and include them in their political discourse. One of the most interesting examples of recent times are the contributions from the Bariloche Commission (1977), a group that was
stimulated by the original report of the Club de Roma (Meadows et. al., 1972) which offers alternatives and new
models of development that break away from unlimited growth practices and the terms of trade between the
North and the South. There is another important milestone for the concept of Sustainable Development in Latin
America, which also stems from international politics. This milestone was the meeting of the unaligned nations
of 1974, in which ecological and environmental concepts were also included in the Final Declaration, known as
the Cocoyoc Declaration. This offers an alternative for undeveloped nations called ecodevelopment, which starts
by addressing the needs for achieving a better quality of life in the Latin American countries, while maintaining
a balanced relationship with natural resources and driving endogenous development, or inward growth, which
delivers satisfaction to the social and cultural needs of the societies (Foladori, 1999; Barkin, 1998).
A critique of the traditional concept of sustainable development
The earth summit in Rio de Janeiro 1992 was a first international event for Latin America with massive impact.
More recently, with the worldwide acknowledgement of climate change, sustainability presents itself as a challenge not only for ecologists, environmentalists and specialized researchers, but as a theme which the public are
aware of and interested in. However, this situation raises at the same time paradoxically a grave danger to the
extent that it could be made meaningless, with all that is new in the concept trivialised, degrading the significant
new visions and perspectives it brings with it for the future of human societies and life on the planet. In this
regard, Antonio Elizalde states that: “today, development, whether sustained or sustainable, has gradually become an obligatory reference for political, corporate and civil society discourse. The speed with which it has
made itself a part of the hegemonic discourse is impressive. By enlisting so many, sustainable development risks
losing its transformative content through this mass use and may become a mere rhetorical device. Its charisma is
made routine, in a sense (to use Ernst Weber’s terminology), losing its initial revolutionary impulse as it commences to adapt and integrate into daily life, into the domain of existing relations and institutions” (Elizalde,
2000). Along similar lines, Leff points out that “the prevailing discourse (in Latin America) seeks to promote
sustained economic growth, negating the ecological and thermodynamic conditions that set limits to capitalist
appropriation and transformation of nature. Nature is being absorbed as capital through a dual transaction: on the
one hand, the cost inflicted by progress to the environment is being internalized; at the same time, a symbolic
calculation is underway, a ‘calculation of significance’ which recodes mankind, culture and nature as tangible
forms of a shared essence: capital. In this manner, the ecological and symbolic processes are converted back into
natural, human and cultural capital, ready to be assimilated within the reproductive and expansive process of the
economic order, restructuring the conditions of production through an economically rational management of the
environment” (Leff, 1998).
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Beyond the major theoretical differences and the profound conceptual advances which have clearly come out of
Latin America, in plain words we may say that there are two chief trends by which we may understand sustainable development (the following is a simplification for the purposes of explanation). One is the conservationist
or naturalist vision, which does not see the current environmental crisis as a manifestation of the inadequacies of
the capitalist system in force; the other, much more critical perspective sees the need to overcome a model which
is economically-determined, developmentalist, hegemonic, homogenising, and ethnocentric, the generator of the
deep present crisis which not only will lead to the degradation of nature, but will simultaneously increase the
alienation and dehumanising of individuals and life in society on a daily basis. From this last perspective the
perception is that the present crisis is more serious than it appears, and the changes and transformations called
for to overcome the varied emerging problems must be systematic and structural.
For Guimarães, “today’s reality forces us to overcome such naïve, ‘naturalist’ views about environmental sustainability and replace them with an acknowledgement that problems of unsustainability reveal dysfunctions of a
social and political nature (the patterns of relationship between human beings and the way in which society is
organized as a whole) and are the result of structural distortions in the way the economy operates (the patterns of
consumption and the way in which society organizes itself to satisfy them). An ecopolitical view of this kind
reveals a perspective from which the origin of environmental problems is located not in the complementarity
between mankind and nature, but in the historical precedence accorded to mankind over nature. A central aspect
of the debate on the possibilities of sustainable development is, thus, to imagine ways of deepening democracy
and social cohesion which allow us to work through the conflict between mankind and nature within the region’s
nations, and that between the region and the nations of the developed world” (Guimarães, 2003).
Following this same critical perspective, Elizalde declares that: “this system of economically reductive language
has decisively contributed to establishing an interpretation of the world which has facilitated the neoliberal hegemony and the installation of what in other texts we have referred to as the ideology of shortage…Building
sustainable societies will require from us: social sustainability, this means social justice, that is to say social
inclusion and equality as prerequisites for the possibility of human existence; political sustainability, which includes legitimacy, participation and the empowerment of citizens, which generates sustained governability in the
long term; cultural sustainability, which requires the overcoming of western ethnocentrism, the acceptance and
support of demographic diversity through acknowledgement and respect for all identities, languages and beliefs;
economic sustainability which demands improvements in the distribution of benefits and burdens of the prosperity humanity has achieved, demanding more from those who have more and can share it by reducing their consumption; and ecoenvironmental sustainability, which calls upon us to consider the limits which the biosphere
places upon human activity, to recognize the value of biodiversity and to overcome our own anthropocentrism”
(Elizalde, 2003a). Guimarães adds: “the crisis of the current development paradigms suggests that this represents
the bankruptcy of a form of development which is ecologically destructive, socially perverse, politically unjust,
culturally alienated and ethically repulsive. What is at stake here is the overcoming of the models of modernity
that have defined the orientation of the development process” (Guimarães, 2003).
As we have seen, the challenges of sustainability today leave no one unmoved across Latin America. This is how
we have arrived at stances which consider, more than anything else, the need to abide by certain rules, environmental quality standards, and clean production, on “polluter pays” criteria. However, these rules and standards
have proven ineffective and even confusing. We also have other perspectives with much more catastrophic vi-
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sions, which are not necessarily too far off what potentially could happen in our world. This way of looking at
the environmental problem has (frequently) the grave side effect of being, in many cases, paralyzing and lacking
in creative and innovative proposals. Some go as far as to say that in order to advance toward a more sustainable
society it is necessary to create a new world economic order that would limit the excessive power exercised at
present by some multinational corporations, a power which often surpasses that of many states. At the same
time, there is a need to further deepen and reform the democratic systems in order to achieve a more direct, deliberative democracy and not just the current representative democracy of Latin America. Going a little further
down this path we arrive at an idea of reviewing the foundations of the capitalist system and of the legal validity
of private property over some public assets, such as water, genetically-modified seeds, forests, and land marked
out as natural sanctuaries.
The important thing to understand is that in Latin America, thoroughgoing theoretical development of the concepts that make up sustainability and include a profound paradigm change is under way. This paradigm change is
a real revolution which will dispel myths which are deeply rooted in the dominant thinking of the western world.
These are usually also hegemonic in Latin America and may be summarised as follows:
•

Belief in western science as a superior truth, which leads to the use of external technologies which are not
necessarily appropriate to specific local realities.

•

Belief that more is better. This means that economic growth will always be seen as good and positive, which
translates into overexploitation of resources and unmanaged pollution, without regard for natural limits.

•

Belief in a perpetual, unlimited, planetary existence of nature.

•

Belief in the capability of human technology to transform and control all natural processes and reverse all
undesirable effects.

•

Belief in nature as an object for use, which leads to boundless anthropocentrism.

•

Belief in the continuous progress of civilization as given, and therefore lacking the ability to engage in selfcriticism, necessary to provoke the change required.

Approaches for a Latin American conception of sustainability
The following ideas are playing an important role: The environmental crisis does not only affect nature but also
the inner workings of human society and the relationship it establishes with nature. “The environmental crisis
marks the limits of logocentrism and the will to unity and universality in science, of unique and unidimensional
thinking, of the rationalization between means and ends, of economic productivity and technological efficiency,
of the universal equivalent as a measure of all things, which, under a money sign and marketing logic have reconfigured the world and the worlds of life in terms of market assets which are tradable and interchangeable”
(Leff, 2003).
“The environmental crisis is the first manifestation of a much deeper crisis, and that is the crisis of meaning
which mankind is presently suffering…such a crisis of meaning is manifested, on the one hand, as a crisis of the
forms in which we perceive reality – the worldviews, paradigms or epistemic matrices from which we have built
our interpretation of the universe. We consequently need new epistemic matrices, new paradigms, new perceptions… Also, within the crisis of meaning lies a profound moral crisis, a crisis of principles, a trance in which the
things we held dear, the way we felt, the way we prioritised, the way we acted – even the way we felt emotion
and perceived reality – all come crashing down. That which lies behind what we experience and express as a
crisis of meaning is to be found in a crisis of principles and methods. Many of the founding principles of our
civilization have proven wrong and mistaken. Furthermore, the old methods have passed their sell-by date. We
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have lost the connection between effort and meaning. The solidness of our certainties has become blurred. We
are entering a world of growing uncertainties. We have reached the limits of the method and we are experiencing
the contradictions of the system we have built” (Elizalde, 2003b).
Quoting the recent conference given by Ezcurra, his hypotheses can be expanded upon as follows:
•

Civilizational collapse has always been associated with the abuse of natural resources.

•

Human civilizations that have been unable to regulate themselves have vanished.

•

For these reasons the pattern of use of natural resources cannot be maintained at the present planetary levels.

•

It is not possible for developing countries to grow in the same manner as did the current developed countries.

•

In order to reverse today’s processes of deterioration and destruction, a profound civilizational change is
required.13

As Boff declares: “With every culture, with every great turn on the axis of history, there is a new cosmology.
The new ecological paradigm produces a similar effect… [With each day that passes the need to move toward a
new cosmology becomes more apparent, a new paradigm which could well be sustainability, understood
as]…the image of the world that a society gives to itself, the fruit of the sum total of the most varied types of
knowledge, traditions and intuitions. This image serves as a general reconnection and restores the necessary
harmony to society, without which actions are atomized and lose meaning within a larger framework. The purpose of a cosmology is to reconnect all things and create a cartography of the universe. And this normally is
done by great cosmological narratives” (Boff, 1996).

5.2.4

Sustainability and agriculture in Latin America: an example for concretising sustainable development

According to Altieri, agriculture is the process of artificialising nature. In modern times it has led to a simplification of the structure of the environment over vast areas, replacing its inherent diversity with a small number of
cultivated plants and domesticated animals. As a result of the model of intensified development in the present
neoliberal stage, based on the industrialization of nature and the commercial instrumentalisation of rural societies, the rural sector in Latin America is going through a complex crisis. In the context of crisis, several social
players in various nations in the region are looking to the construction of alternative strategies of rural development in keeping with the outlook of sustainability and based on agroecology (Caporal and Morales Hernández).
Sevilla Guzmán (2006) has summarised the chief impacts of industrialized agriculture on communal ecological
assets (c.f. table 5).
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II International Conference on Higher Education for Sustainable Development “A World in Transition—
Perspectives of the Sustainability of Higher Education”, Universidad Autónoma de San Luis Potosí, Mexico
2007.
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Table 5: Impacts of industrialized agriculture on communal ecological assets (Sevilla Guzmán, 2006)
Communal Ecological
Assets

Impact

Possible Causes

Soil

Water and air erosion

•
•
•
•

Elimination of floral life on mismanaged land
Excessive and profound exploitation
Organic matter is not replaced
Crop stubble is burnt

Chemical degradation and excessive salt build-up

•
•
•
•

Overgrazing
Watering with brackish water
Marine intrusion due to overuse of aquifers
Use of pesticides and chemical fertilizers

Biological and physical degradation

•
•
•
•

Excessive and profound exploitation
Organic matter is not replaced
Crop stubble is burnt
Use of pesticides and chemical fertilizers

Greenhouse effect and climate
change

•
•

Fumes from agricultural machinery
Elimination of forests, jungles and other ecosystems

Damage to the ozone layer

•

Use of pesticides and chemical fertilizers

Acid rain

•

Crop stubble is burnt

Pollution

•

Over-accumulation of manure

Contamination of marine and
fluvial resources

•

Use of pesticides and chemical fertilizers

•

Over-accumulation of manure

Genetic resources

Loss of genetic diversity and
farming knowledge

•

Cultivation of hybrid strains and exogenous varieties
and exploitation of cattle with a gene pool that is limited and inadaptable to local ecosystems. Elimination
of woods, jungles and other ecosystems

Wildlife

Physiological dysfunctions and
death

•
•

Use of pesticides and chemical fertilizers
Crop stubble is burnt

Humans

Poisoning from the excessive use
of pesticides and chemical fertilizers

•

Use of pesticides and chemical fertilizers

Atmosphere

Water

To exemplify the impact of industrialized agriculture in Latin America, take the case of Argentina, where 75 %
of the land is subject to erosive processes caused by agricultural, farming and forestry practices. As land quality
falls, so does the quality of life of its inhabitants, plunging them into poverty. Desertification expands so rapidly
that frequently the population, in its attempt to survive, intensifies the exploitation of natural resources or migrates on a mass scale to more densely populated areas, generally settling on the periphery of the big cities, with
the social costs this brings.
The desertification of irrigated and unirrigated farmland and grazing land, on the other hand, is in the 70-90 %
range in a number of Latin American and Caribbean countries, with more than half of grazing land experiencing
significant losses in productive potential since 1940 (the productivity of harvests and grazing land has decreased
by about 4-7 % in South America and about 9-15 % in Central America). In most cases, particularly where the
agricultural frontier is still expanding, it is the small farmers who suffer the biggest losses in the medium to long
term due to environmental degradation, since their livelihood depends directly upon natural resources.14

14

Environmental Strategy for the Region of Latin America and the Caribbean, 2002.
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Besides, it is almost mandatory to mention that since the peak of the so-called “green revolution” awareness of
the environmental damage caused by chemical-industrial agriculture has grown around the world, a situation
which generated a reaction from groups of individuals who became conscious of the fragility of the various ecosystems and took pains to recuperate and adapt one of the old ancestral forms of production: agroecology.
Agroecology, inspired by the production systems deployed by peoples of the Orient and the Americas for over
4,000 years, remains in use to this day in remote places around the world.15
In Latin America it is possible to find an impressive variety of climates, kinds of vegetation, contours and landscapes which reflect its wide biological diversity. The region is also home to a wide variety of social groups –
indigenous people, blacks, mestizos and more recent immigrants – who compose a mosaic of ethnic and cultural
diversity. The links which these cultures established with their ecological surroundings throughout history have
provided three of the eight locations of origin for all of the plants that are cultivated over the world today, and
have given rise to an important productive diversity which stems from the strong presence of indigenous and
peasant agricultural practices.
The model of rural development which Latin America has followed, beyond the specificities of each nation,
presents a series of common traits which may be grouped together under the so-called Green Revolution and the
more recent “biotechnological revolution”, the essence of which is the industrialization of nature using technological means that are based on monocultures, hybrid and transgenic seeds, and the intense use of chemical fertilizers, pesticides and fossil fuels (Mooney, 2001).
This manner of using natural resources implies the simplification of ecosystems, reducing their diversity and
increasing their fragility. It therefore exacerbates the continuous and systematic deterioration of natural resources
through the continued attempt to homogenize rural spaces. The idea of homogenizing agroecosystems brings
with it a modernization of indigenous and peasant cultures, with the introduction and, to some extent, imposition
of new productive and ecological rationales. Thus, in Latin America, one can notice the accelerated disappearance of millennia-old cultures and, with this, the irrecoverable loss of knowledge, local wisdom and cultural
diversity. The effects of this form of development, imposing cultural, ecological and productive homogenization
on a region which is known for its diversity, have been particularly intense in rural areas, where the poorest and
most marginalised peoples of Latin America are to be found.
In addition, the consequences of ecological destruction – deforestation, desertification, erosion, drought, water
pollution – are suffered daily by peasant and indigenous families who see their economic, social, cultural and
community structures disintegrate to the point of the very eradication of their ways of life and cultures. The
globalization of this model of development has given rise to a complex and multidimensional crisis – ecological,
social, economic, cultural, and existential in nature – “the crisis of modernity” (Touraine 1998), which has generated widespread questioning and also a global search for alternatives, in which a varied spectrum of rural social movements at the local, regional and national levels participate. It is now safe to say that the whole of Latin
America is immersed in this quest. In spite of the diverse social contexts, a growing consensus exists about the
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From: http://plaguicidas_quimicos.pe.tripod.com/plaguicidas/id8.html.
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need to establish a different type of relationship between human societies and nature in the processes of development, from the perspective of sustainability.
The genesis of sustainability, according to Leff (1996), is a response to the fact that the process of development
is generating diverse manifestations of resistance which are joining together in the construction of an alternative
model of sustainability, in which natural resources appear as potentially capable of reconstructing the economic
process within a new productive rationale, within which a new social project founded upon democracy and conservation of nature would take shape. Sustainability emerges within the context of globalization as the landmark
that signals the limit and the sign which reorients the civilizational process of mankind.
The ideal of sustainability, the construction process of which was initiated over the last few decades, particularly
after the Stockholm Conference of 1972, is still in its incipient stages and requires yet greater transformations to
people’s lifestyles and their production and consumption practices. It is safe to say that any degree of sustainability sought will demand careful handling of the natural resources upon which current and future generations will
depend. Therefore, the concept of sustainable development proposes the construction of more sustainable forms
of rural development and agriculture. Farming activity, from the perspective of sustainability, needs to protect
and conserve natural resources, and to produce healthy food that is free of chemical contaminants and easily
accessible for the entire population. Besides, agriculture, if it is to be sustainable, cannot be the cause for rural
flight and cannot be responsible for the pollution of air, soil and water. Neither may it be a generator of activities
which damage health. Therefore, moving towards the construction of agricultural models based on ecological
considerations is among the socio-environmental imperatives of our times (Caporal/Morales Hernández).
“Agroecology” represents one approach to this task. According to Altieri16, agroecology is a science that offers
a new scientific paradigm for the development of agriculture. Indeed, it takes up what true science is (the service
of human and ecological wellbeing), because what is being promoted by industrial, agrochemical and biotechnological agriculture is science which is more accurately at the service of the multinationals. Agroecology is not
only based on the elements of modern science, but also on what is known to us as ethnoscience: that is to say, the
knowledge of the farmers themselves. In its developmental stages, it placed great emphasis on working with the
peasants of Latin America, because it recuperates much of the ancestral wisdom of the Andes and Mesoamerica.
Therefore, it is a combination of various knowledge bases, which feed into a series of principles, which are in
turn transformed into technological solutions that are ultimately born out of what may be called participative
research. The farmers are part of the research process, on an equal footing with academics and specialists.
Agroecology thus implies a change not only of the scientific paradigm, but also of practice, from the concrete
technology of work to the relationship with land and its produce.
Some of the approaches of agroecolgy have proven their effectiveness in some key nations in Europe as well as
in the United States, China, Japan and Latin America, while at the same time the number of people interested in
eating healthy foods is growing. In Latin America, this process has become very important, particularly in Brazil
and Argentina, where areas dedicated to this form of cultivation are growing steadily. On a global basis, there is
a real market for products which are ecological and that deliver a low impact on the environment. The rural sector in Latin America has become the setting for numerous experiments which, starting from their local condi-
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tions, are showing the viability of these initiatives and demonstrating the need to strengthen these processes.
Many of the numerous experiments with sustainable agriculture and agroecology are being discussed in electronic forums and websites where the findings from numerous conferences are available. In addition to the official websites of the ECLAC and the FAO, some of the groups which are most committed to sharing these results
(in Spanish) and reaching interested parties are: The Bolivian Centre for Multidisciplinary Studies (Bolivia,
www.cebem.org) and the Latin American Centre for Rural Development, through their magazine, InterCambios
(http://www.rimisp.cl). Some experiments that are worth noting include the transformation of agriculture in
Cuba towards organic practices and in urban areas; the Landless Workers’ Movement in Brazil; and the proposals of Vía Campesina in other countries (Holt-Gimènez, 2006).
For reference, here are some of the most important statements made on the occasion of the “Seminar on Sustainable Agriculture”, called by the Peasants’ Movement of Santiago del Estero (MOCASE) and the Vía Campesina
and organised by the Argentine Federation of Students of Agronomy (FANA). It was held at the main building
of the Faculty of Agronomy of the University of Buenos Aires in June, 2006:
“…We reaffirm that the survival of peasant agriculture is fundamental to the elimination of poverty, famine,
unemployment and segregation” stated the organisers in the event programme. “We are convinced that peasant
agriculture is a fundamental component of food sovereignty, and food sovereignty is a prerequisite for farmer
agriculture. That is why we advocate: a complete agricultural reform; biodiversity and genetic resources as an
asset for humanity as a whole; food sovereignty and fair trade; gender equality; human rights; a halt to the migration of rural workers; sustainable peasant agriculture”.
In closing, MOCASE and Vía Campesina affirmed “we believe it to be necessary to develop ‘unity in diversity’
among organisations and between the countryside organizations so as to promote economic relationships among
equals, the defence of the earth and Sustainable Agricultural Production that is equitable and based on the small
and medium producers”.17
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6 Strategies and instruments for implementing sustainable development
6.1

Strategies of sustainability

A number of different strategies are under discussion for the implementation of sustainable development. Of
these strategies, four shall be described here: the efficiency strategy, the sufficiency strategy, the consistency
strategy and the education strategy. These strategies complement one another, but in some approaches to the
concept of sustainable development one of the aforementioned strategies is given precedence.
The efficiency strategy works in the area of the consumption of materials and energy. The aim is to reduce these
forms of consumption through the use of innovations in environmental technology, whilst maintaining or even
improving the quality of the products or services concerned. The following distinctions are made:
•

Efficient processes: using more efficient manufacturing processes allows products to be made using less
materials and energy, for example. A good example is the combined production of heat and power through
‘cogeneration’.

•

Efficient products: here, the focus is on reducing resource consumption; for example, using energy-saving
lightbulbs which are much more efficient than normal incandescent bulbs. The ‘1.5 litre car’ or the ‘passivhaus’ concept are further examples of more efficient products.

•

Extending working life and repairability of products: in this case, the intensiveness of material use over time
falls in comparison with rapidly worn-out products.

•

Recycling: reuse and reprocessing of products, such as the recycling of parts of scrapped cars, is the focus of
this category.

Through this ‘efficiency revolution’ (von Weizsäcker et al., 1995), current consumption of materials and energy
– and thereby the dumping or discharge of environmentally harmful substances – is to be reduced to a sustainable level (in the environmental sense). To provide an indicator of the resource intensiveness of a given product,
the so-called ‘MIPS Index’ was developed. This indicator shows the ‘material input per unit of service’ (MIPS).
This involves measuring the total input of materials and energy in kilograms or tonnes required for a given service or product (Schmidt-Bleek, 2000).
Von Weizsäcker et al. (1995) consider ‘factor four’ – i.e. a quadrupling of energy and material productivity – to
be feasible. In the future, therefore, a car would consume less than a quarter of the petrol it requires today, and a
fridge would get by with less than a quarter of its current electricity consumption. ‘Factor four’ is seen merely as
a minimum: some see ‘factor ten’ as feasible and necessary (Schmidt-Bleek, 2000). An ‘efficiency revolution’
should not only bring current economies and societies down to a sustainable level of consumption, but it should
also enable qualitative future growth.
The sufficiency strategy (BUND/Misereor, 1997; Linz et al., 2002) aims at restricting activities which place
demands on resources and the environment and replacing them with less harmful forms of behaviour. Thus, this
strategy does not see technical improvements for efficiency as the direct path to sustainable development, but
focuses instead on consumer behaviour. The central question for this strategy is: ‘How much is enough?’ Products should not just be manufactured or used in a more efficient manner; rather, the question is raised whether all
of the things that are produced and marketed today are actually necessary. Essentially, this calls for a redefinition
of quality of life: a search for new patterns of production and consumption through changes to lifestyles, thereby
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replacing certain forms of non-sustainable behaviour – such as using public transport more frequently instead of
a private car. Sufficiency should not be confused with abstinence by decree or coercion, but should rather be
seen as ‘restriction as a result of insight and choice, wellbeing, contentment, a new understanding of prosperity,
with a sense of proportion and respect for limits’ (Linz, 2002: 12f.).
The consistency strategy (Huber, 2001) adapts material and energy flows to the recovery capacity of ecosystems
in qualitative and quantitative terms. The objective is a thoroughgoing ‘structural transformation in a context of
environmental modernisation’ (ibid.: 85). Rather than reducing environmental harm through more efficient use
or sufficiency, such harm should be avoided completely through environmentally-appropriate approaches to
economics and lifestyles. The use of non-renewable resources, such as coal, should be replaced by the use of
renewable resources, such as wind or solar power, or hydrogen fuel. A further example of the consistency strategy would be the conversion of farming to organic methods.
The education strategy (Michelsen/Stoltenberg, 1998; de Haan/Harenberg, 1999; de Haan/Harenberg, 2001)
engages with the idea of sustainability and its consequences and aims to raise ‘sustainability awareness’ in society. The principle of sustainability should be integrated into all educational sectors as a cross-cutting issue, in the
form of education for sustainable development. In addition, changes to educational systems and methods are
called for. A key objective of education for sustainable development is the transmission of Gestaltungskompetenz (‘shaping competence’), i.e. the ‘ability to modify and model the future of the societies in which one lives
through active participation, in the direction of sustainable development’ (de Haan/Harenberg, 2001: 343). Education is seen as an important instrument in the implementation of the concept of sustainable development (c.f.
chapter 6.2).
At this strategic level, controversial issues remain open between the proponents of the various strategies, particularly among advocates of the efficiency and consistency strategies – which stress technological developments –
and those of the sufficiency strategy, who attempt to relativise material prosperity. It would appear sensible to
pursue all four strategies. For example, simply making material and energy flows more environmentally-friendly
(the consistency strategy) will not lead to sustainable success if efficiency and sufficiency are left out of the
equation. Nor can efficiency improvements compensate for the adverse environmental effects of economic
growth (BUND/Misereor, 1997). If technological increases in efficiency stimulate new demand, so-called ‘rebound effects’ occur, as consumption may increase in overall terms. For example, the overall fuel consumption
of private cars may be reduced through the development of highly-efficient engines. However, the fashion of
owning second and third cars, or the fashion for larger and heavier bodywork, could cancel out any savings.
Some authors have therefore have called for the integration of all strategies into a single conception of sustainability (c.f. Linz, 2002). The debate on the various strategies is also embedded in the dispute on ‘weak’ and
‘strong’ sustainability. The concept of ‘strong’ sustainability attributes key importance to the sufficiency strategy, whereas ‘weak’ sustainability brings elements of the efficiency and consistency strategies to the fore.
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6.2
6.2.1

Education for sustainable development
The significance of Education for Sustainable Development

Humanity faces a series of global challenges which make it necessary to embark upon a new path to development. One such path can be found in the concept of sustainable development. However, it must be borne in mind
that sustainable development requires comprehensive and far-reaching transformations and fundamental changes
of perspective. In the debate on sustainable development, there is widespread consensus that this
cannot be achieved without far-reaching changes to people’s lifestyles, without thoroughgoing transformation of the
dominant patterns of production and consumption, or without a re-orientation of planning and decision-making
processes. (Kopfmüller et al., 2001: 33)

These fundamental reorientations and transformations require an equally far-reaching change of consciousness in
individuals. This can only be brought about by learning, allowing the change in mentalities to be initiated in a
systematic manner and defined as a task of the education system (de Haan, 2004: 40). Education is therefore an
important component of the sustainability process; its contribution is directly called upon in Chapter 36 of the
Agenda 21:
Education is critical for promoting sustainable development and improving the capacity of the people to address environment and development issues. (UNCED, 1992)

It is expected of education that it will make people more aware and better qualified to take part in shaping future
development responsibly; that it will raise awareness for the problems of sustainable development and bring
forth innovative contributions towards all economic, social, technical and cultural issues facing the Ecosystem
Earth. In order for individuals to acquire the necessary competences and be in a position to engage with sustainability-related issues, what is required is a change of perspective in the education sector, a reorientation towards
‘Education for Sustainable Development’ (ESD).
This new educational concept draws upon the previous approaches of environmental education and education for
development, but also covers such areas as peace education, health education and political education (BLK,
1998: 25). These approaches are combined and developed further. ESD takes up contents and focuses of these
different approaches and interlinks them against the backdrop of the concept of sustainable development. In
doing so, ESD attempts to contribute to building up a better understanding of complex interconnections. It was
not possible for environmental education or development education alone to cover all of these aspects. Nevertheless, ESD is not merely a continuation of conventional environmental education. While this latter ‘was based on
a threat-scenario, and thus implicitly offered only a reactive approach’, ESD works with a ‘modernisation scenario’, foregrounding the concepts of the future and creatively shaping the world (de Haan/Harenberg, 1999: 18).
In Germany, the BLK (Bund-Länder Commission for Educational Planning and Research Promotion) and the
Federal Ministry for Education and Science promoted the ‘Pilot Programme 21 – Education for Higher Development’ from 1999 to July 2004. At the heart of this programme was the question: how can education for sustainable development be integrated into the school system? (c.f. http://www.blk21.de). The programme worked
with secondary level schools. In August 2004 a follow-up programme was launched – ‘Transfer 21’ – further
developing the concepts and materials put together in the preceding pilot programme and applying them at 4,500
schools across 13 of Germany’s federal states. The programme is now being extended to cover primary schools
and extra-curricular activities, as well as initial and continuing teacher training, to ensure that education for sus-
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tainable development can be consolidated across a broad base (c.f. http://www.transfer21.de). In future, the results of ‘BLK 21’ are to be adapted to bear fruit in other educational sectors.
At the UN World Summit in Johannesburg in September 2002, the role of education was underscored as a component in developing sustainability. The United Nations’ General Assembly approved the recommendation made
by the Summit and declared the period 2005-2014 to be the ‘Decade of Education for Sustainable Development’
(UNESCO, 2004). The UNESCO was assigned with the coordination of the decade. All UN member states are
demanded to develop national and international education activitities, supporting the world society’s objective to
maintain the conditions for living and surviving for today’s and future generations and showing ways towards
the achievement of this objective (c.f. http://www.unesco.org/education/desd).

6.2.2

Gestaltungskompetenz (‘shaping competence’) as the objective of Education for
Sustainable Development

The principle of sustainable development has given rise to a new perspective on individual and societal actions
and their underlying preconditions. New ways of thinking and working are being introduced in the attempt to do
justice to this new perspective. It is normally expected of an educational concept that it should provide an orienting framework for activities and learning processes at educational establishments, providing the basis for detailed teaching plans and decisions. However, there is also an additional significant aspect that arises from the
concept of sustainability: the educational concept also provides the orienting principle for the relationship between the educational establishment and society, as well as for the development of the establishment itself – not
as a framework, but as a component of the educational process itself.
Educational processes always have an element of looking forwards into the future; in the concept of education
for sustainable development, however, this does not only mean formulating a responsible future at the individual
level. Rather, the aim is to reflect upon one’s own actions by taking into account their current and future social
and environmental effects – from a global perspective – and to intervene productively in shaping them in a sustainable manner. And it is also a question of being empowered to act in complex situations, which may require
the individual to embark upon hitherto untrodden paths. In the report on the Bund-Länder Commission’s Education for Sustainable Development programme, the overarching educational objective was therefore described as
‘Gestaltungskompetenz’ (‘shaping competence’) (de Haan/Harenberg, 1999). Gestaltungskompetenz is defined as
the ‘forward-looking ability to modify and model the future of the societies in which one lives through active
participation and in the spirit of sustainable development’ (ibid.: 62). Shaping the future requires the use of all of
the skills required to take part in negotiation and decision-making processes. The sum of these skills is described
by the word Gestaltungskompetenz (ibid.).
According to de Haan (2006) the term comprises the following sub-competencies:
•

The competence to think in a forward-looking manner, and to deal with uncertainty as well as forecasts,
expectations and models for the future: forward-looking thinking makes it possible to consider developments for the future, in awareness of the opportunities and risks of current and future developments and with
preparedness for unexpected turns of events.

•

The competence to work in an inter-disciplinary manner: to address complexity in an appropriate manner, it
is necessary to identify and understand connections within a system. Understanding the principle of retinity
– the ‘total networking’ of all human activities and products with the nature that supports them – is of fundamental importance.
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•

The competence to perceive reality with openness to the world; to arrive at transcultural understanding and
cooperation: phenomena should be identified and located in their global context of causal links and interconnections. Solutions to global problems should be sought through worldwide cooperation.

•

Participatory competence: the ability to participate in creative processes of sustainable development is of
key importance in an education for the future.

•

Planning and implementation competencies: this is the ability to plan sequences of actions, to build cooperation projects and to plan for side-effects and unexpected turns of events.

•

Capacity to feel and act upon empathy, sympathy and solidarity: the concept of sustainability is closely
bound up with the aim of promoting justice. If individuals are to be able to engage with this goal, it is necessary to build upon individual and collective competencies in the area of practical action and communication,
in a spirit of global solidarity.

•

The competence to be able to motivate oneself and others: engaging with sustainability and shaping the
future on that basis requires a high level of motivation.

•

The competence to reflect on individual and cultural principles in a distanced manner: this is a question of
perceiving that one’s own behaviour is culturally conditioned, and being able to engage in a similar manner
with societal principles.

With its objective of Gestaltungskompetenz, education for sustainable development fits in with the international
competence debate which emerged from the PISA study (an international comparative study on educational
standards commissioned by the OECD). The educational objective of Gestaltungskompetenz shows clear parallels with the OECD’s system of competences, which essentially aims to promote the competences required to
successfully shape individual lives and the lives of communities, at the local level but with a sense of global
responsibility (Rychen/Salganik, 2003).

6.2.3 Topics and contents of education for sustainable development
Even if the key to education for sustainable development lies in acquiring competences, these competencies need
to be developed by applying them to topics. These cannot be just any topics. The topics chosen should be ones
which we can identify today as being important for sustainable development processes, or as representing a serious threat to such processes.
De Haan (2002: 16f.) proposes four general criteria for the selection of contents in education for sustainable
development:
•

Key local and/or global topic for sustainable development processes: the focus should be on addressing the
effects, the causes and the possible solutions to global problems. However, the important thing is that it must
be possible to make connections between the global problem and individual lived experience. Therefore, issues where the reciprocal effects of local action and global change can be made tangible are of particular
educational relevance.

•

Longer-term significance: ESD should favour contents that represent a long-term task, as they focus in on
the possibility of shaping the future. Topics from the news can be taken up, provided their long-term significance is highlighted.

•

Diverse forms of knowledge: topics should be preferred where diverse forms of knowledge exist, so that
they can be tackled in a plural manner.

•

Potential for action: additionally, topics which involve potential for action are of particular importance, as
they enable practical engagement with and participation in formative processes. The possibility of being able
to actually do something provides motivation to tackle the topic.

In the light of these considerations, core topics for ESD would include the following: (c.f. de Haan et al., 1997;
de Haan, 2002):
•

Consumer issues,
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•

Energy production and consumption,

•

Mobility,

•

Nutrition and agriculture,

•

Housing and building materials, as well as land use and soil.

The interdisciplinary study ‘Sustainable Germany’ (BUND/Misereor, 1997) named areas which are central for
environment policy and societal action, and which thus also represent appropriate topics for education for sustainable development (North-Rhine Westphalia State Institute for Schools and Continuing Education et al.,
1997): ‘living well rather than owning a lot’; ‘the city as living space’; ‘from rubbish dumps to cyclical flows’;
‘learning infrastructure’ (encompassing mobility, housing and energy provision); ‘the green market economy’;
‘civilising conflicts’; ‘justice and the global neighbourhood’; ‘aspects of a school for the future’.
The ‘syndrome approach’ (c.f. chapter 3.2) provides further ideas for the classroom. The syndromes of global
change are well-suited as learning contents. They provide a good basis for dealing with complex situations and
fulfil all of the criteria described earlier. Tried and tested teaching models can support self-organised and selfdirected learning.
The concept of sustainability provides a framework for debate and action to arrive at an integrated perspective of
the environmental, social, economic and cultural aspects of development. The integrative perspective raises
conflicts that must be dealt with through negotiation, and which also provide a source of contents for education
for sustainable development. Take the example of consumer education in the context of the various dimensions
of sustainability: this would lead us to see the consumption of food (e.g. a fast food product such as a hamburger
or a ‘fashionable’ product such as ‘chocolate for children’) not only from the social aspects of saving money or
individual health, but also that consuming certain foods is a question of prestige for the consumer, a question of
social belonging, that it brings with it environmental burdens and that an entire branch of the economy depends
upon it. An integrated perspective of this nature allows a more complex approach to teaching, making it more
appropriate to the topic in question.
Education for sustainable development, therefore, is not an additional task for educational establishments, but a
change of perspective with new emphases and working methods. In summary, there are two main consequences
for the contents of educational processes:
•

There are new priorities for the selection of contents (the criteria given earlier are significant here);

•

A new perspective is created on old contents (i.e. by looking at topics against the background of the various
dimensions of sustainability).

6.2.4

Teaching and learning methods in education for sustainable development

The path to sustainable development is a process that requires self-motivation and reflection on the part of individuals. ‘Drumming in sustainability’, therefore, is a method that would necessarily fall short of its target. This is
also because it cannot be assumed that there is a direct link between awareness and behaviour. It cannot be assumed that sustainability will arise directly if we simply explain how sensible it is. Nor is it even a foregone
conclusion that we will be on the way to a sustainable society at all.
The centrepieces of the educational strategy for sustainability, therefore, are forms of self-organised, projectbased learning which enable the individual to perceive interconnections and to experience being part of a com-
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munity which can deal with problems in a critical, productive, creative and effective manner. To achieve this, it
is impossible to use one method alone. Networked, alternative and prospecting thinking are best learnt by experience at a range of different ‘sites’: in real, local participation processes; in super-regional or global contexts
in which the individual participates through information or empathy (for example, as a consumer of the media or
as member of a large organisation like Greenpeace); in defined processes of knowledge acquisition and reflection; in direct contact with animals, plants, natural spaces and natural phenomena; in future workshops, in experiments, in play.
Environmental psychology and the psychology of knowledge and cognition suggest that the context in which
knowledge is acquired is a factor in deciding how practically relevant it is (Reinmann-Rothmeier/Mandl, 1998:
457-500). Opportunities for experiences that fit the principle of sustainability must thus be structured in such
manner that they have a subjective meaning – a practical value – for the individual’s own life. Knowledge acquisition should take place in socially and personally meaningful situations – an approach that also draws upon
constructivist theories (see boxed text). For children in a kindergarten, this could be a project for collecting rainwater, which they could then use; for teenagers, this could mean starting a bike repair workshop (not only encouraging the use of an environmentally-friendly mode of transport, but also resource-saving use of consumer
goods); at a school or university, this could involve switching the canteen over to healthy foods sourced from the
local region.
Constructivism
Constructivist theories (c.f. Siebert, 1994) see learning as an individual, self-directed process. Such theories draw on scientific findings that suggest that what is learnt is not the same as what is taught, but rather that individuals construct their own
reality on the basis of their existing experiences, that they build their own concept of things. Nevertheless, new knowledge
and new experiences must be able to slot in and be compatible with the pre-existing knowledge and experiences. Therefore,
this approach raises awareness of the value of individuals’ life experiences, of the different perspectives arising from different cultures and different backgrounds. At the same time, it underscores the importance of knowledge and experience over
the course of a whole life, and raises the question of the opportunities that can be made available for constructing relevant
knowledge as the main starting point for teaching methodology.

The sociological concept of lifestyles (Berger/Hradil, 1991; Bourdieu, 1987) suggests that educational processes
should be structured in such manner that they seek out links to the world which the learners live in and experience. Lifestyles bring together value judgements and forms of behaviour as patterns for living life (Abel/Rütter,
1994: 216-248). Lifestyles, therefore, are not emancipatory projects for living, but rather patterns of behaviour
which are nowadays particularly distinguished by consumer orientations (i.e. enthusiastic consumers vs. anticonsumerist environmentalists; hedonists vs. the more practically-oriented). Education for sustainable development should respect the existence of diverse lifestyles and structure learning processes to address specific or
various lifestyles.
The path to sustainability in real terms must be negotiated. To this end, an ability to participate in the decisionmaking process is a precondition. This is true for all social groups, with their different perspectives and competences. Negotiation requires an ability to compromise and resolve conflicts. Educational processes should therefore promote the ability to engage in dialogue and independent reflection – for example, by being aware of difference and of the competences held by oneself and others. The ability to participate requires the ability to engage in research, cooperation and practical action. This also requires the ability to work with unknown, openended issues for the future, as well as the ability to work with the media. These competences can be developed
specifically in projects working with the local surroundings – whether this be inside the educational establish-
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ment, or at the local or regional level. Such contexts allow sustainability and future viability to be brought out
and worked with in exemplary fashion, allowing learners to become aware of their own ability to solve problems
and take action effectively as a group. Local Agenda 21 processes provide an appropriate framework for such
projects – educational establishments can become active partners in these processes and thus provide their learners, such as school pupils, the opportunity to actively shape their surroundings. Learning thus takes place in
‘serious situations’ – i.e., situations in which real tasks are to be taken on which shape individual and collective
life. The readiness to take on sustainability and identify with change is fostered when individuals can take a role
in planning and decision-making. Participation makes learning a lot easier. Participation, furthermore, responds
to the growing demand – which has been identified in lifestyle research and studies into youth issues – to decide
for oneself, conceding considerable importance to individual future plans. Participative forms of education are
thus more attractive to learners.
Thinking and working in a multi-perspective and inter-disciplinary manner are important methodological principles in learning for sustainability. The starting point for such a process is a problem which can be seen from
different sides, with the aim of getting to the heart of the matter. The path to a sustainable society does not only
run via an engagement with pre-existing reality. It must be complemented by new designs for the relationship
between human beings and nature and for relationships between individuals. Future workshops and methods
such as role-playing games, in which alternatives are developed and weighed up, are suitable ways of organising
such educational processes.
It should be remembered when conceiving teaching and learning methods that we require different types of
knowledge to understand sustainability. Objective knowledge alone is not sufficient (Berchthold/Stauffer, 1997).
This must be channelled into system knowledge, i.e. related to interconnections, functions and processes. However, the learner only becomes capable of taking practical action when she knows what she can do with this
knowledge. System knowledge must therefore be combined with the development of values, with ethical guidelines for the relationship between humankind and nature, with direct experiences that provoke emotions and
sensitivity: with orientation knowledge. And she must also know how to go about embarking upon the path to
greater sustainability – she needs methodological knowledge. Education for sustainable development must enable
all of these forms of knowledge to be acquired and must structure learning processes on this basis.

6.2.5

Transforming the self-conception of educational establishments through education for sustainable development

One essential factor for the uptake of the concept of education for sustainable development is the readiness and
ability to change and to learn holistically. As educational establishments can be seen as social organisations, it
can be assumed that they can also learn as organisations. The difference between individual learning and organisational learning can be seen clearly in the example of a football team: the success of the team playing together
is only possible thanks to shared knowledge and the development of common tactics and strategies. It is essential
that all players agree on one strategy for the game, and adapt their style of play to each other so that they can
achieve their objective. For organisational learning, this means that the process goes beyond the sum of individual learning: that something qualitatively new is added. Organisational learning can generally be understood as a
transformation and extension of the organisation’s knowledge base. In short, learning has taken place when
knowledge is created that expands the range of options open to the organisation (Godemann, 2004).
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Organisational learning processes do not necessarily lead to the same consequences. The changes to knowledge
are not always equally far-reaching. Learning processes can be categorised into three levels (Godemann, 2004):
•

Adaptation learning (correcting flaws in the system),

•

Change learning (changing organisational norms, values and principles),

•

Process learning (changing learning principles, institutional philosophy and problem-solving methods).

In order to successfully make sustainable development an integral part of the organisation’s objectives, educational establishments must be capable of learning and show a readiness to do so. The principle of sustainable
development includes a basic ethical stance, and thus organisational learning processes must take place which go
beyond mere adaptation learning and work towards changes to the principles or overall profile of the educational
establishment as a whole. The aim is to find out how the establishment can be made the starting point and site for
learning and creative processes in the spirit of sustainable development. Elements of such a new self-conception
and profile in an educational establishment would include:
•

understanding and structuring of the educational establishment itself as an institution based upon the idea of
sustainability;

•

development of the educational establishment into a part of the local Agenda 21 process;

•

cooperation with institutions and individuals in the region, but especially at the international level to allow
the chance to experience ‘One World’.

6.3

Governance and participation

The term ‘governance’ has in recent years gained substantial terrain in describing different phenomena in society. Even though there is no definition on which there is general agreement, the term is frequently used among
scholars and practitioners alike, leaving a somewhat confusing understanding of its conceptual meaning.
The World Bank, for instance, is one of many institutions evaluating ‘developing countries’ in terms of ‘good
governance’; but ‘governance’, whether good or not, is by no means of relevance only in the third world context.
Private industry and economic analysts sometimes refer to ‘corporate governance’, and contemporary social
science contains numerous references to ‘modern governance’ as a catchword for ‘governance’ in times of
transition. As if this were not enough, there is constant stream of scientific contributions on ‘governance’ in
different public policy sectors, mainly but not exclusively in sectors marked by a high level of interdependence
amongst national and/or local governments, formal and informal institutions, and interest groups, which are of
particular relevance for coming to grips with problems affecting all the various actors (though not necessarily to
the same extent). The promotion of peace, security and human rights typically calls for various kinds of
‘internationalized governance’. Similar comments apply to the issue of global environmental protection, but not
all environmental problems have worldwide implications and ramifications; in such cases, the mobilization of
national or even sub-national ‘governance networks’ may be sufficient to come to grips with the problem. The
popularity of the governance concept has brought about a certain conceptual confusion.
The term ‘governance’ has a long record and goes back at least to Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales, where it appears
as synonymous with ‘rule’, ‘ruling’. More recently, governance has become a somewhat loosely defined social
science buzzword but not to the point of lacking substance. The term carries at least two connotations:
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•

Governance may be seen as government but without the structural and institutional connotations of the latter. The emphasis is thus on activities and process, not on institutions. The approach is familiar from structural/functional theories in sociology and political science from the 1950s and onwards and makes good
sense. By way of example, legislatures do legislate, but they are by no means the only rule-making bodies.
By interpreting the law, a court of law may gradually modify existing legislation. By deliberately tolerating
officially criminalised activities (blasphemy, expressions of homosexuality, bribe-taking etc), the police may
in effect render certain laws obsolete. Similar comments apply to the court system. It is indeed in the business of ‘rule adjudication’ but not without competition. Taxation, residence and work permits, naturalisation, health care, social welfare and, for that matter, environment protection are some of the areas where
various government agencies, such as the Internal Revenue and Immigration Naturalization services in the
United States, play a role similar to that of a court of law in the lives of citizens, would-be citizens, private
companies and organisations.

•

If you speak of governance, you are also speaking of governance networks. The latter may be formal, informal or both. A formal network, initiated by governmental or ministerial decision, may very well be extended
to include groups or persons outside the formal network. Governance may therefore be seen as a challenge
to democracy in the sense that it leads to accountability problems. If need be, the voters can vote the government out of office, but the governance networks and their individual members are beyond the reach of
the voters. It must also be kept in mind that many governance networks have ramifications well beyond the
nation state. Environment protection, human rights and crime prevention are among the policy areas particularly likely to benefit from networks with ramifications beyond the nation state. To the extent that this is the
way democracy works, it is somewhat removed from the picture of political representation conveyed also by
academic textbooks, which tend to neglect ‘governance networks’ as a possible source of democratic deficit.
The relationship between the European institutions of government and the now 27 individual member countries of the European Union is a good case in point. The EU serves as a gateway to a number of interlocking
European ‘governance networks’ of obvious relevance to the member states; and member states taking cues
from the European Commission rather than from public opinion and political parties at home will eventually
have to face the consequences of a growing democratic deficit. But this is by no means unique to ‘governance networks’ with transnational ramifications. Networks dominated by national, regional and/or local actors will have an equally devastating impact on citizens’ satisfaction with the way democracy works in their
respective countries, to the extent that they are seen to override public opinion not just occasionally but almost systematically.

The two points are actually interrelated. The growing interest in ‘governance networks’ is often seen as a byproduct of the societal shift from government to governance. The state is no longer considered to be the sole
locus of power in policymaking. Complex social problems have forced the state to become a differentiated entity, taking on problems of a complexity far beyond the capacity of traditional institutions, whilst facing up to
growing international interdependencies and suffering a lack of necessary resources. It is also challenged by new
organised interests (Benz/Papadopoulos, 2006). In such a setting, networks provide a flexible platform for solving complex policy problems, bringing together relevant societal actors with resources and knowledge. Resource
dependency promotes a non-hierarchical situation, where consensus must be reached in order to solve the problem. Together, non-public actors have gained clout in contemporary as opposed to traditional policymaking.
The growing interest in governance networks also has another dimension attached to it. Governance networks
serve to mobilise citizens behind a good cause and come in handy whenever politicians and bureaucrats want to
open up a dialogue with the general public on some issue of contention. This gives additional leverage to the
relevant interest groups and lobbyists, which may or may not be in the best interests of those initiating the dialogue. But it also has the advantage of boosting the legitimacy of public decision-making and of facilitating the
implementation of political decisions cast within the framework of an ongoing dialogue between the rulers and
the ruled, between the political elite and the rank-and-file citizens, or, in terms of yet another dyad, between
leaders and followers. This also goes a long way towards accounting for the importance that interest groups
attach to governance networks. Being included in the right network is decisive for their ability to set the agenda
and tilt the decision-making process in favour of their preferences.
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The current confrontation between the two opposing camps on global climate change highlights the importance
of interest group representation in governance networks. The currently prevailing paradigm revolves around
global warming and its likely long-term consequences, the transformation of large parts of the globe into
inhospitable deserts, the rapid melting of the polar ice caps and the disappearance of large chunks of current
coastal areas as a result of the increasing flow of water into the oceans. Whether they can already be observed or
are forecast, the problems are seen as a product of reckless tampering with the natural resources handed over to
us more-or-less intact by our forefathers. The good news is that we can do something about it, and the focus of
attention is primarily on what to do and how fast; reducing the emissions of carbon dioxide – yes, but how and
who should pick up the bill? These are difficult questions which are likely to make for tensions and controversy
within the international community for quite some time; and their appearance on a political agenda may be seen
as a tribute to skilful networking and coalition-building by green parties, movements and interest groups on a
global scale. The emphasis would have been very different had the opposing camp prevailed. This position argues that there is nothing strange or sinister about contemporary climate change. There has – so the argument
goes – always been climate change, long before industrialisation and urbanisation and, for that matter, before
human civilisation had had an impact on the planet. The good news is that we do not have to envisage drastic
changes to our lifestyles in order to save the planet; and the bad news is that we have to brace ourselves for
seemingly erratic climate change. When approached from within this model, global warming seems to have the
same likelihood as global freezing. This was basically the position of the current Bush administration in the US
until President George W. Bush made a partial retreat under the dual impact of mounting pressure at home and
abroad.

6.4

Operationalising the concept: sustainability indicators

Indicators are ‘scales of reference [...] established to describe a given situation (‘indicandum’) which is not directly measurable and is often very complex’ (SRU, 1998: 93). An indicator only receives a function when applied in a given practical context. It is possible to distinguish between descriptive indicators (current value) and
normative indicators (reference value – current value). Whereas the former simply describe situations, the latter
are referenced to set target values. Important criteria in the creation of indicators include the target values, transparency, reliability, replicability, relevance and comprehensibility (SRU, 1998).
Environmental indicators have the following descriptive tasks: to describe the state of the environment; and to
diagnose existing and predicted future environmental problems. Furthermore, they also have the following normative tasks: to assess environmental destruction and the state of the environment (also in international comparison); to assist in the formulation and adjustment of targets for environmental quality and environmental action;
to contribute to public awareness and to aid communication on the environmental situation; to facilitate political
decision-making and priority-setting; to test environmental conservation strategies and to feed into the detailed
planning and effectiveness monitoring of environmental conservation measures.
After the world economic summits in 1989 and 1990, the OECD was commissioned to develop environmental
indicators for the participating countries. This set of indicators was intended for use in analysing the success of
environmental policy in individual countries. As a result, the OECD presented its first set of indicators in 1991,
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for the first time setting environmental factors in an economic context. On the basis of this set of indicators, the
Pressure State Response (PSR) model was born, with three categories:
•

Pressure indicators,

•

State indicators and

•

Response indicators.

Thereby, the model covers the pressure placed on the environment through human activities; the current quality
of the environment; and the societal response to environmental change, including the measures taken
(Leon/Renn, 2003).
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Fig. 17: Structure of the OECD’s PSR model
In the wake of the Rio Conference and the adoption of the Agenda 21, the discussion on environmental indicators was broadened into a discussion on sustainability indicators. These were to contribute to the implementation
of the Agenda 21, and the development of such indicators is expressly called for in the document itself:
Countries at the national level and international governmental and non-governmental organizations at the international level should develop the concept of indicators of sustainable development in order to identify such indicators.
(UNCED, 1992)

Suitable indicators of this nature are now discussed and adopted at the international level. Sustainability indicators are broader in scope than purely environmental indicators, as they consider economic, social and cultural
aspects as well as environmental issues. Furthermore, sustainability indicators are generally normative indicators, as they are usually directly indexed to sustainability targets. They show whether a given country is moving
in the direction of sustainability (SRU, 1998).
The key tasks of sustainability indicators are the following (Kopfmüller et al., 2001):
•

Description of a country’s position with regard to the level of sustainability of its development (current
situation analysis);

•

Identification of expected future trends with regard to sustainable development (forecasting function);

•

Assistance in adjusting and quantifying sustainability targets;

•

Evaluating the current situation and expected trends against the background of qualitative and quantitative
objectives for sustainable development (identification of sustainability shortcomings and corresponding
need for action);

•

Supporting political decision-making and priority-setting;

•

Evaluation of proposed strategies and measures for the promotion of sustainable development;

•

Monitoring the effectiveness of policies addressing sustainability (monitoring function);
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•

Awareness-raising and communication among politics and society on key problem areas for sustainable
development (communication function); and

•

International comparison of progress towards sustainable development achieved in the various countries,
and evaluation of the extent to which countries have complied with their commitments to promote sustainable development at the national and global levels.

Over the years, a range of sustainability indicator systems have been formulated. A distinction can be drawn
between systems with a high level of concision – i.e. a small number of indicators which are particularly suited
for communicating sustainability objectives to the general public – and more finely-tuned systems which are
better suited to scientific purposes (Kopfmüller et al., 2001). The UN Commission on Sustainable Development
(CSD) worked on a catalogue of around 130 indicators from 1995 onwards, which were intended to assist the
implementation of the Agenda 21. This prototype was tested in a number of countries, including Germany, and
refined into a system of indicators. In April 2000 the final report was presented, featuring a set of 218 sustainability indicators. The system is structured around the chapters of the Agenda 21 and contains indicators on the
following dimensions and topics (CSD, 2001):
•

Ecology (atmosphere, land, oceans, lakes and coastlines, drinking water, biodiversity);

•

Economics (economic structure, patterns of consumption and production);

•

Social issues (social justice, health, education, housing, security, population); and

•

Institutional issues (institutional framework, institutional capacity).

The indicators are subdivided into ‘drivers’, ‘state’ indicators and ‘response’ indicators, in a similar manner to
the OECD environmental indicator system. A number of the CSD’s proposed indicators were rejected or modified as they were not applicable to Germany, and a number were added. In 2002 the German government
adopted a national sustainability strategy, which alongside setting targets also contains 21 key indicators to
monitor the implementation of these targets. Since then, a variety of indicator systems have been developed for
other political levels or sectors (federal states, regions, local authorities) which can be used for such purposes as
the local Agenda 21 processes. For example, a set of indicators for Local Agenda 21 made up of 20 basic indicators has been put forward, and has secured the support of a number of institutions (Table 6).
The decisive factor for the practical usefulness of sustainability indicators is the existence of an effective monitoring system. Formulating an indicator system for a local authority, federal state or even for Germany as a
whole is just a first step. Next, these indicators must be observed, and the results of monitoring must feed back
into implementation.
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Table 6: Indicators for local authority sustainability (Agenda-Transfer, 2003)

Area

Indicators

Refuse

Domestic waste in kg per resident

Land

Built-up and asphalted surfaces as a percentage of total surface area

Water

Drinking water consumption of private households in litres per inhabitant per day

Energy use

Electricity consumption
a) of private households
b) of local authority infrastructure (incl. street lighting) in kWh per
inhabitant per year

Renewable energy

Installed capacity of a) renewable energy (solar power, biomass, wind
and water power) in kW per inhabitant
b) installed surface of solar-thermal devices in km² per inhabitant

Mobility

Number of private vehicles per 1000 inhabitants

Ecosystems and biodiversity

Areas under nature protection measures as a percentage of total surface area, as well as number and surface area of sites of special natural interest
Unemployment rate by gender, age and duration

Employment
Training

Number of training agreements per 1000 social security contributing
workers

Economic structure

Proportion of social security contributing workers by economic sector

Local authority budget

Local authority debt per inhabitant in EUR

Corporate environmental protection

Number of companies with certified environmental management
systems (EMAS, DIN ISO 14.001 and ‘Ökoprofit’)

Organic agriculture

Proportion of organically farmed surface area out of the total farmed
surface area in the territory

Income and prosperity

Number of recipients on ongoing income support per 1000 inhabitants

Population and settlement structure

Number of arrivals and departures per 1000 inhabitants

International justice

Local authority expenditure for development cooperation as a percentage of the local authority budget and per inhabitant

Gender equality

Proportion of women in the local authority assembly and in leadership positions in the local administration

Security
Family-friendly structures

Reported crimes per 1000 inhabitants (weighted by type of crime)
Number of children’s nursery places for the age groups ‘under 3s’
and ‘3-6 year olds’, indexed to the total number of children

Integration

Proportions of immigrant and German school-leavers without a leaving certificate
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